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1 SUMMARY
1.1 TEAM SUMMARY
Charger Rocket Works:
Propulsion Research Center
301 Sparkman Dr. NW, Huntsville, AL 35899
NAR/TRA Mentor: Mr. Jason Winningham
Computer Sys. Engineer, ECE Department, UAH
Rocketry Certification: Level 3 NAR: 89526/TRA: 13669
Email: jason.winningham@uah.edu

Phone: 256.824.6132

Local NAR Section: Huntsville Area Rocketry Association, NAR #403
Local TRA Section: Phoenix Missile Works TRA #81
1.2

LAUNCH VEHICLE SUMMARY
The launch vehicle’s purpose is to safely and successfully transport and deploy
the rover, so this is the primary driving factor behind all design decisions. To
transport a 7 lbf. rover to 1 mile, the rocket’s total weight at liftoff is 43.8 lbf. including
the payload, and it is 103 in. long. Two of the sections are different diameters. The
majority of the airframe is 4 in. diameter, while the fairing that contains the rover is
6 in. The rocket flies on an Aerotech L1420 and uses a 12 ft. long 1515 rail. The
recovery system consists of an 18 in. drogue parachute deployed at apogee and a 96
in. main parachute deployed at 600 ft. during descent. Both parachutes are deployed
using redundant isolated StratologgerCFs firing black powder charges. The rocket is
tracked using an Xbee Pro radio on an in-house GPS system.
1.3

PAYLOAD SUMMARY
The rover consists of a 12 in. long x 4 in. wide x 3 in. tall chassis, two wheels
which are spring loaded, folding aluminum spokes, and a spring loaded stabilizing
arm extending out the back of the rover. The rover has a lid on top which is operated
via a gear system to reveal and conceal the solar panels. The rover is required to move
5 ft. autonomously which will be tracked through an on-board GPS. Once the GPS
says the rover has moved the 5 ft., the lid will be opened to reveal the solar panels by
a remote trigger. The solar panels will be used to recharge the rover batteries.

2 CHANGES SINCE PROPOSAL
2.1

LAUNCH VEHICLE CHANGES
The overall design of the launch vehicle has remained the same, however several
components have undergone changes due to further analysis and to keep mass growth
in check.

2.1.1 Nose Cone Changes
The nose cone underwent a few changes since its original design presented in
PDR, but the general shape and manufacturing process remains the same. The first

change was thickening the 2 in. long shoulder section to 0.5 in. thick, matching the
rest of the nose cone. This change adds structural rigidity that will allow it to reliably
take the loads from the rover ejection without failing. The second change was the
addition of a 0.5 in. thick bulkhead at the bottom of the nose cone shoulder. This
addition allows the nose cone to sit flush against the wheel of the rover, minimizing
pressure points that could cause the wheel to buckle inward or fail upon ejection,
along with allowing for ballast to be added or removed.

2.1.2 Piston Changes
The piston design had to be reworked due to changes made to the transition. The
new transition now has a taller shoulder on the fairing side resulting in reduced
height available to be used for the piston. The old design was abandoned as it would
no longer be possible in the space available. The new piston design uses a vertical 3D printed housing which can be positioned in the transition shoulder and a piston
head which rests on top of the shoulder. The piston head is responsible for pushing
on the rover for ejection. The housing holds the CO2 cartridge and the release
mechanism.
2.1.3 Transition Changes
FEA revealed the single piece ABS design would be able to transfer the load
adequately, however the solid single piece design weighed approximately 6.3 lbs. In
order to conserve weight, the same design was taken and split into three sections.
The simplicity of each piece allows the plastic pieces to be printed with a varying infill, dramatically reducing the weight of each 3D printed piece and cutting the total
weight of the section by over 50%.
2.1.4 Motor Retention Changes
While forward retention proved to be an effective method of motor retention,
there existed a problem when removing the motor post-recovery for
cleaning/reloading. The motor case would not unscrew from the forward retention
screw, thus the only method of motor removal was unscrewing the aft bulkhead and
removing the entire assembly. The change was made to switch to aft retention. This
also meant the addition of a thrust ring to carry the thrust load through the aft body
tube. The motor slides into the fin can and sits on the thrust plate lip. It is secured
into place with a motor retention ring, which is held in by three 4-40 bolts.
2.1.5 Motor Selection Changes
Since PDR, the motor selection has changed. Previously, the Aerotech L1520 was
being used due to its ability to best fit the team's altitude needs. However, after
further testing and analysis, it was determined that the L1520 did not produce
enough thrust to drive to the vehicle to the target altitude. This is mainly due to the
increase in vehicle mass and length. After further research, it was concluded that the
motor needed to get the vehicle to the target altitude was the Aerotech L1420. While
this motor produced a slightly smaller average thrust output, the burn time was
longer, therefore driving the vehicle closer to the 5280 ft. target altitude.

2.2

PAYLOAD CHANGES
Several changes have been made to improve the payload since PDR. The wheels
for the rover have been redesigned in order to simplify the manufacturing process. A
steel extrusion has been added to the outside of either wheel, via a 4-40 screw in order
to work as a hinge for the spokes. The spokes have been further simplified to be
straight, aluminum bars. Their dimensions have not changed, however at the tips, as
opposed to a flange pointing outward, a 3D printed tip has been added to get better
traction with the ground. Finally, the stabilizing arm is no longer made of layered
tape measure, but is 3D printed ABS plastic. The arm will be mounted on the rear
right side of the rover and open by a torsional spring.
The electronics will continue to be housed in the chassis, however they will be
mounted to a specially designed tray. This tray will be lowered into the chassis from
the top where the lid opens, and is designed to be slightly smaller than the interior
of the chassis to minimize movement. The tray consists of two levels and has cut outs
on the bottom piece to allow for the wheel motors in the chassis. Both parts of the
tray will be 3D printed and the two sections will be connected with 4-40 screws.
Along with the structural components, some electronics have also been changed
since PDR. The camera that the rover will use has changed from the ArduCam CMOS
OV7670 to the FlyCamOne Eco V2 due to its ease of integration, its availability, and
due to the university’s experience with them. The remove before flight pin has been
replaced with a rocker switch that will power the rover on and off. In addition, the
rover will now incorporate a micro SD card to record data onboard. The payload will
use the Arduino Mega’s onboard voltage regulator to provide a 3.3V line as opposed
to purchasing a separate one. Lastly, the solar panel previously selected has been
replaced with the BL85-55 multifunction solar panel due to availability.
2.3

PROJECT PLAN CHANGES
The January full-scale launch was cancelled and pushed to February due to
design changes that occurred during the winter break.

3 LAUNCH VEHICLE
The purpose of this rocket is to deliver a rover to an altitude of 5280 ft. safely and
reliably, then deploy the rover upon landing, ensuring that the payload remains
unharmed and free to move. To meet these goals, the team has set success criteria
that must be met in addition to those dictated by the Student Launch Handbook.

Figure 1: Launch Vehicle Overview

3.1

DESIGN SUMMARY
All engineering drawings are included in Appendix A for full review. The mass of
every major component in the launch vehicle is shown in the mass budget table. The
smaller components such as fasteners have been grouped together.

Table 1: Mass Budget

Component
Nose Cone
Nose Bulkhead
Rover
Piston
Fairing Tube
Upper Transition
Lower Transition
Transition Bulkhead
Transition Coupler Bulkhead
CO2 Deployment System
Transition Avionics
Fairing Hardware/Fasteners
Forward Body Tube
Main Parachute
Shock Cord
Coupler Bulkhead
Charge Well
Coupler Tube
Avionics Sled
Avionics
Coupler Hardware
Rail Button Assembly
Aft Body
Drogue Parachute
Aft Bulkhead
L14210 Motor
Fin Can
Fin
Thrust Plate
Retention Ring
Aft Hardware/Fasteners

Mass (lbm.)
#
1.65
1
0.707
1
7
1
1.86
1
1.24
1
1.438
1
0.671
1
1.384
1
0.18
1
0.245
1
0.435
1
1.87
1
2.28
1
1.16
1
1.5
2
0.234
2
0.05
4
0.558
1
0.2
1
0.36
1
1.48
1
0.196
2
1.7
1
0.176
1
0.187
1
10.058
1
0.76
1
0.238
4
0.132
1
0.167
1
0.89
1
TOTAL:

Total (lbm.)
1.65
0.707
7
1.86
1.24
1.438
0.671
1.384
0.18
0.245
0.435
1.87
2.28
1.16
3
0.468
0.2
0.558
0.2
0.36
1.48
0.392
1.7
0.176
0.187
10.058
0.76
0.952
0.132
0.167
0.89
43.8

3.1.1 Mission Statement
The 2017-2018 UAH CRW team competing in the NASA Student Launch
Initiative will deliver an autonomous roving payload to 1 mile AGL), and descend
safely in order to reliably deploy the payload on the ground. Once the payload is
deployed from the vehicle, it will move at least 5 ft. from the rocket and deploy
working solar panels. The entire system will be reusable and will focus on flight safety
and reliability. Safety will be the driving factor of the design in case of unexpected
problems. Redundancy will help mitigate the safety issues in case of a system failure
during flight.

3.1.2 Upper Airframe Design
The upper airframe is primarily made up of the nose cone, fairing body tube,
transition section, and coupler. This section's primary purpose is to reliably transfer
the load between the 4 and 6 in. body tubes, along with safely housing the rover and
the piston ejection system. In addition, this section will store ballast in the nose cone,
house the tracker in the coupler section, and house electronics for piston deployment.

Figure 2: Upper Airframe

Figure 3: Mounting of Rover and Deployment Electronics in Upper Airframe

3.1.3 Nose Cone Design
3D printing remains the best option for manufacturing the nose cone given the
unique design and requirements needed for rover ejection. The 6 in. tall elliptical
shape is 0.5 in. thick throughout, including the shoulder. The shoulder is a 0.08 in.
step in allowing the nose cone to be secured to the fairing body tube. There will be
four 4-40 shear pins holding the nose cone to the 6 in. body tube, which will break
when the piston is activated, allowing the rover to be ejected. Lastly, a quarter inch
thick aluminum bulkhead will be placed at the end of the shoulder to provide a flush
contact point with the rover’s wheel, reducing the possibility of failure upon ejection.

Figure 4: Nose Cone with Bulkhead

3.1.4 Fairing Body Tube
The forward body tube is the 6.17 in. diameter section whose purpose is to house
the piston assembly and payload. It extends from the transition section on the aft end
and ends at the nose cone lip. The coupler sections on the transition and nose cone
will hold the body tube to the rest of the airframe and transfer the load needed to
support the upper airframe during flight. For fabrication, a solid 6 in. fiberglass body
tube will be purchased and cut to size using the CRW workshop band saw. After the
body tube has been cut to size, the edges will be appropriately sanded. The forward
end will have 4-40 shear pin connections to the nose cone, while the aft end will use
10-32 bolts. This is shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Fairing Body Tube

3.1.5 Transition Section
The transition between the 4 and 6 in. body tube is made of three pieces, where
the forward and aft sections are 3D printed ABS plastic, and the central piece is a 0.5
in. thick aluminum bulkhead. The aluminum plate transfers most of the load that
passes through this section, while the other two are primarily for structural and
aerodynamic purposes. The two 3D printed pieces use a varying in-fill for a weight

reduction of 57% from 6.3 lbs to 2.7lbs. Aluminum was chosen for the mid-section
because of its high strength to weight ratio, considering this is a critical section in the
load path. If the transition failed, the rocket and payload would most likely be lost.
With a max yield stress of 42 ksi, aluminum provides the best option for ensuring
success.
The forward section of the transition is 3D printed. It contains holes for threaded
inserts to connect to the fairing, along with a centering ring on the bottom and various
other holes for the connecting bolts and allowing the hot wire to pass through.

Figure 6: Forward Transition Section

The aft section of the transition is also 3D printed, and is primarily aerodynamic.
However, it also aids in transferring any shear forces that may occur between the two
body tubes. This section contains room for four threaded inserts to connect it to the
aluminum bulkhead.
The aluminum bulkhead will be CNC milled in-house, with close-fit holes for each
of the bolts connecting the three transition pieces together. Four 10-32 holes will be
for securing the aft transition piece to the bulkhead, while four more inner 1/4-20
holes will hold the forward transition piece. There is also a central 0.25 in. hole for
the threaded rod, and a 0.125 in. hole for the piston wire to pass through the
bulkhead.

Figure 7: Central Transition Piece

Upon assembly, the transition section will go through static testing to ensure the
pieces were machined and printed properly. This will be particularly important for
the 3D printed pieces, since the in-fill could weaken the structural rigidity.

Figure 8: Aft Transition Section

3.1.6 Tracking and Rover Deployment
The system design presented in the PDR assumed the rover electronics would
control the rover’s deployment from the rocket. Upon further consideration, it was

realized that this design would not work because the CO2 cartridge was on the other
side of the piston. The deployment electronics needed to receive the command signal
upon landing and trigger the spring mechanism to pierce the CO2 cartridge. The
spring is held in place by a monofilament, which is run through a hotwire. The
electronics package consists of a Teensy-LC microcontroller, two 123 batteries, a
voltage regulator, an Xbee Pro 900 MHz. radio module, and an N-channel MOSFET.
The MOSFET is used to amplify the low current output of the microcontroller to the
full current output of the battery through the hotwire. An RBF switch is inserted
between the MOSFET and the hotwire to allow the GPS to receive a signal while
mitigating the risk of the hotwire being activated prematurely. Lastly, the Xbee is
connected to the microcontroller to allow it to parse the deploy command. The Teensy
was selected due to its small form factor and multiple UART ports. These allow the
MCU to communicate to both the GPS and radio without the need for multiplexing.

Figure 9: Deployment and Tracking Electronics

3.1.7 Coupler Section
The fairing section of the rocket is held to the aft end by two 2-56 shear pins
through the body tube and coupler. These break upon charge activation, releasing the
fairing from the central section. The coupler is held to the fairing via a 0.25 in. rod
held in tension from the interior of the transition through the aluminum bulkhead at
the other end. Running through the bulkhead is a U-bolt, which the shock cord from
the main parachute will connect to. A 9 in. coupler was chosen so the tracker and

rover deployment electronics can fit inside on the threaded rod. The coupler is shown
below in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Coupler Section

3.1.8 Piston Design
The piston is responsible for the jettison of the nose cone and deployment of
the rover. It will consist of three major parts: the piston head, the release mechanism,
and the CO2 cartridge. A hotwire will activate the piston upon landing and receive a
signal from the ground station. The hotwire will release a spring driven spike,
puncturing the CO2 cartridge and driving the piston head.
The piston head is used to eject the rover and nose cone. It will push against
the wheel base of the rover; foam padding will be used to prevent the piston from
damaging the rover. In addition to having padding, the piston head, padding, and
rover will all sit flush together in order to avoid striking the rover wheel base during
ejection. It consists of a 6 in. diameter fiberglass coupler and a singular 0.25 in. thick
aluminum bulkhead. The bulkhead will rest on the shoulder of the transition and be
epoxied to the fiberglass coupler. The top of the coupler is left open in order to keep
the fairing length to an acceptable value. The coupler will have a height of 6 in. in
order to prevent the piston head assembly from turning off-axis during rover
deployment. A rendering of the piston head can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Piston Head Render

The piston head will use a COTS fiberglass coupler whereas the bulkhead will be
machined from aluminum stock in the UAH Machine Shop.
The release mechanism is responsible for both securing the CO2 cartridge and
releasing the stored gas. An enclosure will be 3D-printed in order to house all the
necessary components: a CO2 cartridge, a spring, and a spike/sled to puncture the
cartridge. A cross section of the assembly is seen in Figure 12.

Figure 12. CO2 Release Mechanism Cross Section

The enclosure has a larger 1 in. opening where the CO2 cartridge will sit and
transitions to a smaller 0.475 in. enclosure at the bottom for housing the spring and
puncturing device. The internal diameter change serves as a holding point to keep
the cartridge aligned with the spike for deployment. It also serves the purpose of
holding the cartridge at the appropriate height for the spike to puncture it. A cap is
used to close the housing during flight, and large slots will be built into the enclosure
to ensure the gas escapes and pressurizes the fairing quickly. The size of the slots
serves the dual purpose of preventing any pressurization of the enclosure itself and
reducing material usage.

The spike will rest on a 3D printed sled which is attached to a 0.375 in. diameter
spring with a 1 in. length. The spring has a rate of 8.20 lbf/in and can be compressed
to achieve greater than 6 lbf. in the stowed configuration. This gives extra margin on
the required 4 lbf. needed to puncture the cartridge. The spring and spike will both
be COTS; the spike being created from small decorative nails. A small hollow rod will
be used to initially compress the spring until it can be locked into place, and a tether
made from monofilament fishing line will be run through holes located in the sled
and the housing. This tether serves as the means for arming the spring and acts as a
pin to keep the spring compressed. The tether will be secured around the base of the
enclosure, and the hotwire will be attached to the tether with insulation to protect
the enclosure itself.
The CO2 cartridge chosen is a Crossman 12 g. charge. The ideal gas law was used
to determine the size charge needed to pressurize the fairing. The 12 g. charge was
chosen over the 8 g. for the increased pressure capacity. The desire for the greater
pressure was influenced in part by subscale charge testing which showed calculations
underestimating the required pressure. While changing the cartridge size or the
number of charges is not anticipated, the design of the enclosure is made to accept a
smaller charge if it becomes desirable. The slender profile of the housing also allows
for another charge to be added inside of the transition if a higher pressure is needed.
Extensive testing is planned to determine if changes need to be made to the charge
size or if more or fewer shear pins are required in the nose cone.
The assembly will be positioned inside of the transition coupler. Two 3D printed
brackets will be used to mount the housing, which will be mounted to the transition
using four 4-40 bolts each. The brackets can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Bracket for CO2 Housing

The brackets are 2 in. tall and have curved flanges that match the transition
curvature. This allows for a proper connection for the 4-40 bolts. The brackets are
designed to hold the housing from both the top and the bottom, adding an extra layer
of redundancy in keeping the cartridge in place while discharging gas, along with all
phases of the flight. Slots are cut through the sides in order to allow for the gas to
escape easily to pressurize the fairing without destroying the brackets, all while allow
the tether to access the spike/sled component.

3.1.9 Aft Body Tube
The aft body tube consists of fiberglass that is 42.0 in. long. The outer diameter
of the body tube is 4.016 in. This section acts as the housing for the lower recovery
bulkhead, drogue parachute, motor, fin can, and fin connection. The lower section of
the body tube is slotted 8.992 in. in order to accommodate the fins. The body tube is
also drilled in order to attach the recovery bulkhead, the fin can, and also the lower
rail button. All of the dimensions for this section of body tube are shown below in
Figure 14.

Figure 14: Aft Body Tube Dimensions

3.1.10 Fin Design
The fin design that was chosen can be viewed below in Figure 15. The fins
dimensions are also shown below in figure 18. This design consists of 4 evenly spaced
trapezoidal fins, located on the lower portion of the aft airframe. This design was
chosen in order to help maximize aerodynamic stability and minimize drag. The
present design allows for the stability to maintain constant, without having to change
any other aspect of the vehicle design. The fins will be bolted into the fin can using
four 4-40 bolts. The fins will be connected to the fin can before being inserted into the
aft body tube. The method of mounting the fins to the fin can externally, allows it to
be no longer necessary to have exterior fin mounting brackets. However, this poses a
problem by creating a load on the fin can due to the drag acting on the fins. To ensure
this was the best method of fin mounting, FEA was conducted on the fin can, with
the added fin load, to ensure the fin can could withstand the applied forces.

Figure 15: Fin Design

The fins will be constructed from sheets of G10 fiberglass, which will be 0.1875
in. thick. The fiberglass was selected to allow for the fins to remain lightweight while
also remaining strong and holding rigidity. The cost of G10 fiberglass is also low, and
the manufacturing can be done in house, as opposed to being sent to a manufacturer.
With the fin production happening in house, multiple sets of fins can be obtained, in
case one breaks during testing. The fins will be cut using a wet saw in house or with
a diamond Dremel. This provides two different methods of fabrication. The thickness
of 0.1875 in. was selected to ensure no fin flutter would take place during flight. The
dimensions of the fin were optimized in order to increase the fin flutter speed. Using
the value of a tip chord length (!" ) of 2 in., a root chord length (!# ) of 8 in., a height (b)
of 3.5 in., a thickness (t) of 0.1875 in., as well as knowing the altitude at which max
velocity is reached (MV), the Mach number for fin flutter can be calculated. These
equations are displayed below. Equation 7 outputs a velocity, which can be converted
to a Mach number.
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Using a shear modulus, G, of 425 ksi., a ;H value was computed to be 2191.57
ft./sec., which translates to a Mach number of 1.9479. This value is well in the safe
zone in terms of fin flutter speed.

Figure 18: Fin Dimensions

3.1.11 Fin Can/Motor Retention
The fin can assembly shown in Figure 16 is designed to keep the motor centered
within the aft body tube while also incorporating integrated fin mounting. The
features that the fin can assembly consists of are the following: thrust plate,
alignment tabs, fin slots, rail button hole, and motor retention ring. It is designed to
be able to slide in and out of the aft body tube with the fins attached. This was done
so that the team could remove the fin can to make any needed repairs after a flight if
necessary as well as for ease in putting it on display. The Fin Can assembly will be
mounted in the aft body tube using 4-40 bolts normal to the body tube surface. These
bolts will also be used to help maintain the shape of the body tube when it is under
loads and keep it from bowing in or out.

Figure 16: Fin Can Assembly

The fin can is made out of high strength ABS plastic. This material was chosen
for its light weight and high strength. It was also chosen so the fin can could be 3D
printed in house. This manufacturing process was chosen over machining because it
is a quick process compared to machining the part. Being a quick manufacturing
process is important because if the part gets damaged during a flight it will not take
a long time for a new part to be made. One of the rail buttons will be attached through
the body tube onto the fin can using a tapped hole.
The Thrust plate will be machined out of aluminum. It will take the load from
the motor and transfer it to the aft body tube. An aluminum thrust plate is being used
because of the concern that the load from the motor would shear off one made of ABS
plastic. The motor retention ring was designed so the rocket had an aft motor
retention. It consists of two main features. The 1st feature is the cavity designed to
slide over the nozzle section of the motor casing. The 2nd feature is a lip at the bottom
of the cavity that the motor casing will sit on when the rocket is on the pad. The motor
retention ring will be 3D printed in house out of ABS Plastic. The thrust plate and
the motor retention ring will be attached to the bottom of the fin can using 1.25 in.,
4-40 thread size, Alloy Steel Socket Head Screws.
3.2 DESIGN BREAKDOWN
3.2.1 Drawings of Parts and Subsystems
See Appendix A for Engineering Drawings of all machined, printed, or modified
components.

3.2.2 Manufacturing Plans
3.2.2.1 Central Transition Piece Bulkhead
The aluminum bulkhead will be CNC milled in-house, with close-fit holes for
each of the bolts connecting the three transition pieces together. Four 10-32 holes
will be for securing the aft transition piece to the bulkhead, while four more inner
1/4-20 holes will hold the forward transition piece. There is also a central 0.25 in.
hole for the threaded rod, and a 0.125 in. hole for the piston wire to pass through
the bulkhead.
3.2.2.2 Nosecone
The nosecone will be 3D Printed out of ABS Plastic using the UAH Machine Shop
printers that are available for student use. The piece will not use in-fill and will be
solid 0.5 in. thick plastic throughout the piece.
3.2.2.3 Piston Assembly
The piston assembly will have two major subsections: the piston head and the
CO2 housing. The piston head will use a fiberglass coupler and aluminum bulkhead.
The fiberglass coupler will be bought and cut to size using a band saw while the
aluminum bulkhead will be machined using a CNC. The two will then be epoxied
together. The CO2 housing is primarily 3D printed out of ABS plastic and will house
the cartridge, spring, and spike/sled. The sled will be 3D printed with a small nail
epoxied to its center. This assembly will then be epoxied to the spring and placed in
the bottom of the housing.
3.2.2.4 Fins
The fins will be cut using a wet saw in the UAH Machine Shop or with a diamond
Dremel. This provides two different methods of fabrications. The ability to
machine/cut the fins in house allows for the ability to produce them at a set pace. This
removes the wait time associated with having to have another manufacturer cut the
desired fin shape. This also allows for the option to cut as many fins as necessary to
fulfill the need, being having an extra set in case a fin becomes damaged during flight.
3.2.2.5 Fin Can
The fin can will be 3D printed with a solid fill in the UAH Machine shop out of
ABS Plastic. It will be printed vertically with the holes drilled and some tapped
after the printing process. Any other hole that is not tapped will have threaded
inserts press fit into the part.
3.2.2.6 Motor Retention Ring
The motor retention ring will be 3D printed in the UAH Machine shop out of
ABS Plastic.
3.2.2.7 Thrust Plate
The thrust plate will be machined out of aluminum in the UAH Machine shop.

3.2.3 Analysis of Loads on Components
3.2.3.1 Central Transition Piece Bulkhead
Finite element analysis was done on the aluminum bulkhead to ensure a large
factor of safety. Simple calculations were made to account for the force produced by
each piece resting on the transition section at the rocket's maximum acceleration.
The mass of the fairing body tube, nose cone, ballast, and drag all contribute to the
force located on the lip of the bulkhead, while the mass of the rover and piston
contribute to the distributed load on the two internal surfaces.
The exterior forces on the lip summed to approximately 89 lbf, while internal
forces summed to 78 lbf. These values were calculated by multiplying the total mass
KLM∗H"
by the max acceleration, 287 ft/s, then dividing by the gravity constant 32.2
. As
KLH∗N O
seen below in Figure 17 and Figure 18, the maximum stress through the aluminum
came out to 0.712 ksi, giving a factor of safety of nearly 59.

Figure 17: FEA Top View

Figure 18: FEA Bottom View

3.2.3.2 Fin Can Assembly
Shown below in Figure 19 is the FEA for the fin can. Given the calculated loads
that were applied to the fin can, this figure shows that the fin can will perform as
predicted and will hold up to given thrust load during ascent. As shown, the majority
of the higher loading occurs in the bolts holes that are being used to hold the body
tube and fins. This is because those parts are experiencing a much higher load due to
a moment being exerted during the thrust phase. The other portions of the fin can
easily withstands the loading and performs as predicted.

Figure 19: Fin Can FEA

3.2.3.3 Thrust Plate
Below in Figure 20, the FEA analysis is shown for the thrust plate. When
applying the calculated loads, it is shown that the thrust plate performs as
predicated. The majority of the load is being applied to the thin outer lip of the plate.
The inner portion of the thrust plate does not experience a significant load. The thrust
plate was designed such that the thin outer lip would be able to support the load the
motor produces during the thrust phase.

Figure 20: Thrust Plate FEA

3.3 SUBSCALE FLIGHT RESULTS
3.3.1 Flight Data and Analysis
The subscale rocket was flown a total of three times: once on November 19th, and
twice on December 16th. All flight data was collected using a Strattologger CF
altimeter and is shown in Figure 21. Outliers due to ejection events were discarded.
These occurred at apogee and at main parachute deployment, and are a drop in
measured altitude due to the pressure generated by the burning black powder charge.
The Strattologger only records altitude, and the velocity curve generated by
attempting numerical differentiation was excessively noisy. Visually, the first flight
experienced some weather-cocking, likely due to higher winds aloft and the high
stability of the rocket. It had an apogee of 2884 ft. The second flight experienced
severe coning, traveling in a spiral during ascent. The cause of this behavior is
unclear. It is likely either an issue with getting hung up on the launch rail, or a bad
motor. During recovery, it was noted that the nozzle was angled in the motor case, as
seen in Figure 22. It is unknown whether this occurred in flight or upon landing. The
apogee of the second flight was 2323 ft. The last flight was almost perfectly vertical,
with an apogee of 3165 ft. This data will be used for comparison to the simulation.

Figure 21: Subscale Flights against Simulation

Figure 22: Nozzle After Recovery

The simulation was done in OpenRocket using measured launch day conditions,
measured center of gravity and vehicle mass, a simulated center of pressure, and a
motor thrust curve supplied by the manufacturer. The first subscale test flight was
conducted in Childersburg, AL on November 19th, 2017. The launch took place at
14:30 with a temperature of 52 °F and an average wind speed of 9 mph. The launch

rail was an 8 ft 1010 rail inclined 1° into the wind. The second and third flights were
also conducted on the same rail December 16th, at 13:00 and 16:00. The wind speed
was again 9 mph and the temperature was 50° F.
Several sources could introduce error into the simulation predictions. It was
impossible to measure the winds aloft for the flight. If they varied from the wind
speed at the ground, they would impact the rockets altitude and total drift. The motor
thrust profile is only an average of several test firings. The motor used at the launch
likely had some deviation from these averages. Open Rocket is known to overestimate
apogee by as much as 10%. Additionally, the simulation is not as accurate in regard
to drag for multiple body diameters and cannot account for protrusions such as the
rail buttons and bolt heads. Lastly, OpenRocket does not simulate the drag of a
tumbling, separated body well.
The error in apogee prediction was approximately 16%. As discussed, this is likely
due to several errors, including non-vertical flight, motor thrust variation, and
increased drag. The descent rate of the actual rocket was much less than predicted.
This is likely due to OpenRocket underestimating the drag of the tumbling, split
rocket. This is seen for both the drogueless descent and the descent under the main
chute.
The altitude data is not good to use for numerical differentiation to estimate the
velocity and acceleration of the subscale rocket. The resolution and response time of
the pressure sensor on the Strattologger likely introduce some error. Additionally,
the internal pressure of the coupler may not be exactly equal to the static pressure of
the atmosphere due to the presence of the boundary layer outside of the coupler.
To handle the noise in the data, small samples were taken, and the MATLAB
function polyfit was used to find the slope of the sample. This slope was saved as the
velocity, and the next 11 points were taken. This helped account for some of the
variation in the altitude data, as the velocity appears to contain Gaussian noise.
Using an averaging method eliminates most of this noise. This procedure was used
again with the velocity during the coast phase to find the acceleration of the subscale
rocket during the coast phase.
The rocket in the coast phase was used to determine the drag coefficient. In the
coast phase, the rocket is only affected by two forces: drag and gravity. Solving
Equation 8 for drag and substituting in Equation 9, the drag coefficient is found as
a function of velocity and acceleration. To calculate the coefficient of drag, a weight
of 6.33 lbs, an acceleration of 60.128 ft/s, an AREF of 0.0533 ft2, a ρ of 0.0751 lb/ft3,
and a velocity of 396.55 ft/s were used. The resulting drag coefficient was found to
be 0.56 for the subscale vehicle.
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3.3.2 Scaling Factors
For the subscale design, several factors of the full scale were scaled down to verify
the final design. One of the most important aspects was the geometry of the design
itself. Since the full scale design uses a larger payload bay to house the rover during
flight, it was important that the subscale could test this design on a half scale and
also verify the stability of the rocket. It was also important that the subscale would
have a similar Reynolds number to the full scale design in order to estimate the
coefficient of drag for the full scale design, but this required a much higher velocity
than what the full scale design would experience due to Equation 10 below.
,V =

WXY Z
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The density, ρ, and viscosity, µ, will remain nearly constant during flight so the
characteristic length, L, and freestream velocity, \] , must be altered in order to
achieve the same Reynolds number as the full scale system. Since the velocity of the
subscale rocket significantly increases, the compressibility effects on the subscale
design did not match the full scale design, but this was not a priority for the team.
Another scaling factor which played a significant role in determining the subscale
design was the average thrust and thrust curve of the selected motor. It was
important that overall the subscale design experienced similar g loading to the full
scale design in order to prove that the design could withstand these flight conditions.
Since the thrust curve was a driving factor in the subscale design, the maximum
altitude of the flight was not placed with high priority.
In order to prove that the recovery subsystem could satisfy the kinetic energy
requirement, the overall kinetic energy of the rocket was placed with higher
importance than matching the descent velocities of the full scale design. This was
achieved by using a dual deploy recovery system but without a drogue parachute, to
minimize the drift experienced by the rocket but still separate the pieces of the body
so that the rocket did not come in ballistic if the main parachute system did not work.
The final descent velocity of the rocket under the main parachute came out to about
28 ft/s, but with significantly less mass than the full scale design, this allowed the
vehicle to reach exactly 75 ft-lbf which met the competition requirement.
As mentioned before, it was important that the geometry represent a half scale
to the full system as closely as possible to verify both the coefficient of drag of the
vehicle and the stability so the subscale design used a small amount of ballast in the
nosecone to drive the center of gravity to be placed at the correct location in reference
to the full scale geometry.

Figure 23: Third Subscale Flight

Figure 24: Landed Configuration

3.3.3 How Subscale Affects the Full Scale
Since most of the team did not have prior experience with rocketry projects, the
subscale not only helped the team identify changes to the design which should be
implemented in the full system, but helped the team identify changes in the building
and testing process to ensure a more efficient system is used with the flight hardware.
Firstly, by scaling down several of the machined parts to be a half scale of their full
design, several components became difficult to machine and several interfaces did not
integrate with each other correctly. It was found that because several members of the

team were not machinists, their components were not designed with the machining
process in mind so several parts had to undergo changes before they could be
incorporated in the subscale design. This will greatly affect the way the team designs
their machined or rapid prototyped parts for the full scale design and was a good
lesson in system integration in general.
Another important aspect of the subscale design process that will change the full
scale system was the assembly and testing procedures which were written by the
team to ensure important steps are not skipped during the build of the rocket.
Initially, the assembly procedures were written before the assembly of the rocket
started which meant that as the team encountered problems in the building process,
the procedures were adjusted to reflect the changes. This will greatly help the team
during the full scale design process and hopefully address potential problems before
they arise. This also helped team members understand each other’s subsystems and
how they integrate with each other so overall this process led the team to a better
understanding of the work involved in a rocketry build. By practicing the use of these
assembly and testing instructions, the team was also able to check each other in an
efficient way and make sure that each step was followed, which led to a safe operation
of all charge testing for the subscale rocket and on-field assembly before the flight.
One particular problem which arose during the subscale assembly was the
parachute sizing. It was quickly realized that the drogue parachute could not easily
fit into its allotted space within the rocket body and caused the section to be so tightly
sealed that appropriately sized ejection charges could not separate the sections. The
team then decided to fly without a drogue parachute since the rocket would not be
descending at a significantly high descent speed for the subscale flight. Once the
drogue parachute was removed from the assembly, the rocket had several successful
ejection charge tests before flight. This led the team to reassess the full scale design
to make sure that adequate room was left for a realistic parachute packing size.
Though a manufacturer packing size is given, realistically the parachute packing will
not be quite as compact after the parachute has been unfolded from its original
packing.
Another element of the full scale design which will now be changing because of
the assembly process of the subscale is the fin can design. Originally there were
several holes which held the fins into the internal fin can. Once everything was scaled
down, however, there were too many small holes and we had several problems
integrating the fin can into the lower airframe. Because of this, the fins were epoxied
into the fin can for the subscale launch and it was determined through FEA analysis
and calculations that the fins on the full scale do not need as many bolts as the team
had originally designed.
It was also discovered after the subscale test that the forward motor retention
method used on for attaching the motor for flight was extremely difficult to remove
during disassembly. While it did prove that the forward retention method did in fact
work at holding the motor in during flight, the team would like to fine tune the design
so that the rocket does not have to be highly disassembled in order to remove the
motor and casing after testing.

3.4

RECOVERY SYSTEM
The overall system will use a dual-deploy recovery system in order to avoid drift
during descent while still maintaining a safe kinetic energy. In order for the recovery
system to deploy at the desired moment, an altimeter will be used which will control
black powder charges to be set off in the rocket at predetermined altitudes. The
altimeter and the black powder charges will be located in the avionics bay which is
in the central coupler of the rocket which will be held together with the use of shear
pins. The black powder charges will then shear the pins holding the airframes
together and pull the packed parachutes out, allowing the parachutes to be open for
descent. The first charge is designed to trigger at apogee and will be used to
disconnect the lower airframe and the avionics section. Only the drogue parachute
will be deployed at apogee to allow the rocket to gain stability and begin to slow down
before the main parachute deployment. The main parachute is designed to deploy at
600 ft. above ground level, with a backup charge at 550 ft. Once again, as the
altimeter reads the correct altitude, it will ignite the second black powder charge
between the upper airframe and the coupler to allow the main parachute to deploy.
Once the main parachutes are deployed, the system will slow to a rate that will safely
land the system within the competition requirements.

3.4.1 Components
There are several components to the recovery system since the design features a
dual deploy configuration. As stated above, there will be two parachutes including
the smaller drogue and the main parachute. These parachutes are released using
black powder charges which are ignited using e-matches and altimeters. Since the
parachutes are the main feature of the recovery system, instead of avionics which are
featured in another section of this document, the drogue and main parachutes are
discussed further in the following sections.
3.4.1.1 Drogue Parachute Recovery Harnessing
The drogue parachute will be attached to the aft section of the rocket on the
motor retention bulkhead and the avionics bay on the coupler bulkhead. The
connection point to the lower airframe will be to motor retention bulkhead so that the
load will be transferred back to the motor casing which has more substantial support.
The connection to the avionics bay, however, will use a U-bolt on the bulkhead closest
to the motor to allow the drogue to be secured to the coupler section after deployment.
The drogue parachute is connected to the sections using 1 in. nylon shock chord. The
total length of the shock chord for the drogue chute will be 50 ft. so that when the
rocket sections are falling under drogue, they will be staggered so that they do not
contact each other below the parachute. Figure 25 below shows the layout of the
rocket components during their descent under drogue.

Figure 25: Rocket Components Under Drogue

3.4.1.2 Drogue Parachute
The drogue parachute that has been selected for the system is the Fruity Chutes
CFC-18 drogue parachute which has a surface area of 1.77 ft2. This parachute will be
deployed at apogee as mentioned above to slow the descent velocity down before the
main parachute is deployed. The drogue will also help stabilize the rocket while
falling and will keep component from tumbling before the main parachutes are
deployed. By using a smaller drogue, the system will initially fall faster than it would
under main and so the system will not go outside of the drift requirement. Since the
drogue slows down the descent velocity, the loads on the components where the main
parachute is connected will be decreased as the main is deployed. The rocket will
descend under the drogue until about 600 feet above ground level. The terminal
velocity under drogue was determined to be 112.7 ft/s with a conservative mass of 40
pounds for the whole vehicle (after motor burn).
When deciding which drogue parachute should be used in the system, it was
important to consider the coefficient of drag, which would play a large role in the
descent velocity, the weight of the parachute, and the shroud line length as specified
by the vendor. Other minor factors which played into the trade study were flight
heritage and drift due to the drogue. Ultimately the 18 in. Fruity Chute was selected
because it had a fairly high drag coefficient of 1.5 while still minimizing drift. This
parachute was also remarkably much more lightweight than the other commercially
available options.

3.4.1.3 Main Parachute Recovery Harnessing
The main parachute is located in the upper airframe and is connected between
the payload fairing and the upper bulkhead on the avionics bay coupler as shown in
Figure 26. When the second black powder charge is ignited, the shear pins that are
located between the fairing and the upper airframe will shear off and the main
parachute will be pushed out of the upper airframe. The wind will then inflate the
parachute and the vehicle will start to have a slower descent speed. The main
parachute is connected to the upper bulkhead on the avionics coupler with the use of
a U-bolt that protrudes from the housing. The main parachute will then be connected
to the fairing bulkhead which is located at the smaller section of the fairing which
descends into the upper airframe. This bulkhead will also have a U-bolt protruding
from the surface which will allow the shock cord to be connected to it. The shock cord
which will be used for the main parachute will be 1 in. tubular nylon cord similar to
the drogue parachute because the nylon will allow some ductility in the cord to allow
for lower loads on the connection points to the rocket body. The drawback of the nylon,
however, is that nylon cord does not pack as tightly as Kevlar cording but there is
sufficient volume in this section so this should not prove to be an issue in this design.
The shock cord will also be inspected after each flight to determine if it is okay to be
used again.

Figure 26: Rocket Component Under Drogue and Main

3.4.1.4 Main Parachute
The main parachute that has been selected for the rocket system is the Fruity
Chute 96 in. Iris Ultra. The surface area of this model is listed at 84.4 ft2 with a
coefficient of drag of 2.2. With the given parameters for this parachute, the terminal
velocity under main was found to be 17.45 ft/s. This parachute is particularly
important for meeting the kinetic energy requirements that were given for the
project. With the heaviest section weighing roughly 14.5 lbs., the kinetic energy is
currently about 67.9 ft-lbs which satisfies the requirement.
There were various parachutes analyzed with different coefficients of drag but
it was determined that the Fruity Chute would have the most reliable presented
numbers and also has the advantage of being especially lightweight with a minimal
packing volume. Another important factor in the trade study was the shroud line
length which is specified by the vendor to ensure that the parts of the rocket do not
get tangled up during descent. Other minor factors which played into the trade study
were flight heritage and drift due to the main. Ultimately the 96 in. Fruity Chute was
selected because it had very reliable data to support the given Drag Coefficient while
also being very lightweight and easy to pack.
3.4.1.5 Avionics
CRW will be using a pair of PerfectFlite StratoLoggerCF altimeters (Figure 27).
The two will operate independently from all other electronics on board the rocket in
order to ensure there is a successful recovery. The primary altimeter will detonate a
black powder charge using an e-match (Figure 28) at apogee to deploy the drogue
parachute. The same altimeter will detonate another black powder charge at 600 ft.
AGL to deploy the main parachute. The backup altimeter will detonate a charge one
second after apogee to deploy the drogue shoot if the primary altimeter fails.
Similarly, the backup altimeter will detonate a black powder charge at 550 ft. to
ensure the main parachute is deployed.

Figure 27: PerfectFlite StratologgerCF

Figure 28: Electronic Match

The PerfectFlite StratologgerCF was picked because of its compact footprint,
light weight, and ability to perform well above the maximum altitude required in the
SL Competition. Additionally, it is capable of collecting and storing flight data such
as altitude, battery levels, and temperature. Once the rocket has been recovered, this
data can be extracted to assess flight performance.
Each altimeter will be powered by its own commercially available 9 V battery. To
prolong the life of the battery, a normally closed SPDT microswitch (Figure 29) will
be implemented with a RBF pin. As long as the RBF pin is in place, the switch will
be open, thus the altimeters will not receive power from the batteries. Upon removal
of the RBF pins, the switches will close and the circuits will be completed, powering
on the altimeters. This configuration is depicted in a block diagram in Figure 30.

Figure 29: Normally Closed SPDT Microswitch

Figure 30: Altimeter Schematic

3.4.1.6 Tracking
Since the rocket will land as one piece, a single custom PCB made by a previous
CRW team is being used and mounted within the coupler section (Figure 31). The
tracker operates independently of all other systems on board utilizing an XBee-Pro
S38, an Antenova M10382 chip, two batteries and their holders, an LED, and a
switch. The XBee was configured using a program created by the XBee’s
manufacturer called XCTU. Using XCTU, the tracker module transmitting onboard
the rocket and the receiver module at the ground station were set to a baud rate of
9600. The RF modules operate between 902 MHz and 928 MHz and can operate up
to 6 miles in the line of sight. The GPS chip updates at 5Hz. Once a GPS sentence is

created, it is sent to the ground station using the XBee module onboard the rocket.
When received by the ground station, the GPGGA sentence is parsed from the data
and appended to an excel file in real time for flight data.

Figure 31 Tracker and Mount

3.5 MISSION PERFORMANCE
3.5.1 Mission Performance
A successful mission is defined by several criteria per both the CRW team and
SL requirements. The vehicle must maintain a stability margin of at least 2.0 at rail
exit, as well as reach a velocity of 52 ft. per second at rail exit. The dual deploy system
will deploy a drogue parachute housed in the lower airframe at apogee and the main
parachute housed in the upper airframe at 600 ft. The rocket must have an extended
standby time, as well as be able to be repairable. The vehicle currently has a mass of
43.8 lbs and reaches an altitude of 5430 ft. under estimated weather conditions.
Further flight performance predictions are discussed in detail within additional
sections. Information about flight projections are shown in the table below.

Table 2: Mission Performance Table

Event
Time to Liftoff
Launch Rail Exit Speed
Max Speed
Max Acceleration
Time to Apogee
Apogee
Time to Drogue Deploy
Main Chute Deploy Altitude
Thrust at Rail Exit
Thrust to Weight

Value
0.05
63.93
661
250
18.621
5429
18.622
611.61
346.68
7.45

Units
sec
ft/s
ft/s
ft/s^2
sec
ft
sec
ft
lbf
-

3.5.2 Flight Simulations
The flight simulations were performed using two different methods, those
being open source OpenRocket and an in-house 1D Monte Carlo method. The altitude
results were verified between the two. The Monte Carlo method was used such that
the estimate of uncertainty in the flight predictions can be accounted for. These two
methods of simulation were key in making a final motor selection, and with the given
results, the Aerotech L1420 was chosen to best fit the needs of the project. This motor
choice best fit the project requirements, while also allowing for the addition for ballast
to adjust altitude. While the Aerotech L1520 and L1300 were considered, the analysis
was made that those motor choices would not produce the needed thrust for the given
vehicle weight to achieve the desired altitude. The specifications, as well as the thrust
curve, for the Aerotech L1420 are shown below in Table 3 and Figure 32.
Table 3: Aerotech L1420R-PS

Aerotech L1420R-PS
Hardware
RMS 75/5120
Single-Use/Reload/Hybrid
Reloadable
Total Impulse (lbf-s)
1035
Propellant Weight (lbm)
5.58
Loaded Weight (lbm)
10.05
Weight after Burnout (lbm)
4.47
Maximum Thrust (lbf)
373.76
Average Thrust (lbf)
326.18
Burn Time (s)
3.2

Figure 32: Aerotech L1420 R-PS

3.5.3 OpenRocket Simulation
The open source OpenRocket was used as one way of simulation the flight
projection. In order to generate a realistic launch type situation, various different
launch conditions were added into OpenRocket to help solidify the projection.
Weather data was collected over the last ten years, averaged, and input into the
simulation. This weather data is shown below in Table 4.
Table 4: Weather Data

Year
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009
2008
Average

Average Wind Speed (mph)
6
8
3
6
7
3
5
8
5
6
5.7

Max Wind Speed (mph)
12
20
12
15
16
15
14
18
22
13
15.7

Temperature (F)
62
57
72
55
70
64
74
60
52
66
63.2

The information was then input into OpenRocket, and a flight test was conducted.
Shown below is a figure displaying the flight simulation data. At 0.3 seconds, the
vehicle leaves the rail at a velocity of 63.93 ft./s. Motor burnout occurs at 3.27 seconds
and the vehicle is traveling at the max velocity of 661.26 ft./s (Mach 0.59). Apogee
occurs at 18.62 seconds at an altitude of 5433.4 ft. At apogee, the drogue parachute

is deployed, before the vehicle begins decent until the 62.39 second mark, where the
main parachute is deployed. After 121.19 seconds, the vehicle safely reaches the
ground and is able to be recovered.

Figure 33: OpenRocket Flight Simulation Data

3.5.4 Monte Carlo Analysis
In order to verify the predicted altitude results given by OpenRocket, a 1D Monte
Carlo simulation was conducted. The goal of the Monte Carlo is to try and determine
an uncertainty in the projected altitude. The Monte Carlo allows the ability to
perform a multitude of flight simulations with variation of initial conditions. By
randomly varying the initial conditions based on an estimated uncertainty in the
chosen parameters, an estimation of range in altitudes can be concluded. Thus, the
Monte Carlo method provides an uncertainty in the altitude prediction. Also, a more
realistic value for apogee can be obtained. For the Monte Carlo simulation, the bin
count, or occurrence, appears on the y-axis and the altitude is shown on the x-axis.
The Monte Carlo simulation was conducted for the full-scale flight test, using the
L1420 as the chosen motor. The results are then used to determine that the flight
will reach the desired altitude, while not exceeding the altitude cap.
The parameters for the Monte Carlo simulation that were varied were the
coefficient of drag, mass of the rocket, propellant mass, motor case mass, as well as
the thrust curve for the L1420. The drag coefficient was scaled by ± 6.25%, vehicle
mass and propellant mass was scaled by ± 2.5%, and total motor mass were scaled by
± 5%. A coefficient of drag of 0.56 was used for the simulation. This value was
calculated using the subscale flight data and crossed over to the full scale projection.
For the simulation, the values were scaled by a different amount for each flight that
was tested, and the results were normally distributed. For the simulation, the flight
tests were conducted 10,000 times, each with various different parameter values.
After running this simulation, an average altitude for a flight test was given to be

1714.9 m., or 5626.31 ft. Below is both the Monte Carlo altitude graph, as well as the
Monte Carlo flight data.

Figure 34: Monte Carlo Flight Simulation Altitude Graph
Table 5: Monte Carlo Flight Data

Mean
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Max Altitude
Minimum Altitude

5626.31 ft
5617.45 ft
5009.84 ft
192.29 ft
6463.91 ft
5010.83 ft

3.5.5 Stability Margin
Proper flight safety requires that the vehicle be stable at rail exit. Also, SLI
requires that the vehicle maintain a stability of 2.0 at all times. The stability for the
flight projection was obtained via OpenRocket. This value can be found by the
distance between the CP and the CG. The OpenRocket model is shown below, along
with the CP and CG locations. The length from tip to CG is 55.6 in. and from tip to
CP is 68.93 in.

Figure 35: Rocket Stability Depiction

The main concern period for stability is the time from lift off to apogee. Below is
the stability of the vehicle during that time period. The stability margin begins at 2.2
while on the rail. At rail exit, the stability is 2.26, and gradually increases to 3.28 at
motor burnout. This is due to the forward shift in CG due to the burning of propellant.

Figure 36: Stability Margin

3.5.6 Kinetic Energy at Landing
The kinetic energy of each section was determined in order to verify that the
kinetic energy limit would not be exceeded. During the landing phase, the rocket
will consist of three individual sections. The heaviest section is the upper airframe
and fairing which houses the rover. This section was estimated to be about 14.35
lbs., including the allotted 7 lbs. for the rover. Under the main parachute, it was
determined that the rocket should descend at about 17.45 ft/s. Using Equations 11
and 12 below, the kinetic energy of each section was found and is summarized below
in Table 6. The largest section experiences a kinetic energy of 67.85 ft-lbf which is
below the kinetic energy limit in the competition requirements.

;=

2 ∗ ^_
T

^_ =

1
T; .
2

(11)
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Table 6: Kinetic Energies

Vehicle Section
Fairing
Coupler
Aft

Mass (lb)
14.35
11.15
9.89

KE (ft-lbf)
67.85
52.72
46.76

3.5.7 Drift Analysis
For initial analysis of the drift the rocket could experience during descent, an
OpenRocket simulation was run with a 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 mph. The results are
summarized below in Table 7. It is important to note, however, that the OpenRocket
simulation makes several assumptions. For example, the simulation assumes the
rocket flies into the wind which allows for a smaller drift radius than what could
actually be experienced. It is also unclear if the simulation accounts for the time it
will take the parachute to open fully.
Table 7: OpenRocket Drift Analysis

Wind Speed 0 mph
(mph)
17.6

5 mph

10 mph

15 mph

20 mph

465.8

946.7

1461.9

1995.7

In addition to the Open rocket simulation, separate calculations were performed
by the team to gain a more realistic horizontal drift analysis while also accounting
for altered flight paths. Several assumptions were made in these calculations,
however, which have been summarized below.
• Apogee is directly above the launch rail
• The parachute does not open fully immediately
• The drift distance stops once a component lands
• Horizontal acceleration is based solely on relative velocity
• Drogue parachute is negligible once the main is fully deployed
• The parachute opening is a linear relationship of diameter over a fixed
deployment time
• Ground level is assumed to be the elevation of Childersburg, AL
These drift calculations were also performed for wind speeds from 0 to 20 mph
in 5 mph increments. It was assumed that the drogue parachute about half a second

to open and at that point it will reach its terminal velocity. The results are
summarized below in Table 8.
Table 8: CRW Drift Analysis Model

Wind Speed 0 mph
(mph)
0

5 mph

10 mph

15 mph

20 mph

573.19

1148.9

1741.9

2311.8

Both models show that the vehicle is within the required acceptable drift radius
by at least 188.2 ft. with a maximum wind speed of 20 mph. Both forms of analysis
are within 15-23% of each other though it is assumed that the team drift model is
more conservative since typically the rocket’s trajectory is tilted into the wind which
helps reduce the drift.

4 SAFETY
Safety is the number one concern for the CRW team. The Safety Officer in
collaboration with the team have created a set of measures and operating procedures
to ensure personnel safety in constructing, launching and testing the rocket and its
components.
The first priority in safety for the CRW team is personnel safety. The second
priority in philosophy of the safety plan is damage prevention and mitigation to
facilities. Examples for facilities are laboratories, test cells, buildings, etc. The third
priority for the safety plan is damage prevention and mitigation to flight hardware
and the success of the mission.
For the 2017-2018 SL competition, CRW has chosen Bao H. as the safety officer.
In collaboration with the Project Manager, Lead Engineers, Course Instructor, Team
Mentor and other experienced UAH and PRC faculty members, the safety officer to
ensure that the Safety Plan is comprehensive and fully implemented. The safety
officer is responsible for risk assessment, hazard analysis, and for the documentation
and definition of all mitigation procedures. Other CRW colleagues are going to
support the Safety Officer by verifying proper hazard mitigations and assist in the
process of the hazard mitigation. As the project matures, the safety plan will be
updated to accommodate the different phases in the project life cycle. The safety
officer will also develop launch and assembly procedures, hold training sessions with
the team.
As Safety Officer, Bao assumes the following responsibilities:
1.1. Facilitate training and monitoring team members on safe procedures for all
testing, manufacturing, and launching activities.
1.2. Assess the safety and reliability of designs.
1.3. Remain knowledgeable regarding all FAA, NAR, TRA, local, federal and state
laws and will ensure that all team members are made aware of said laws.

1.4. Conduct an initial training session with the team to ensure that all team
members understand all safety procedures and mitigation processes. Each
team member will sign a “Safety Pledge” upon completion of the training
session.
1.5. Complete a class in Red Cross First Aid CPR/AED
1.6. Oversee all testing procedures and practices to aid in any hazard mitigation
1.7. Work with each of the team leads to create a comprehensive Hazard Analysis
and mitigation process. Information regarding to mitigation and verification
of mitigation procedure will be made accessible to all team members.
1.8. Work with the team and mentor to create launch and safety checklists
1.9. Work with the Outreach Coordinator to ensure that the safety of the team and
the safety of the public are considered at all outreach events.
1.10. Evaluate environmental risks/hazards and establish mitigation and
verification procedures.
The CRW team will at all times adhere to the safety regulations enforced by
NASA. The signed CRW safety pledge includes the following regulations:
• Range safety inspections of each rocket before it is flown. Each team shall
comply with the determination of the safety inspection or may be removed
from the program.
• The Range Safety Officer has the final say on all rocket safety issues.
Therefore, the Range Safety Officer has the right to deny the launch of any
rocket for safety reasons.
Any team that does not comply with the safety requirements will not be allowed
to launch their rocket.
CRW will hold weekly meetings and safety briefings led by the Safety Officer.
The focus of each meeting will be in accordance to relevant stage of development in
the project life cycle. In Table 9, a sample of previously held and upcoming training
sessions is listed. The Safety Officer also coordinates and ensures the completion of
Red Team CPR/AED/FA training. The Red Team currently consists of eight of the
sixteen team members, including the Safety Officer, who have been certified through the
Red Cross in first aid and CPR/AED.

Table 9. CRW Training Sessions
Training Activity
Red Cross First Aid CPR/AED/FA

Date
Completed

Basic Emergency Procedures

Completed

Process Hazard Analysis
Safe Testing Procedures

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
1/23/2018
1/30/2018
TBD

Root-Cause Analysis
Outreach Safety Procedures
Sub-scale Launch Safety Procedures
Hazardous Material Handling/Disposal
Fire Extinguisher training
Workshop Safety Briefings
System Ground Tests Briefings
TBD

4.1

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES:

4.1.1 Philosophy of SOP
SOP are to address risks and hazards in launching and testing of the Launch
Vehicle and Payload systems. Tests that have possible hazards to personnel safety or
safety to facilities and hardware will require a SOP. SOPs have specific steps and
warnings listed to ensure the risks and Hazards are mitigated. SOPs are also saved
and passed on to future CRW members so that lessons learned can be passed on.
The SOPs, aside from ensuring safety, are also intended for streamlined
operations during tests and launch. For example, all modifications, testing and
assemblies that can be done at the UAH facilities, without compromising safety or
system reliability, are carried out. This is due to the launch field being the less than
ideal location for the latter types of operations. For example, the majority of the
subscale assembly shall be completed before the day of the launch. On field operations
shall be limited to final assembly of vehicle (load ejection charge, load motor, place
pins, etc.) and launch.
4.1.2 Creation of SOP:
SOP for Ejection Charge testing and Subscale Launch have been developed by
the CRW team. These SOPs are created based on previous SOPs from earlier years.
Some steps are kept while many other are changed to adapt to the designs of the
current year Launch Vehicle and Payload.
4.1.3 Approval Process:

Before the SOPs can be implemented, persons from the Red Team and the Mentor
or Instructor have to review the SOP step by step. The SOP has to then be approved
by the Mentor or Instructor whom have reviewed the document; only then can the
implementation of the SOP is permitted.

4.1.4 Implementation of SOP:
When implementing SOPs, CRW will utilize the latest reviewed and approved
version. All operating procedures are subjected to a dry run before actual
implementation. When executing an SOPs, a designated Safety Monitor shall read
and note completion of all steps. The Monitor shall refrain from directly conducting
the SOP and only there to prevent any step sipping.
4.2

COMPLIANCE TO STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS:

The statements of requirement will be followed and verified by the method of
verification. The verification methods are in compliance with motor handling regulations;
FAA, State, and Federal laws; and Range Safety Officer regulations.

4.2.1 NAR Compliance
Table 10 lists applicable NAR requirements and how the team is in compliance
or will demonstrate compliance.
Table 10. NAR Compliance

Requirement Number

Statement of Requirement

1

Certification. I will only fly high power
rockets or possess high power rocket
motors that are within the scope of my
user certification and required licensing.

2

3

Materials. I will use only lightweight
materials such as paper, wood, rubber,
plastic, fiberglass, or when necessary
ductile metal, for the construction of my
rocket.
Motors. I will use only certified,
commercially made rocket motors, and
will not tamper with these motors or use

Method of Verification

The high power rocket motor
will be handled by Jason, the
team mentor and a level 3
with the NAR. Any other
team member allowed to
handle the motor require the
appropriate certifications.
The airframe design team is
taking great care to select
materials that fall within the
specified parameters.

The motors will be sourced
from reputable companies

them for any purposes except those
recommended by the manufacturer. I will
not allow smoking, open flames, nor heat
sources within 25 f of these motors.

4

5

6

Ignition System. I will launch my rockets
with an electrical launch system, and
with electrical motor igniters that are
installed in the motor only after my
rocket is at the launch pad or in a
designated prepping area. My launch
system will have a safety interlock that is
in series with the launch switch that is
not installed until my rocket is ready for
launch, and will use a launch switch that
returns to the “off” position when
released. The function of onboard
energetics and firing circuits will be
inhibited except when my rocket is in the
launching position.
Misfires. If my rocket does not launch
when I press the button of my electrical
launch system, I will remove the
launcher’s safety interlock or disconnect
its battery, and will wait 60 seconds after
the last launch attempt before allowing
anyone to approach the rocket.
Launch Safety. I will use a 5-second
countdown before launch. I will ensure
that a means is available to warn
participants and spectators in the event
of a problem. I will ensure that no person
is closer to the launch pad than allowed
by the accompanying Minimum Distance
Table. When arming onboard energetics
and firing circuits I will ensure that no
person is at the pad except safety
personnel and those required for arming
and disarming operations. I will check the
stability of my rocket before flight and
will not fly it if it cannot be determined to

and will only be handled
and/or stored in accordance
with
the
specifications
outlined in the SDS. Only
Jason, the team mentor,
and/or
certified
team
members will be allowed to
handle the motors.

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

be
stable.
When
conducting
a
simultaneous launch of more than one
high power rocket I will observe the
additional requirements of NFPA 1127.

7

8

9

Launcher. I will launch my rocket from a
stable device that provides rigid guidance
until the rocket has attained a speed that
ensures a stable flight, and that is
pointed to within 20 degrees of vertical. If
the wind speed exceeds 5 miles per hour I
will use a launcher length that permits
the rocket to attain a safe velocity before
separation from the launcher. I will use a
blast deflector to prevent the motor’s
exhaust from hitting the ground. I will
ensure that dry grass is cleared around
each launch pad in accordance with the
accompanying Minimum Distance table,
and will increase this distance by a factor
of 1.5 and clear that area of all
combustible material if the rocket motor
being launched uses titanium sponge in
the propellant.
Size. My rocket will not contain any
combination of motors that total more
than 40,960 N-sec (9,208 pound-seconds)
of total impulse. My rocket will not weigh
more at liftoff than one-third of the
certified average thrust of the high power
rocket motor(s) intended to be ignited at
launch.
Flight Safety. I will not launch my rocket
at targets, into clouds, near airplanes, nor
on trajectories that take it directly over
the heads of spectators or beyond the
boundaries of the launch site, and will not
put any flammable or explosive payload
in my rocket. I will not launch my rockets
if wind speeds exceed 20 mph. I will
comply
with
Federal
Aviation
Administration airspace regulations
when flying, and will ensure that my
rocket will not exceed any applicable
altitude limit in effect at that launch site.

The only launch equipment
used will be done so in
accordance with the Range
Safety Officer and the
launch site requirements.
The Rocket will be design to
launch from a standard 8 ft.
15-15 launch rail.

All selected motors, thus far,
fulfill this requirement. The
Full scale will utilize an L
class motor.

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

10

11

12

13

Launch Site. I will launch my rocket
outdoors, in an open area where trees,
power lines, occupied buildings, and
persons not involved in the launch do not
present a hazard, and that is at least as
large on its smallest dimension as onehalf of the maximum altitude to which
rockets are allowed to be flown at that
site or 1,500 ft., whichever is greater, or
1,000 feet for rockets with a combined
total impulse of less than 160 N-sec, a
total liftoff weight of less than 1,500
grams, and a maximum expected altitude
of less than 610 m. (2,000 ft.).

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

Launcher Location. My launcher will be
1,500 ft. from any occupied building or
from any public highway on which traffic
flow exceeds 10 vehicles per hour, not
including traffic flow related to the
launch. It will also be no closer than the
appropriate
Minimum
Personnel
Distance from the accompanying table
from any boundary of the launch site.

All launch sites will be in
rural areas away from
houses and traffic. All
launch
sites
will
be
evaluated by the CRW team
to ensure the launch location
is a safe distance from trees
and bodies of water.

Recovery System. I will use a recovery
system such as a parachute in my rocket
so that all parts of my rocket return safely
and undamaged and can be flown again,
and I will use only flame-resistant or
fireproof recovery system wadding in my
rocket.

The CRW Payload and
vehicle team are designing a
safe recovery system. The
Designers and the Safety
Officer will create a checklist
to ensure consistent and safe
installation.
[insert
verification reference]

Recovery Safety. I will not attempt to
recover my rocket from power lines, tall
trees, or other dangerous places, fly it
under conditions where it is likely to
recover in spectator areas or outside the
launch site, nor attempt to catch it as it
approaches the ground.

All
launches
will
be
conducted within the FAA,
State, and Federal laws, as
well as, the regulations of
the Range Safety Officer.

4.2.1 FAA Compliance
All CRW rocket launches will be hosted only either by NAR or TRA. The local
clubs will arrange FAA waivers for the day, select the proper locations. The local club

will also provide launch equipment, on site motor sales, and qualified Range Safety
Officers to ensure safety.

4.2.2 NFPA Compliance
Storage of Rocket Motors and other energetic materials
Rockets motors will only be stored at the PRC. Only the CRW mentor, Jason
Winningham, is allowed to handle rocket motors.
Manufacturing facilities
CRW will fabricate its rockets at the UAH Machine Shop and the CRW rocket
workshop. These facilities have proper fire safety equipment and have met building
codes in terms of fire safety. The PRC facility in particular has met requirements
outlined by OHSA 29 CFR 1910.119 and DOD 4145.26-M.

Figure 37: Storage Magazine for Black Powder and Propellant

Figure 38: Storage Magazine for Black Powder and Propellant

4.2.1 DOT Compliance
Motors and other energetic materials such as black powder will be handled by
the team mentor Jason Winningham. Black powder and rocket motors belong to class
1.3 and a type 3 magazine will be used to store and transport rocket motors and other
energetic materials.

4.2.2 ATF Compliance
Rocket motors, igniters, electronic matches and black powder will be purchased
by the CRW’s mentor or appropriate PRC staff. CRW team, the PRC and UAH are
state sponsored entities and is exempted from the ATF explosive permit requirement
for black powder, electronic matches and igniters.
4.3

MISHAPS/INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION
Although the Safety Plan’s purpose is to proactively identify risks and hazards
and develop mitigation processes, mishaps and accident could still occur.
Communication and documentation of mishaps and accidents that have happened
are just as important as identifying the ones that have or have not. At any instance
where the hazards identified are deemed dangerous, all operations will halt until a
qualitative analysis has been performed and the root-cause has been identified.
Because there is the potential for injury in any workplace, a buddy system will
be enforced stipulating that no assembly, fabrication, or test activity will be
accomplished alone. Along with this, any test activity will be performed under the
direct supervision of PRC or UAH staff and mentors. If a case should arise wherein
first aid is required, this will be administered by properly trained staff. Once this has
been accomplished it will be necessary to inform UAH administration of the incident.
4.4

MISHAPS/INCIDENT REPORTING AND INVESTIGATION:
Hazard Analysis and Risk Mitigation are the first priority of the CRW team.
Potential Hazards are identified and the team uses an established process for
weighting the severity and likelihood of hazard. The hazards include personnel safety
concerns and hazards to the program and hardware. The hazards are listed in the
section 4.6: Personnel Hazard Analysis.
The Safety Officer, along with the Program Manager and Sub-system team leads
establishes processes to mitigate risks incurred to an acceptable level. The mitigation
techniques are coordinated with the verification and test plans. The goal is to have
traceability of hazards identified and outlined in the risk assessment, through the
verification plan, and finally to the test plan where the proposed mitigation
techniques can be measured for success. A detailed risk analysis can be found in
section 4.6.
4.5

MATERIAL HAZARD COMMUNICATION AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS INVENTORY:
The Hazard Communication Program identifies all stored hazardous materials
and those used in all project facilities and operations. The Safety Officer collects
material SDSs for these products and ensures that they have been correctly labeled.
The Safety Officer also provides all team members with the proper information and
training to effectively mitigate any hazards present. This program serves to ensure
compliance with the OSHA regulation, 29 CFR Part 1910.1200, Hazard
Communication. Hazardous materials include any chemical which is classified as a

physical hazard, health hazard, simple asphyxia, combustible dust, pyrophoric gas,
or any other hazard defined as such.
The product identifiers listed on any SDSs match those kept in the inventory of
hazardous materials and the identifier displayed on the container labels. All team
members are responsible for ensuring that these labels are displayed in accordance
with the appropriate OSHA regulations. Any chemicals transferred to containers for
storage or transportation is labeled in this manner. These SDSs are easily accessible
by all team members for reference, and for any emergency response purposes. The
SDS are also available on the team website and Appendix []: Material Safety Data
Sheets
For hazardous chemicals present at the beginning of a work assignment, and
any that are subsequently introduced into the work area, it is the duty of the Safety
Officer to provide all team members with the appropriate information and training
in order for their safe use. This information and training complies with the
requirements given in 29 CFR Part 1910.1200(h). Methods to mitigate chemical
exposure have been incorporated into written standard operating procedures,
hazardous operations procedures, and emergency procedures whenever possible. The
Safety Officer maintains an inventory of all the hazardous materials stored and used
in any facilities. All materials are identified in the same manner as the MSDS. The
inventory is updated throughout the manufacturing.
4.6

PERSONNEL HAZARDS ANALYSIS
The Safety Officer and the CRW have identified all safety risks and hazards in
manufacturing, testing and launching of the competition hardware. Included in the
tables below are the listed hazards, cause, effects, mitigation, assessment and
verification. Only two additional hazard has been identified in the maturation of the
design. Overall, due no major design changes have occurred, many of the risks and
hazards identified remained valid at the current development lifecycle. Two
additional hazards identified are:
o Possible Risk of the Payload falling off from the fairing due to the shock
cord pulling during parachute deployment.
o Accidental Trigger of the Rover Deployment mid-flight due to vibrations
from Parachute charges, tumbling and aerodynamic forces.
Table 11. Risk and Hazard Assessment Criteria

Probability

A – Frequent
B – Probable
C – Occasional
D – Remote

Severity
1
Catastrophic
1A
1B
1C
1D

2
Critical
2A
2B
2C
2D

3
Marginal
3A
3B
3C
3D

4
Negligible
1A
1B
1C
1D

E - Improbable

1E

2E

3E

1E

Table 12. Launch Vehicle Hazards

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Rocket
buckles at
coupler

Excessive
bending
moment
during max.
acceleration

1. Rocket
becomes
dangerously
unstable
2. High-speed
debris near
observers

1C 1. Use extra
long
coupler (1.5
calibers in
each
direction)
2. Use
carbon fiber
coupler

1. Apply
calculated
moment
under 15°
angle of
attack
during max
thrust
2. Flight
Test

1E

Fins
detach
from
rocket

Weak fin
attachment
and large
pressure or
harmonic
resonant
force

1. Unstable
flight path

2C 1.
Mechanical
ly attach
fins to
rocket
2. Add more
bolts if
necessary

1. Apply
large forces
to fins on
the ground

2E

Motor
destroys
rocket
during
initial
thrust

Weak load
path and/or
unexpectedl
y high
thrust

1. High-speed
debris near
observers

2D 1. Make
load path
stronger
2. Transfer
load path to
stronger
materials
3. Use
farthest
launch pad
when
launching

1. Perform
FEA on
critical
components
2. Use
farthest pad
when
launching
first
prototype

2E

2. Falling debris

2. Rocket
destroyed

Pre
RA
C

Mitigation

Verification Post
RAC

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Pre
RA
C

Mitigation

first
prototype.

Rocket
loses
stability
due to
shifting
masses

Unconstrain 1. Unstable
ed
flight path
components
shift and
change the
CG upon
liftoff

Exceeds
altitude

Inaccurate
simulation
or higher
thrust than
expected

Insufficien Inaccurate
t altitude
simulation
or higher
mass than
expected

Verification Post
RAC

2. Put
weakest
components
in load path
of static test

2C 1.
1. Shake
Constrain
test on
all
ground.
components
inside the
rocket.

2E

1. Violate FAA 2B 1. Test
waiver, legal
flight with
ramifications
higher
2. Disqualificat
waiver on
ion
from
flight motor
competition
3. Fails to meet
2. Simulate
project
flight in
success
multiple
criteria
programs

1. Review
flight test
data to
verify and
correct
simulation

2E

1. Fails to meet
project success
criteria

1.Review
flight test
data to
verify and
correct
simulation.

3E

3B 1. Test
flight with
higher
waiver on
flight motor
2. Simulate
flight in
multiple
programs

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Pre
RA
C

Mitigation

Verification Post
RAC

Rocket is
Inaccurate
unexpected simulation
ly
over/under
stable

1.
Unpredictable
flight path
2. Personal
injury or
property
damage

1B 1. Simulate 1. Verify
1E
flight in
stability
multiple
margin
programs.
right
2. Verify
before
final CP
flight.
and
CG 2. Verify
before
with both
flight
body
diameters.

Propellant
fails to
ignite or
chuffs

1. Rocket does
not reach
expected
altitude

3E
3C 1. Use
1. Verify
reliable
type
of
and well
motor
tested
before
igniters
installatio
2. Static
n.
fire
2. Use
motor
farthest
pad when
launching
first
prototype.
3. Static fire
motor

Poor vendor
supplied
component

2. Must supply
new
igniter/motor

Propellant Poor vendor
oversupplied
pressurizes component
or burns
through
casing

1. Aft airframe
is destroyed
2. Possible
horizontal
velocity on the
ground

2C 1. Use
certified
motors
2. Keep
backup
rocket
ready

1. Verify
chosen motor
is certified
2. Build 2
rockets and
test-fly both

2E

Hazard

Rocket
fails to
split at
apogee

Cause

Improperly
made
charges or
excessive
venting

Effect

Pre
RA
C

Mitigation

Verification Post
RAC

1. Rocket
descends
ballistic at
extremely high
speed
2. Rocket and
rover are
destroyed
3. Extreme
personal injury
or property
damage

1B 1. Use
reliable and
well tested
methods for
making
charges

1E
1. Charge
testing on
the ground
2. Verify
Separable
configuration
.

Parachutes Improper
get stuck
placement
in tubes
on shock
cord,
excessive
venting,
caught on
internal
protuberanc
e, not
enough
black
powder

1. Rocket
descends at
unsafe speed

2B 1. Practice
packing
parachutes

1. Ground
testing of
parachute
deployment

2E

Parachute
shroud
lines
tangle

1. Rocket
descends at
unsafe speed

1. Test
parachute
deployment
on the
ground

3E

Improperly
packed
parachutes

2. Minor
damage to
rocket/rover
3. Possible
personal injury
or property
damage

2. Possible
damage to
rocket/rover

2. Have
multiple
people
observing
parachute
packing
process

3B 1. Practice
packing
parachut
es
2. Have
multiple
people
observin

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Pre
RA
C

Mitigation

Verification Post
RAC

g
parachut
e
packing
process

Parachutes Lack of
get burned insulation

1. Damage to
parachutes and
possibly
airframe/rover
upon landing
2. Descend at
unsafe speed

3B 1. Use
multiple
types of
insulation
(Nomex +
dog barf)

1. Charge
testing on
the ground

3E

Verification

Post
RAC
1E

Table 13. Payload Hazards

Hazard

Cause

Use
of Improper use
LIPO
of tool or in
battery
use in unsafe
conditions

Rover
breaks
from
ejection

1. Deploymen
t
charge
provides
more force
than
chassis can
withstand

Effect

PreMitigation
RA
C
1.
Skin 1D 1. Safe work
Burns
practices
2. Damage
2. Use of
to
registered
component
LIPO
s
charger
3. Fire
1.Fails to 1D 1. Use
meet
reliable
project
analysis to
success
design the
criteria
rover with
a factor of
safety

1. SOP
2.
Supervision
by
experienced
personnel.
1.
Deployment
testing
2.
Finite
element
analysis

1E

Hazard

Cause

Effect

2. Wheels
cannot
withstand
ground
impact
Use
of Improper use 1.
Skin
black
of tool or in burns
powder
use in unsafe
conditions
2. Damage
to
component
s
Electronic Weak
1. Fails to
s
electrical
meet
disconnect connections
project
Force
from success
acceleration
criteria
shears
components

Accidental
trigger of
the piston
system

Unreliable
method of
spring
compression

1. Possible
injuries
and
damage
when
deployed
in air
Rover
Forces from
Possible
falls away the shock cord injures.
from the can cause the Loss of the
fairing
nose cone to
rover.
during
come off.
descent

PreRA
C

Mitigation

Verification

2. Carefully
calculate
the
necessary
deploymen
t force
3D 1. Safe work 1. SOP
practices
2.
Supervision
by
experienced
personnel.
2D

2A

2C

1. Flight test
electronics
to ensure
operation.
2. Use
reliable
methods
when
soldering

Post
RAC

3E

1.
Supervision
by
experienced
personnel
when
soldering.
2.
Shake
test
on
ground.
1. Use high- 1. Ground
strength
deploymen
line
for t test
spring
2. Shaker
compressio
Test
n

1D

Secure the
Rover with
proper
amount of
fasteners.

2E

Drop Test
T6
Vibration
Test T7

2D

Table 14. Chemical Handling: Alcohol, Isopropyl

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Eye
Irritant

Direct
contact
with eyes
or
eye
contact
with
vapor.
Direct
contact
with skin

Mild
Irritation

PreRAC
3D

Skin
Irritant,
Sensitizer,
Permeator
Respiratory Inhale
Hazard
large
quantities

Mild
Irritation

3C

Irritation

3C

Highly
flammable
and
explosive

Near
Invisible
Flame/Fire
or
Explosion

1B

1.
Presence
of
heat,
open
flames,
oxidizing
materials
and sparks

Mitigation

Verification

PostRAC
3E

1.
Safety
glasses with side
shields
or
indirect vented
goggles.
2.
Local
eyewash station
1.
Gloves and
protective
clothing

1.
SDS
Section 8
2.
SDS
Section 4

1.
SDS
Section 8

3E

1.
Respiratory
Protection.
2.
exposure
time limitations
1.
Ventilation
Avoid Proximity
with Flame.
2.
Safe work
practices

1.
SDS
Section 8
2. SOP

3E

1. SOP
2.
SDS
Section 5

1E

Table 15. Chemical Handling: Ammonium Perchlorate, Hobby Rocket Motor

Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreRA
C
3C

Skin irritant

Direct
contact

1. Irritation.
2. Prolonged
exposure can
cause
ulcerations
and burns

Eye Irritant

Direct
contact
with eyes

Mild Irritation

2D

1. Respiratory
2.
Gastrointestina
l Hazard

1. Inhaled
2. Ingested

1.
Irritation
2. Damage to
organs

2D

Flammable and Presence of
Explosive
open
flames,
sparks,
shocks,
heat,
reducing
agents,
combustibl
e materials,
organic
materials

1.
Fire/Explosio
n
2. Personnel
injury
by
burns
or
impacts

1C

Mitigation

Verificatio
n

1.
Gloves
and
protective
clothing
2. exposure
time
limitations
1.
Safety
glasses with
side shields
or indirect
vented
goggles.
2.
Local
eyewash
station
1.
Respiratory
Protection
2.
Safe
work
practices
1.
Safe
work
practices
2. Training/
Personnel
certification
; performed
by or under
supervision
of Level 2
certified
NAR
Mentor

1.
SDS
Section 8
2. SOP

Post
RAC
3E

1.
SDS
Section 8
2.
SDS
Section 4

2E

1.
SDS
Section 8
2. SOP

2E

1.
SDS
Section 5
2.
NAR
High Power
Safety
Code

1D

Table 16. Chemical Handling: Black Powder, Loose

Hazard

Cause

Effect

PreRAC

Accidental
Detonation
or
Combustion

Sources of
friction,
impact,
heat,
low
level
electrical
current, and
electrostatic
or
RF
energy

Detonation
may
cause
severe
physical
injury,
even death;
Facility/equipment
damage (unlikely
due
to
small
quantities in use)

1B

Mitigation

Verification

1.
Safe 1. SOP
work
2. SDS
practices
2.
Impervious
rubber
gloves;
clothing
must
be
metal-free
AND nonstatic
producing

PostRAC

1D

Table 17. Ejection Charge Handling

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Accidental
ignition

Sources
of heat or
low level
electrical
current

1. Bystander
injury

Accidental Failure
release of of
projectile
ejection
charge
retention
system

1.Injury to
personnel

PreRAC

2C

2. Facility or
equipment
damage

2. Facility or
equipment
damage

2C

Mitigation

Verification

1. Isolate ejection
charge from strong
electric fields and
heat sources
2.
Safe
work
practices
and
personnel
certification
1. Large safety
factor designed into
retention system
2.
Written
test
procedures;
safe
work practices

1. HOP

PostRAC

2E

2. Certificates
of completion
for training

1.Conduct test
in blast-proof
test cell;
2. Supervision
by Level 2
certified NAR
Mentor;

2E

Table 18. Motor Handling

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Accidental
ignition

Sources
of heat
or
low
level
electrical
current

1. Bystander
injury

Poorly
Attached
to
vehicle

1.
Uncontrolled
motor
movement

Motor
retention
system
failure

PreRAC

2C

2. Facility or
equipment
damage

2. Injury to
personnel and
facility
or
equipment
damage

2C

Mitigation

Verification

1. Isolate ejection
charge
from
strong
electric
fields and heat
sources
2. Safe work
practices
and
personnel
certification
1. Large safety
factor designed
into
retention
system

1. HOP

2. Written test
procedures; safe
work practices

PostRAC

2E

2. Certificates
of completion
for training

1. Conduct test
in blast-proof
test cell;
2. Supervision
by Level 2
certified NAR
Mentor;

2E

Table 19. Machine / Tool Use

Hazard

Cause

Blades on Improper
a Lathe or use
Milling
Machine

Shrapnel
from
Lathe or
Milling
Machine

Metal
shavings
ejected
from
machinery

Injury
from
Sanding
and
Grinding
Soldering/
Electrical
Tool
Injury

Improper
use of tool
or
equipment
failure
Improper
use of tool
or in use
in unsafe
conditions

Effect

1. Injury to or
loss of hand,
limb
2. Damage to
equipment or
facilities
1. Laceration
or eye injury
2. Facility
or
equipment
damage
1.Skin
Abrasion
2. Facility or
equipment
damage
1. Skin Burns
2. Damage to
Components
3. Fire

PreRAC

Mitigation

Verification

2C

1. Safe work
practices
2.Training and
qualification

1. SOP
2. Supervision
by experienced
personnel

2E

2C

1. Safe work
practices
and
Protective
Equipment
2.Training and
qualification
1. Safe work
practices
and
PPE
2.Training and
qualification
1. Safe work
practices
and
PPE
2.Training and
qualification
3.
Assigned
solder station in
workspace

1. SOP
2. Supervision
by experienced
personnel

2E

1. SOP
2. Supervision
by experienced
personnel

3E

1. SOP
2. Supervision
by experienced
personnel
3. HOP

4E

3C

4B

PostRAC

4.7

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS

The Component designers of each sub-teams, in collaboration with the Safety
Officer, will create a Component Description Sheets that outline each component’s
material, and potential failure modes. CRW focus on component that are in-house
manufactured or heavily modified from raw stock. Components that are well known in
behavior and capability (Bolts, nuts, aft retention, etc.) will not be listed. The failure
modes will be analyzed using the matrix outlined in Table 20 for each identified failure
mode, mitigation. As the design matures, the failure analysis will be updated and made
available to all team members through the team website and the team shared drive.

Table 20. Risk and Hazard Assessment Criteria

Probability

Severity

A – Frequent
B – Probable
C – Occasional
D – Remote
E - Improbable

1
Catastrophic
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

2
Critical
2A
2B
2C
2D
2E

3
Marginal
3A
3B
3C
3D
3E

4
Negligible
1A
1B
1C
1D
1E

The Criticality of the failure are classified as:
Table 21. Level of Risk and Management Approval

High
Moderate

Low Risk

Minimal
Risk

Unacceptable. Documented approval from the MSFC EMC or an
equivalent level independent management committee.
Undesirable. Documented approval from the facility/operation owner’s
Department/Laboratory/Office Manager or designee(s) or an equivalent
level management committee.
Acceptable. Documented approval from the supervisor directly
responsible for operating the facility or performing the operation. (SOP
review prior to )
Acceptable. Documented approval not required, but an informal review
by the supervisor directly responsible for operation the facility or
performing the operation is highly recommended.

4.8

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS
The natural environment is affected by and can impact the launch vehicle. These effects must be considered and
mitigated either through design or through standard operating procedures. Effects on the effects on the launch vehicle
and rover are given first, followed by that of the rover on the environment.
Table 22. Effect of the Environment on the Launch Vehicle and Rover

Hazard
Low Clouds

Rain

Swampy Land

High Winds

Trees

Bodies of Water

Effect on Launch Vehicle
Low Clouds may render the GPS and
telemetry ineffective. Only Launch
Vehicle can be tested
Damage to both airframe and
onboard electronics

Mitigation
Hold launch till low clouds
pass

Hold launch till rain passes or
reschedule launch due to
severity
Inability to deploy rover. Possible Inspection of launch site
inability to recover all rocket parts.
profile and condition. Angle
the rocket away from known
hazardous landing zone.
Inability to launch. Waiver violation Monitor wind speed and hold
is already launched
launch until acceptable wind
speed is observed.
In ability to recover hardware. Awareness of the wind
Possible loss of hardware
direction. Angle rocket into
wind when wind is present.
Loss of all vehicle and payload
Inspection of launch site
profile and condition. Angle
the rocket away from known
hazardous landing zone.

Verification
Check weather reports for
incoming clouds.

RAC
2D

Check weather reports for 2D
incoming clouds.
Confirm
proper
launch
angle on PAD (SOP-015)

2D

Check weather reports for 2D
variable winds on launch
day
Confirm
proper
launch 2D
angle on PAD (SOP-015)
Confirm
proper
launch
angle on PAD (SOP-015)

2D

Hazard

Effect on Launch Vehicle

Extremely Cold
Temperature

Uneasy separation of rocket. Possible Additional ejection charge
battery depletion and ejection charge test closer to launch date if
failure due to prolonged exposure.
extreme temperatures are
observed. Team shall use new
batteries at every launch
Prolonged exposures can degrade Prepare rocket at launch in
batteries and onboard adhesives.
the shade. Avoid unnecessary
prolonged
exposure
to
sunlight. Conduct ground test
on sensitive electronics when
extreme heat is highly
probable.
Prolonged exposure can cause Tight charge packing to
ejection charge to not ignite.
present excessive moisture
entering black powder. Store
motors and black power in
low humidity environments.

Extremely
Hot
Temperatures

Humidity

Mitigation

Verification

RAC

All batteries shall be tested
for voltage before

3D

Confirm that sunshade is 3D
packed for launch day.
Confirm system test results.

Follow SOP-015 steps and
motor
manufacturer’s
instructions.

3D

Table 23. Effects of the Launch Vehicle on The Environment and/or surrounding Community

Hazard

Effect on The Environment and/or
surrounding Community

Mitigation

Loud
Noises
from
Launch
Vehicles

Noise levels for the rocket chosen N/A
by the CRW team will produce less
than 120 dB of intensity and the
exposure time will be less than 1
min.

Verification

RAC after
mitigation

N/A

1B

Hazard

Effect on The Environment and/or
surrounding Community

Mitigation

Verification

Waste
From
Manufacturing

Improper disposal of manufacturing
waste can leak into the surrounding
environment and community and
have adverse effects.

CRW members conducting
the manufacturing of the
rocket will follow procedures
required
and
services
provided by the university in
proper disposal of waste
material.

The disposal of all 1A
chemicals
will
be
governed by the SDS and
coordinated through the
UAH Office of Health
and
Environmental
Services.

Hot motor
exhaust

Battery
leaks

RAC after
mitigation

Direct Exhaust exposure will cause Launches shall use rails Team will inspect the 3D
launch pad for possible
the ground to crater or will ignite with a blast deflector.
flammable materials or
dry vegetation.
damage from launches
fluid Smoke or fluid from the batteries Proper Securing of the Test T5, T6, T7 and T9 to 2D
spreads hazardous chemicals on battery in the Rover housing verify Rover on the
Ground
the launch field.

Parts
of
the
Rover or Vehicle
falls
off
unintentionally
Landing
on
Private property

and
polluting Design all parts to be Follow Launch Procedures 2D
environment and recoverable.
Secure Step by Step. Ensure
additional fasteners are
components properly
available at assembly
Possible property damage. Possible Constant checking of the Confirm proper launch 2D
personnel injuries. Launch vehicle weather
condition
and angle on PAD (SOP-015)
unavailable for analysis.
inspection
of
the
field to account for wind.
configuration. Angle away
from problematic landing
zones.
Littering
surrounding
community.

Hazard

Effect on The Environment and/or
surrounding Community

Mitigation

Waste disposal
at launch Site

Improper disposal of waste can Proper waste disposal during
pollute
the
surrounding launch day
environment and community and
have adverse effects.

Verification

RAC after
mitigation

Ensure large trash bags
are packed for the day.
Remind team members to
pick up any trash or
foreign objects.

1A

4.9

PROGRAMMATIC RISKS
CRW expects managerial and logistical problems to occur throughout the lifecycle time of the project. Listed in
Table 24 are all possible programmatic risks and mitigations for the 2017-2018 SLI competition for CRW.
Table 24. Programmatic Risk Assessment

Hazard

Cause

Effect

Project
falls 1. Missed
behind
deadlines
Schedule
2. Incomplete
work

1. Insufficient time to
perform
quality
work
2. Incomplete Project

Project goes
over budget

1. Inability to order
parts on time and
progress falls behind
schedule
2. Unable
to
fly
subscale, full-scale, or
completion

Improper
allocation of
funds

PreRAC
2C

2D

Mitigation

1. Assign
weekly
workload
requirements
for
sub-teams
2. Monitor
Progress
with Schedule
3. Assign
multiple
people to task (at
least two people
doing a critical task)
1.Implement
a
spending plan that
governs
parts
procurement
in
intervals
2.Budget accordingly
to
allow
for
additional back-up

Verification

1. Weekly
workload
requirements for subteams
2. Track milestones with
a Gantt chart
3. Weekly meeting to for
progress tracking

1. Project
Manager
shall
monitor
purchasing
versus
spending plan and
authorize out of cycle
purchases.
2. Budget shall allow for
two
or
more
replacement parts in
high failure areas or
single-use items.

PostRAC
2E

2E

Hazard

Parts become
unavailable

Cause

Improper
procurement
planning

Effect

1. Inability to follow
schedule
due
to
manufacturing
and
delivery lays

PreRAC
2D

Unexpected
1. Personal/family 1.Shortage on manpower
absence from
issues
2.Project is at risk of
team members 2. Unexpected
falling
behind
illness/ injuries
schedule

2C

Traffic
Accident from
transportation
to and from
launch site

1D

1. Driver fatigue
2. Faulty vehicles

1. Potential injury or
loss of life
2. Damage
to
hardware

Mitigation

1. For every critical
part
ordered,
determine and keep
on record a backup
supplier
or
buy
multiples of parts
whenever
possible
1. For all critical
tasks, at least two
team members are
assigned to the
task. Some one will
know what to do in
case
of
team
member absence
2. Have a team server
so absent team
members can work
remotely
1. Before any launch
dates,
the
designated driver
is
required
to
refrain
from
working and have
up to 8 hours of
sleep
2. Use
vehicles
provided
and
insured by UAH

Verification

1. Project Manager shall
ensure that all vendor
supplied items have
multiple vendors or
adjust spending plan
accordingly.

1. At weekly meeting,
check up on the
progress of the sub
teams
2. Project
manager
assign
sub-team
members tasks of their
fellow team members.
3. Check
at
weekly
meeting team’s ability
to access and utilize
the server
1. Address at weekly
meeting a driver
2. Assure the driver
have

PostRAC
2E

2E

1E

5 PAYLOAD
5.1

DESIGN SUMMARY
The main structural component of the rover is a rectangular chassis, which
measures 12 in. long x 4 in. wide x 3 in. tall. The chassis will be milled from 6061-T6
Aluminum, which will be machined in house in the UAH machine shop. The chassis
will have two electronics trays, one on top and one on bottom, to house all of the
electronics that are being used. There will be two spring loaded foldable wheels, one
on either side of the chassis, which will be made of aluminum in a spoke design. The
wheels have a 5.7 in. diameter collapsed and grow to 16.2 in. diameter upon
deployment. There will be a stabilizing arm mounted to the rear wall in order to
maximize arm length. It is a spring loaded, folding polycarbonate arm with a hinge
made of ABS plastic.
The rover will be located inside of the 6 in. fairing in the launch vehicle. It will
sit against a 5.775 in. diameter piston. The piston will receive a deployment signal
from the ground station which in turn will push the rover out the nose of the launch
vehicle. Once the rover is out of the fairing, the springs on the wheels will push the
spokes out to fully expand. The same concept occurs for the spring on the stabilizing
arm.
The electronics are powered by a 10.8 V Li-Po battery, protected from
overcharging and overdrawing current by a custom PCB. This Li-Po will power the
entirety of the system.
• Which alternatives were selected and why
• Concept of operations
• Assembly drawings and specification
• Justification of any unique aspects
• Concept of operations
• Assembly drawings and specification

5.1.1 Mechanical Design Selections
The chassis selection is an aluminum unibody. This design was selected to
ensure the protection of all electronic and mission critical components under any load
case. The drivetrain will be mounted directly to the sidewall of the chassis to ensure
the system remains rigid. A design of the chassis is seen in Figure 39.

Figure 39: Chassis Design

The wheel selection is a spring loaded, folding aluminum spoke design with steel
hinges. A detailed CAD of the wheels being deployed can be seen in Figure 40, while
Figure 41 shows the spokes folded so that they can fit in the fairing. This design was
selected to ensure the wheel survives high loads upon deployment and achieves
sufficient ground clearance for the rover to overcome terrain. The edge of the spokes
will be fitted with ABS plastic feet to ensure traction in loose terrain.

Figure 40: Wheel Assembly Deployed
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Figure 41: Wheel Assembly Integrated

The stabilizing arm selection is a spring loaded, folding polycarbonate arm with
an ABS plastic hinge. This design was selected to ensure ease of integration, rigidity,
and guaranteed deployment. The stabilizing arm will be mounted to the rear wall of
the chassis on the right edge to maximize the length of the moment arm. A visual
representation of the stabilizing arm deployed can be seen below in Figure 42, and
the stabilizing arm integrated to the rover is shown in Figure 43.

Figure 42: Stabilizing Arm Deployed

Figure 43: Stabilizing Arm Integrated
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The chassis lid and solar panel deployment selection is a 3D printed ABS, twopiece structure that consists of a base lid holding the solar panels, and a moving top
lid that will reveal or conceal the solar panels. The lids have two T-beam rails to
facilitate the sliding motion. The top lid moves using a linear gear that interfaces
with a motor-powered circular gear underneath the base lid.
With this setup, it allows the solar panels to be covered at all times except when
in use. This would be useful if the rover was on Mars and needed to prevent damage
to the solar panels. These on-board solar panels will be used to recharge the batteries
powering the rover. Figure 44 shows a detailed assembly of the gear system in the
chassis that will open the lid. Figure 45 is a better view of what the solar panel with
the lid and gear system looks like.

Figure 44: Lid Assembly Integrated

Figure 45: Lid Assembly Deployed

A detailed drawing of the deployed rover with all of the parts integrated is seen
in Figure 46. All of the dimensions for the deployed rover are also shown. Figure 47
shows what the rover will look like inside of the fairing in the launch vehicle. The
dimensions for the integrated rover are also in Figure 47.
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Figure 46: Deployed Assembly

Figure 47: Integrated Assembly

The chassis will house all the electronics for the rover. The chassis is thin walled
under the lid to allow room for the electronics. To properly integrate the electronics
into the rover, an electronics tray has been designed. The tray will be lowered into
the chassis from the top where the lid opens. This will allow the team to wire the
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electronics properly outside of the chassis. It is designed to be a tight fit inside the
chassis in order to minimize movement. The tray contains two levels and cut outs on
the bottom piece to properly place the tray without interfering with the motors that
will already be assembled to the chassis. Both parts of the tray will be 3D printed.
Holes will be added to the 3D printed pieces so that they can be properly assembled
using 4-40 screws. The tray part dimensions are shown in Error! Reference source
not found. and Figure 40.
All the electronics will mount to the interior bottom or top-level piece of the tray.
Each part will be allocated a certain amount of space. An additional extrusion on the
bottom tray is used for the camera to look out through the chassis, which monitors
the rover’s movement. The holes added to the tray will align with the mounting holes
that are already on the ordered electronics. The bottom tray will house the Arduino
Mega, the attached motor shield, the camera, the accelerometer, and the
pressure/altitude sensor. Most of the top-level tray will be used for mounting the GPS
tracker and the 10.8 V LiPO battery. Wiring the solar panel and the LiPO battery to
the Arduino would be difficult so an additional 0.5 in. hole was added to the top level
to feed the wires through to the Arduino Mega. The assembly of the tray with the
electronics is shown below in Figure 48.
10.8 V LiPO Battery
Protection Circuit

XBee
GPS

Pressure/Altitude
sensor

SD Card
Accelerometer

Camera
Arduino Mega and Motor Shield

Figure 48: Electronics Tray

5.2

FAILURE MODES AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
The circular gear could fail through common wear and tear. A possible failure
mode for the sliding lid would be that the T-rails would get stuck in the slot when the
lid is sliding out. The lid motor could lose power if the rocket undergoes too many G’s.
In the case of these situations it would keep the lid from opening to reveal the solar
panels.
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A power loss to the rocker switch would cause the whole rover to fail. The
microSD card breakout board has a potential of power loss which would cause a
problem of gathering data from the GPS. The top and bottom electronics tray has a
slight chance of moving during flight. If this were the case, it would cause damage to
the tray and electronics. Extension springs and torsion springs could break or snap
under too much load. If this were to happen then this would not allow all of the spokes
to extend. A potential failure of the chassis would be too much load during flight
which would result in an unsuccessful rover. All of the failure modes with a mitigation
for each potential problem can be found in Appendix …?
5.3

ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
The environmental risks to and from the scientific payload are relatively few.
The effects on the rover by the environment are mostly terrain and weather based.
In the event of rain, it is possible for electronics to be damaged as the chassis may
not have a complete seal. Additionally, exposure to water could cause corrosion. If the
terrain is muddy or swampy, then the rover may get bogged down and that could
possibly result in damage to the mechanical or electrical components. The simplest
way to mitigate this factor, as per the safety section, is to examine the launch site
before launch and to angle it away from any adverse terrain. In the event of extreme
temperatures, either hot or cold, could result in the degradation of battery life and
onboard adhesive. In this case, if it is likely that a launch is imminent in extreme
temperature, steps are to be taken days before the launch to ensure the proper
functioning of the payload in such conditions.
The main risk that the rover poses to the surrounding environment is its power
source. If improperly handled, it is possible that the Li-Po battery could ignite and
subsequently ignite the surrounding area. In order to mitigate this, the battery is
attached to a PCB which will protect it from being overcharged or having current
overdrawn. In addition to this, the battery voltage will be monitored at the ground
station at all times. Should anything look irregular, the payload can be stopped by
sending a signal from the ground station or flipping the switch on the front of the
chassis.
5.4

COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Figure 49 below shows the entire rover assembly in an exploded view while
Figure 50 & Figure 51 detail the electronics tray and wheel sub-assemblies. These
images highlight the internal interfaces within the rover and to emphasize the
location of all the various parts. The design is fairly straightforward, 4-40 screws were
used universally, except for securing some of the smaller electronics. The two tiered
electronic tray was designed to provide ample room to space the electronics and have
room for the various wires. The IMU was secured as close to the center of the payload
as possible to gather accurate data. The wheel assembly shows how the spokes attach
to the central hub via 4-40 screws.
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Figure 49. Exploded Rover Assembly

Figure 50. Exploded Rover Electronics and Tray
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Figure 51. Exploded Rover Wheel

•

Manufacturing plan
o The chassis will be machined out of a single block (3” x 4” x 12”) of 6061T6 aluminum on a CNC mill. The first pass will include pocketing out
the center and drilling the lid screw holes. Then the motor mounts will
be drilled out of each side wall. Finally, the stabilizing arm mount and
RBF pin hole will be drilled out of the back wall.
o The wheel hub will be machined out of a sheet of (1/4” x 6” x 8”) 6061-T6
aluminum on a CNC mill. All cuts and mounting holes will be made in
one pass.
o The spokes will be a bar of (1/4” x 1/2” x 6”) aluminum and the hinging
hole will be drilled out on a CNC mill. The spring hole will be drilled out
by hand.
o The spoke hinge will be a bar of (1/4” x 1/4” x 6”) steel. The stock will be
enough to create multiple hinges. Each hole will be drilled out on a CNC
mill and then each hinge will be separated on a band saw.
o Both lids will be 3D printed using ABS plastic. Dissolvable material will
be used to support necessary structures. The dissolvable material will
be removed using the proper solvent.
o The stabilizing arm will be a bar of (1/4” x 1/2” x 11”) polycarbonate. The
hinging hole and spring slot will be machine on a CNC mill.
o The stabilizing arm hinge will be 3D printed using ABS plastic.
Dissolvable material will be used to support necessary structures. The
dissolvable material will be removed using the proper solvent.

•

Strength Check Notes
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o All structural components of the rover were analyzed NASTRAN in
Siemens Solid Edge ST9

Figure 52: Stress Analysis Example

o Figure 52 above shows the stress analysis of the chassis sustaining a
210 lbf load to the sidewall (left) and the base (right). All components
were analyzed in a similarly.
Table 25: Strength Check Notes

Part

Load Case

Safety Margin

Chassis

210 lbf (sidewall)

+2.45

Chassis

210 lbf (base)

+1.37

Wheel Hub

210 lbf (sidewall)

+0.73

Wheel Hinge

105 lbf (each)

+5.11

Spoke

210 lbf (lengthwise force)

+11.98

Spoke

7 lbf (Drive force)

+6.42

5.5

PAYLOAD SOFTWARE
The Arduino Mega will communicate with the IMU and pressure/temperature
sensor through the use of Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI). Pins 50 – 53 are MISO,
MOSI, SCL, and SS pins, respectively, and are specifically designed for using SPI.
These pins correspond to pins on each of the sensors and they will be connected by
soldered wires. The GPS and X-bee radio will communicate with the Mega through
basic UART, so one of the Tx pins on the Mega will be connected to the Rx on the GPS
and another to the Rx and the Radio and vice versa. The motor that will open and
close the lid of the rover will be connected to power, ground, pin 13, one of the digital
pwm pins of the Arduino. This will allow the speed of the motor to be controlled.
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Finally, the wheel motors will be connected directly to the 12V battery and a specific
motor shield provided by the manufacturer. The wiring of these various components
are further detailed in the electrical schematic in section 4.4.
The X-bee radio on board the payload will transmit and receive signals to and
from the team’s mobile ground station. This ground station will be running MATLAB
in order to process data and communicate. MATLAB and be sending and receiving
data through the computer’s serial port, which is connected to the X-bee. All data will
be plotted by MATLAB in real time and further saved to a CSV file.
5.6

LV INTERFACE
The rover is designed to sit inside the fairing of the launch vehicle, which is
located in the upper airframe. The payload will sit against, and be partially encased
by a piston, powered by CO2. This piston consists of a bulkhead, which the wheel of
the payload will rest against, and a G-12 fiberglass tube, which has an inner diameter
of 5.775 in. This tube will extrude 6 in. towards the nose cone, covering part of the
rover, whose stowed diameter is 5.7 in. The rover’s other wheel will sit against the
bulkhead that seals the nose cone. The interfaces will be tested during the rover
deployment test, detailed in the test section T-05. The piston and rover will both
receive a deployment signal. After this the rover will delay and the piston will trigger
the CO2 canister and push the payload out of the nose cone. It will be further tested
during the full scale flight simulation, detailed in test protocol T-11, the details of
which are in the corresponding test section.
5.7

PAYLOAD ELECTRONICS
Figure 53 shows the electrical schematic for the rover, while Figure 54 shows
a more generalized block diagram for the system. From the block diagram, it can be
seen that the solar panel will go through a Protection Circuit to charge the 10.8 V LiPo battery. This leads to the rocker switch which will essentially turn the rover on
and off. This will protrude from the front of the chassis of the rover so that it can be
easily accessed. This switch will also help to be a safeguard; if anything goes wrong,
it will be easy to turn off the rover. The power then goes to the motors and the Arduino
Mega, before being regulated to a 5 V and 3.3 V line for the rest of the components.
The schematic gives much greater detail than the block diagram. The schematic is an
actual representation of the circuit that will be built and illustrates the various
interfaces and even communication protocols that will be used in the system.
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Figure 53. Rover Electronics Schematic
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Figure 54: Electronic Block Diagram

The rover’s electronic system will be powered by a single 10.8 V Li-Po battery, which
will feed through a manufacture provided printed circuit board to prevent it from
having too much current drawn at any time. Estimates for the payload components’
current and voltage draws were found from each component’s data sheet and
compiled in the Table 26 below:
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Table 26: Rover Power Budget

Part Name

Current
(mA)

Voltage
(V)

Adj
Current

Arduino Mega
Camera
GPS
IMU
Pressure/Temp
Wheel Motors
Lid Motors
Radio transmit
Radio idle
Datalogger

0.17
350
53
0.35
0.36
650
360
229
44
100

5
5
3.3
3
3.3
12
5
3.3
3.3
3

0.07870
162.037
16.1944
0.09722
0.11
722.222
166.667
69.9722
13.4444
27.7778

Part Name

Current
(mA)

Voltage
(V)

Adj
Current

Li-Ion Battery

2600

10.8

N/A

Power
Supplied

28080
mHr

Power
require
d

Duty
Cycle
(%)
100
10
20
100
17
20
5
10
90
10

Time
(hr)

Total
(mWh)

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
Power
required

0.983796
202.5462
26.72083
0.7291667
0.154275
4333.333
104.16667
57.727083
99.825
20.833333
4847.01

Duty
Cycle
(%)
100

Time
(hr)

Total
(mWh)

1
Power
Supplied
Factor of
Safety

28080
28080

28080
mHr

5.7932505
mHr

The required mWhr (battery capacity) for successful operation of the rover
payload was calculated from the above data with the following equation:
!"#$%&"' )*+*)%,- ./0-0,"1 =

(4567 ∗ 9 ∗
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BCC

∗ ,) (13)

I is the current drawn by the component in mA while Iadj is the current multiplied
by the voltage of the battery over the voltage required by the component. V is the
voltage drawn by the component, t is the component operation time in hours, and
Vbatt is the available voltage from the battery (10.8 V). Available power supplied to
the rover payload is expected to be 28.08 WHr. The safety factor (SF) for the payload
power budget is calculated as a ratio of the capacity by the selected Li-Po battery to
the expected required capacity of the circuit
DE =

F5<<AG= ?5H5?I<=
JAK;IGA6 >5H5?I<=

(14)
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The factor of safety for the system was determined to be approximately 5.8,
giving the system ample power to run for our minimum 2 hours.
In order to ensure safe operation of the payload, there are a number of built in
features to ensure that it can be rendered inert at any given moment. In addition to
this, there are a couple of indicators that will appear on the ground station in real
time that ensure the rover operate safely and ensure that it can be located. The rover
has a rocker switch on its front chassis that functions as an on/off switch. Should the
rover need to be suddenly powered off for any reason, any member of the team has
the ability to approach and cut the power easily. Additionally, on the ground station,
the rover’s software has a built in stop signal. If at any point this signal is transmitted
to the rover, it will break its current loop and stop all functions.
The mobile ground station will have real time location and battery data. With the
location data, it is clear that the rover can be found no matter where the rocket lands.
Since the battery voltage is constantly being monitored, the team would be able to
stop the rover if the battery voltage increased or decreased too much.
Two main tests will be conducted for the payload. The procedures in the Test Plan
table for T3 and T9 will be followed. T3 will be focusing on the functionality of the
GPS tracker range and capability. Testing of the telemetry will occur once the other
electronics are assembled to the rover as well. There has not been a past test using
the GPS tracker for the rover, but there have been several tests with the GPS tracker
for the subscale flights. The trackers have yielded inaccurate data in the past and
more troubleshooting is planned. A telemetry test is planned for February 10-11.
Additional system verification will be conducted at the full scale launch.
The second main test, T9, is to test the rover in several different terrain
conditions. On the day of the flight, many factors could affect the terrain, and the
rover needs to function through them. T9 will be conducted as soon as the rover is
constructed. A big concern in the design phase was that the spoke might get stuck in
the terrain, so the spokes will be tested heavily this way.
The Failure Mode Effect Analysis, or FEMA, details the major possible ways that
the rover can fail to complete its mission. The main electrical failure mode identified
for the electronics is the failure of the battery. If improperly handled, it can ignite, or
at very least, not provide adequate power to the system. In order to mitigate this
failure, the battery will be attached to a printed circuit board to prevent overcharge
and overdraw, which greatly reduces the possibility that it will ignite. The battery
voltage will be constantly monitored, and so should anything begin to go wrong, the
team should be able to realize it early on, before any catastrophe. Also, by monitoring
the voltage, the team can ensure that the battery is properly charged before the
beginning of the mission. A second failure mode would be failure for the spokes to
open upon deployment. The springs could possibly break or not pull hard enough
open, resulting in the rover being grounded. To mitigate this, multiple hand
calculations have been done to ensure that the selected springs open as planned. In
addition, the springs will be tested during the deployment simulation, detailed in test
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procedure T-05. The X-bee radios are essential for communicating with the ground
station. As such, they are required to deploy the rover from the rocket. Should either
of them fail, the mission becomes impossible as the rover will be unable to leave the
interior of the launch vehicle. Mitigation includes the rover telemetry test, T-03,
which will verify the range of the radios, and that they can successfully communicate
with each other. Further, the aforementioned deployment test, T-05. Finally, the last
major failure mode would be the failure of the lid mechanism to reveal the solar
panels. Should the motor fail, the mission fails. In order to mitigate this, the rover
will be fully tested during the rover operational test, T-09, which will have the rover
preform all of its ground operations.
Components like the microcontroller and battery are high in the severity of
consequences for failure, but also their failure is easily detectable since they are
required to power the entire system. The simplicity of a battery and location of both
components in the circuit make their probability of failure low. The battery could
become dangerous if failure occurs from experiencing large forces as the contents
could swell and ignite, potentially damaging the rest of the circuit.
Payload electronics could fail from being displaced by unexpected g’s generated
from possible parachute failure / inefficiency. These forces could cause components to
become disconnected or not work properly, such as the motor that opens the payload
lid to release the rover. This is a failure mode common among many components.
Another common failure cause among multiple components is due to
programmer error. To avoid this, any code that is written should be debugged where
appropriate as the programming process is taking place. Practice readings should be
taken by sensors and compared to a verified measurement and calibrated
appropriately if need be, as well as motor function tested including for varying RPM.
If this process is followed, the probability of this failure mode occurring is low.
Pins on the Mega 2560 could fail causing many other component failures,
therefore this is a common failure mode among all lower level components since they
are dependent on the microcontroller. This situation is unlikely, or can be mitigated
by quality assurance and refunds, and thus received a low probability score.
5.8

PAYLOAD SOFTWARE
The payload’s software will be developed in the Arduino IDE and will be written
in C++. The software will make use of the numerous, existing Arduino libraries in
order to simplify the code. The Arduino Mega will use SPI to communicate with the
accelerometer and the temperature/pressure sensor, and UART to communicate with
the GPS, datalogger, and radio. The current design for the software can be seen in
the software flow diagram, in Figure 55 below:
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Figure 55: Payload Software Flow Diagram

Upon switching the payload on, the rover will power up and wait for a start signal
from the ground station. After receipt of the signal, the rover will begin taking
accelerometer data. Upon launch, the change in acceleration will cause the rover to
enter a while loop. While inside this loop, the rover will only take acceleration
measurements. This should prevent the rover from receiving any stray signals and
ensure that it remains immobile in its stowed configuration. This loop will break
when the change in vertical acceleration is less than 5 m/s2. The rover will then wait
for a deployment signal and subsequent confirmation signal before delaying for 30
seconds. After the delay, the rover will power the wheel motors, begin taking sensor
data, and log/transmit this data, until the minimum 5 foot distance is met. If the
change in forward acceleration is less than anticipated, the rover will realize that it
has encountered an obstacle. The rover will then reverse, turn 45 deg., and then
resume its forward motion. Once the distance measured by the accelerometer and the
distance measured from the wheel RPM measurements both exceed 5 ft., then the
wheel motors will stop. The solar panels will be revealed and the rover will measure,
log, and transmit changes in battery voltage.
The software for the payload’s ground station will be written in MATLAB. A
serial connection will be established between the X-Bee radio and MATLAB via the
USB port. A start signal will be transmitted to the rover after it is switched on and
sitting on the pad. This will signal the rover to start taking acceleration data to detect
launch and subsequent landing. The ground station will then send a deployment
signal to the rover and deployment hardware. After a confirmation signal is sent, the
rover will begin its deployment phase and transmit data. It will save this data to a
CSV file and upon receiving data, MATLAB will do necessary processing and
generate rolling plots for acceleration vs time, distance vs time, and battery voltage
vs time.
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Software will be tested as it is developed as well as through formal tests, detailed
by the safety officer’s test procedures. The pressure sensor software will be tested as
it is developed through the use of a vacuum chamber. The temperature sensor will be
tested by taking heat measurements in a temperature-controlled atmosphere. The
accelerometer software will be tested by taking measurements of gravity at various
orientations. The GPS software will be tested by taking GPS data at various locations
and comparing the data to known latitude and longitude. Data logging software will
be tested by saving and reading sensor data and the radios will be tested the same
way. Data will be transmitted from one radio to another. The software for the lid and
wheel motors will be tested through demonstration. Upon successfully testing the
accelerometer and motors, the obstacle avoidance loop will be tested by having the
rover run, and placing an object in its path. After initial successes, the payload will
undergo full operational test, T-09 and deployment test, T-03 to ensure its full
operation.

6 PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Project management involves tracking requirements, schedule, and cost. This is
done by the project manager with support from the team leads and other personnel.
The team has a limited budget and timeline, and the effect of these limited resources
is seen in the final design.
6.1

NASA REQUIREMENTS VERIFICATION
Table 27 shows general project requirements from NASA and a brief description
of how they will be met. All requirements are being tracked through requirements
verification reports, a template of which is included in Appendix XX. These reports
allow both test results and inspections to be documented, including procedures and
required facilities and personnel. Similar requirements may be included in the same
verification report. The main reports for the general requirements will be for the
subscale flight, the full scale flight, the mentor’s certifications, document review, and
project plan review.
Table 27: NASA General Requirements

#
G001
G002
G003
G004
G005

Statement of Requirement
Students must complete 100% of the
work.
Team Mentor handles all combustibles
and electric matches

Method of
Verification
I
I

The team must maintain a project plan.

I

The project plan must include milestones.

I

The project plan must include checklists.

I

Description of Verification
All work is submitted to and reviewed by
the project manager and team leads.
All SOPs call out the team mentor during
operations involving combustibles.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
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#
G006
G007
G008
G009
G010
G011
G012
G013
G014

Statement of Requirement
The project plan must include personnel
assignments.
The project plan must include
budget/support.
The project plan must include outreach.
The project plan must include
risks/mitigations.
Provide NASA a list of Foreign Nationals
on the team by Preliminary Design
Review.
Provide NASA a list of team members
attending launch week events by Critical
Design Review.
The team must engage with at least 200
participants in educational hands-on
STEM activities by the Flight Readiness
Review.
The team must develop and host a website
for project documentation.
The team must post and make available
for download, the required deliverables to
the team web site by the specified due
dates.

Method of
Verification
I
I
I
I
I
I

D

I

I

G015

All reports must be in PDF format.

I

G016

All reports must include a table of
contents.

I

G017

The table of contents must include the
majors sections and their respective subsections.

I

G018

All reports must include page numbers at
the bottom of each page.

I

G019

The team must provide the necessary
equipment to attend the review panel
teleconference.

D

G020

Rocket must be capable of launching from
either a 1010 or 1515 rail.

D

G021

The team must implement the
Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board Electronic and
Information Technology Accessibility
Standards (36 CFR Part 1194).

I

Description of Verification
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
The project plan is reviewed and updated
during weekly team meetings.
Foreign nationals were identified by the
team mentor and project manager, and
included on the email to NASA.
Prior to the CDR, the team will discuss
launch week attendance at a weekly
meeting.
Outreach events are scheduled on the team
calendar, and the reports are reviewed by
the team before being submitted to NASA.
The management team plans and reviews
website posts.
The management team posts all
documents to the website after review by
the team.
The team follows templates for each
document and reviews the final document
before submission.
The team follows templates for each
document and reviews the final document
before submission.
The team follows templates for each
document and reviews the final document
before submission.
The team follows templates for each
document and reviews the final document
before submission.
The team reserves a conference room and
tests all equipment before all
teleconferences.
The rocket is designed to launch from a
1010 rail and will be launched from one
during the fullscale test flight.
The management team has reviewed 36
CFR Part 1194 and reviews all published
documents and posts.
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#
G022

Statement of Requirement
The team must identify a mentor.

Method of
Verification
I

Description of Verification
The team’s mentor is Jason Winningham.
His Tripoli certification has been
confirmed with the local chapter.
The mentor’s Tripoli certification has been
confirmed with the local chapter The

G026

The mentor must maintain a current
certification through the National
Association of Rocketry or Tripoli
Rocketry Association.
The mentor must be in good standing
through the National Association of
Rocketry or Tripoli Rocketry Association.
The mentor must have a minimum of 2
flights in the launch vehicle’s impulse
class or higher.
Rocket must be reusable for official
launch.

G027

Rocket must be ready for official launch
with required payload system.

D

G028

A scale model of the rocket must be flown
before CDR.

D

G029

A report of the scale model flight data is
to be brought to CDR.

I

The same rocket will be flown at the full
scale flight and at the competition
Both the rocket and the the payload will
have been fully demonstrated prior to the
competition.
The subscale flight was conducted
December 16, 2017. The verification
report is online.
The CDR template and assignments
include sections for subscale reporting

G030

Participation is required in PDR.

I

The PDR was submitted 11/3/17 and
presented 11/15/17

G031

Participation is required in CDR.

I

The CDR will be submitted 1/12/18 and
presented 1/16/17

G032

Participation is required in FRR.

I

Participation in the FRR is included in the
project plan

G033

Participation is required in LRR.

I

Participation in the LRR is included in the
project plan

G034

Participation is required in PLAR.

I

Participation in the PLAR is included in
the project plan

G023
G024
G025

I

I

The mentor’s Tripoli certification has been
confirmed with the local chapter
The mentor has a level 3 certification.

I
D

6.1.1 Launch Verification
NASA has set forward requirements that the launch vehicle must meet in order
to be able to launch which are located in Table 1. To verify these requirements CRW
will use a combination of methods including: analysis, demonstration, inspection, and
testing. These have resulted in the creation of pre-flight checklists to be followed
before launch to ensure not only requirements verification but also that proper
assembly is performed. Simulation software such as OpenRocket and an in-house
Monte Carlo simulation will be used to verify requirements that need analysis such
as V-001, V-021, and V-022. Testing plans have been created and are located
in Appendix D and detail the processes to be followed to meet both safety and vehicle
requirements.
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Reqt. # Statement of
Method
Requirement
of Verification
V-001 Deliver payload to A, D
5,280 feet AGL
V-002 Carry COTS
I
altimeter
V-003 Altimeter armed I
with arming
switch accessible
from exterior of
airframe
V-004 Dedicated power I
supply for
Altimeter
V-005 Arming switch can I
be locked in ON
position
V-006 Vehicle is
D
recoverable and
reusable (no
repairs or
modifications)
V-007 Max of 4 sections I
(tethered to main
vehicle or
recovered
separately)
V-008 Single Stage
I
Vehicle
V-009 Prepared for flight D
on site within 3
hours of FAA
waiver
V-010 Vehicle remains
T
launch ready on
pad for 1 hour
minimum
V-011 Launched by 12-V I
direct current
firing system.
V-012 No external
I
circuitry or special
ground support
equipment to
launch

Description and Status

Demonstrated through full scale flight test and
simulations.
Currently using StratologgerCF
Arming wires are separated and through
holes in coupler

Extra battery present in coupler
Verify before flight that switch locks in ON
position
Demonstrated through full scale flight test.

Verify number of tethered sections before flight

Verify a single motor is present
Demonstrated through full scale flight tests.

One hour passes before launch

Make sure a 12-V system is primed for firing
Verify the single firing system
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V-013 Use COTS solid
motor using APCP
that is certified by
NAR, TRA, or
CAR
V-014 Final motor
choices by CDR
V-015 Motor changes
after CDR must be
approved by RSO
V-016 Pressure vessels
must be approved
by RSO
V-017 Minimum FOS for
Pressure Vessels
of 4:1
V-018 Each pressure
vessel must
feature relief
valve that can
withstand max
pressure
V-019 Pedigree/history of
tank must be
described
V-020 Total impulse does
not exceed 5120
N-s (L-class)
V-021 Minimum static
stability margin of
2.0 at point of rail
exit
V-022 Minimum Velocity
of 52 fps at rail
exit
V-023 Launch and
Recover subscale
model prior to
CDR
V-024 Subscale model
should
resemble/perform
similar to full
scale

I

Have mentor unpack and load motor into casing

A, D

Motor being used is L1420

I

If motor is changed, the decision is reported before
launch

I

Approve CO2 canisters before launch

A

Research the purchased CO2 canisters for FOS

I

Inspect pressure vessels before use.

I

Keep track of tank use and
check before proceeding to flight

I

Verify motor choice is within limits

A

Use of OpenRocket software to verify stability

A

Use of OpenRocket to verify rail exit velocity

D

Launch subscale model; take pictures andvideo for
website

D

Show that flown subscale matches fullscale design
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V-025 Subscale model
will carry
altimeter
reporting apogee
altitude
V-026 Launch and
recover full-scale
model prior to
FRR in final
configuration
V-027 Vehicle/recovery
system will
function as
designed
V-028 Payload does not
have to be flown
during full-scale
test flight
V-029 Mass simulators
will be used to
simulate payload
if not flown
V-030 Mass simulators
should be located
in same location
as payload
V-031 If payload changes
external surfaces
of rocket, those
systems will be
active during fullscale flight
V-032 Full-scale motor
does not have to
be flown in fullscale test, but
recommended.
V-033 Must be flown in
fully ballasted
configuration
V-034 No modifications
after full-scale
demonstration
without RSO
approval

I

Subscale will be inspected to assure an altimeter
is on board

D

Perform several launches in the months leading
up to FRR

D

Demonstrate through full scale flight tests

I

Payload will be flown during full-scale flight, or a
simulation mass will fly in its place

I

Vehicle will be inspected to verify a simulation
mass is in place

I

Vehicle will be inspected to verify mass simulators
are in appropriate location

I

Vehicle will be inspected to assure it
is fully powered prior to and during launch

D

A full-scale test flight will be conducted to
verify simulation results using the
appropriate motor

I

Vehicle will be inspected
to have appropriate massin appropriate location

I

No changes to the vehicle after launch
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V-035 Full-scale flights I
Fly multiple times before submitting FRR
must be completed
by FRRs. Reflights might be
necessary/granted
V-036 Any structural
I
Zero extra protuberances on the rocket
protuberance on
rocket located aft
of burnout COG
V-037 Will not utilize
I
Inspect forward section of rocket doesn't have fins
forward canards
V-038 Will not utilize
I
Inspect purchased motor to verify it is correct
forward firing
type
motors
V-039 Will not utilize
I
Inspect purchased motors to
motors that expel
ensure they don't contain titanium sponges
titanium sponges
V-040 Will not utilize
I
Inspect purchased motorsto ensure they are not
hybrid motors
hybrid
V-041 Will not utilize a I
Inspect motor is not a cluster of motors
cluster of motors
V-042 Will not utilize
I
Ensure aft retention system is used as
friction fitting for
planned before flight
motors
V-043 Will not exceed
A
Use OpenRocket to verify max flight velocity
Mach 1 at any
point during
flight
V-044 Vehicle Ballast
I
Weigh ballast mass and vehicle mass before flight
will not exceed
10% of the total
weight of the
rocket
6.1.2 Recovery Verification
To ensure a safe and successful flight, several requirements are placed on the
recovery system. Two Strattologger CF altimeters are used to deploy a drogue
parachute at apogee and a larger parachute at600 ft. Two independent simulations
have confirmed that the chute sizes selected meet both the kinetic energy and drift
requirements. The tracker and recovery system were both successfully demonstrated
on the sub-scale flight. Lastly, the altimeters are placed by themselves in a carbon
fiber coupler during launch. Carbon fiber is RF opaque, so no external signals can
generate potentially dangerous anomalies in the recovery electronics.
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Table 28: Recovery Verification

#
R001
R002
R003
R004
R005
R006
R007
R008
R009
R010
R011
R012
R013
R015
R016
R017

Statement of Requirement
Vehicle will use dual deploy
Drogue deploys at apogee
Main deploys at lower altitude
Prior to initial subscale and full-scale
launches, must perform a ground test of
both parachute ejections

Maximum kinetic energy at landing is
75 ft-lbf

Method of
Verification
I
D
D
T

A, T

Recovery and payload systems must
have completely independent circuitry

I

Recovery electronics must be powered
by commercially available batteries

I

Use Commercially Available Altimeters
Use redundant altimeters

Motor ejection cannot be used

Description of Verification
The vehicle has both a drogue and main
parachute
The altimeters are programmed with no
drogue delay
The main deployment altitude is double
checked and recorded before flight.
An ejection testing report is submitted
before the flight.
The kinetic energy of each section is
calculated from the simulation and
compared to the kinetic energy calculated
after flight.
Two batteries, switches, and altimeters are
recorded in the launch procedures.
9V batteries are used for the altimeters
Strattologger CFs are used

I

Two altimeters are included in the design
I
I

A plugged motor is being used

Removable shear pins for main
parachute

I

4-40 nylon shear pins are included in the
design

Removable shear pins for drogue
parachute

I

4-40 nylon shear pins are included in the
design.

A

A drift model has been generated to
compare different wind conditions.

Recovery area limited to 2500 ft from
launch pads
Needs an electronic tracking device

I

A GPS with a radio is mounted in the
transition section
Only one independent section

All independent, untethered
components contain tracking device

I

Tracking device must be fully functional
on launch day.

D

Tracker has been demonstrated during
subscale flight

R018

No other electronics should adversely
effect recovery electronics

A

Recovery electronics are in a shielded
(carbon fiber) section

R019

Recovery system components will be in
separate compartment

I

Recovery electronics are located only in
the coupler
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#
R020
R021
R022

Statement of Requirement
Recovery system devices will be shielded
from onboard transmitting devices

Recovery electronics must be shielded
from any onboard devices that may
generate magnetic waves
Recovery electronics must be shielded
from devices that could affect their
performance

Method of
Verification
A, D

A, D

A, D

Description of Verification
The recovery devices are housed in a
shielded coupler.
The recovery devices are housed in a
shielded coupler.

The recovery devices are housed in a
shielded coupler.

6.1.3 Safety Verification
Safety requirements are verified through proper procedure development and
review. The entire team is involved in procedure review, and trained members sign
off on all procedures stating that they contain all relevant safety information.
Hazardous operations are highlighted in all procedures. During procedure
development, relevant regulations and SDS data are reviewed and incorporated into
the procedure. By maintaining these practices, a culture of safety is built into the
CRW team.
Table 29: NASA Safety Requirements

#
S001
S002
S003
S004
S005
S006
S007
S008
S009

Statement of Requirement
Team will use Launch Checklists
Team will use Safety Checklist
Team checklist will be included in
FRR
Team checklist will be provided at
LRR
Team will identify a Safety Officer
All activities during system design
will be monitored by the safety
officer
All activities during construction
will be monitored by the safety
officer

Method of
Verification
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

All activities during assembly will be
monitored by the safety officer

I

All activities during testing will be
monitored by the safety officer

I

Description of Verification
Before any launch, those involved review
and sign off on the checklist.
Before any operation, those involved
review and sign off on the checklist.
The document is reviewed before
submission.
The document is reviewed before
submission.
Bao H. is the safety officer
The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in design procedures and signs
off as work is completed.
The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in construction procedures and
signs off as work is completed.
The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in assembly procedures and
signs off as work is completed.
The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in test procedures and signs off
as work is completed.
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#
S010
S011
S012
S013
S014
S015
S016
S017
S018
S019
S020
S021

Statement of Requirement

Method of
Verification

All activities during launch will be
monitored by the safety officer

I

All activities during recovery will be
monitored by the safety officer

I

All activities during outreach will be
monitored by the safety officer

I

Safety procedures will be developed
and implemented for construction of
the vehicle
Safety procedures will be developed
and implemented for assembly of the
system
Safety procedures will be developed
and implemented for launch of the
system
Safety procedures will be developed
and implemented for recovery of the
system

The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in launch procedures and signs
off as work is completed.
The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in recovery procedures and
signs off as work is completed.

I

The safety officer or a surrogate is
identified in outreach plans and signs off
as work is completed.
No activity is allowed to proceed without
a review of safety procedures.

I

No activity is allowed to proceed without
a review of safety procedures.

I

No activity is allowed to proceed without
a review of safety procedures.

I

No activity is allowed to proceed without
a review of safety procedures.

Hazard analyses for the system will
be developed and maintained
Failure mode analyses will be
developed and maintained for all
components

I

SDS data will be recorded and
maintained for all materials

I

Local rocketry club rules will be
folllowed for test flgihts
FAA regulations will be followed for
all flights

Description of Verification

I

I

I

The project manager and team leads meet
weekly with the safety officer to review
and update the hazards list,
The project manager and team leads meet
weekly with the safety officer to review
and update failure modes.
SDS data is kept onsite physically and
electronically. SDS data is compiled as
materials are ordered.
The team attends the flyers meeting before
each launch

Relevant FAA regulations are included in
all procedures.

6.1.4 Payload Verification
NASA requires that the payload adhere to certain requirements, which are listed
in Table 30. These requirements are to be verified through a combination of
demonstrations and inspections, detailed in the team’s testing procedures. The team
will verify E-001 by inspection of the completed rover. E-002 and E-003 will be
verified during the rover deployment test, detailed in test procedure T-05. This will
have the payload inside the fairing, and test the piston ejecting the rover out of the
fairing via a CO2 cartridge. E-004 and E-005 will be verified through the Rover
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Operational Test, T-09. This will simulate the rover, after ejection, as it travels the
requisite distance and reveals the solar panels.
Table 30: NASA Payload Requirements

E-001 The team shall develop a target detection,
deployable rover, or triangulation payload
E-002 For deployable rover, the rover shall deploy
from the internal structure of the launch
vehicle
E-003 For deployable rover, the team shall, at
landing, remotely activate a trigger to
deploy the rover from the rocket
E-004 For deployable rover, the rover shall
autonomously move at least 5 ft from the
launch vehicle
E-005 For deployable rover, once the rover has
reached its final destination, the rover
shall deploy a set of foldable solar panels

I
D
D
D
D

The rover will be
completed
A deployment
test will be done
for the rover
A deployment
test will be done
for the rover
The rover will
complete an
operational test
The rover will
complete an
operational test

6.2

DERIVED REQUIREMENTS VERIFICATION
The CRW team has also developed its own requirements. These relate to
leveraging the unique resources available at UAH, building our local support for the
team, and advanced capabilities for the rover and launch vehicle.
6.2.1 Payload Derived Requirements
The CRW team has also developed its own requirements. These relate to
leveraging the unique resources available at UAH, building our local support for the
team, and advanced capabilities for the rover and launch vehicle.
The methods for verifying the derived requirements can be seen in Error!
Reference source not found. below. Pictures will be taken of the rover as it is
manufactured in the UAH machine shop at various stages of its completion as well
as when it is finished. This will verify that the rover parts were machined in house,
as per D-01. Immediately after its completion, the rover shall be weighed and
measured in order to ensure that the rover complies with requirements D-06 and D07. The planned, formal tests for the rover include a telemetry test, T-03, to ensure
the operation of the ground station, the transmission of data in both directions, and
ultimately the range that the radios can operate. The test will proceed as dictated by
the SOP, and will verify requirements D-16, D-17, D-18, D-21, and D-22. The second
formal test that will be performed is the Rover Operational Test, T-09. This test will
prove the successful ground operations to be performed by the rover. It will show that
the rover shall, once receiving a deployment signal, delay the requisite amount of
time before roving 5 ft., collecting, saving and transmitting data, avoid collision, and
unfold the solar panels. T-09 will verify requirements D-09, D-11, D-12, D-13, D-14,
and D-15. The deployment of the rover from the inside of the fairing will also be
tested, as detailed in T-05. This will serve to verify requirements D-04, D-05, and D102

08. Finally, the rover will be tested on a full scale flight simulation, the procedure of
which is detailed in T-11. This will verify the derived requirements: D-03 and D-20.
Requirements D-10 and D-19 are both to be analytically verified. D-10 will be proven
via Finite Element Analysis. D-19 shall be verified by the calculations present in the
power budget, seen in Section 4 of this document. In addition to these formal tests,
the team will test components and software for the rover as it is developed. Each of
the sensors will be tested in unique environments to ensure the validity of the
software before these tests, as detailed in the software section of the report. The
completed rover will be subjected to a vibration test in order to ensure that the rover
stays in one piece and the wires remain connected under a vibrational force.
Table 31: Derived Requirements

#

Statement of Requirement

D01

Parts should be manufactured in house
unless significant cost, schedule, or
performance savings can be realized by
outsourcing manufacturing.

D02

The SL competition will be used to
highlight the benefits of attending UAH.

D03

The team will fly full mission simulations
in January and February.

D04
D05
D06
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14

Method of
Verification

Description of Verification
All designs are reviewed before ordering
parts to determine what can be
manufactured in house.

I
Outreach at UAH events is scheduled.
D
D

The project plan has the rover and rocket
being fabricated by January 20th.

The team's primary launch site will be
Phoenix Missile Works.

I

The team has built the monthly PMW
launches into the project plan.

Rover wheels must survive deployment

D

Rover shall weigh less than 4.5 lbs
Rover payload bay is 18 in long and 5.8 in
diameter

I

Rover will go through deployments tests
Rover shall be weighed after completion
Rover shall be measured after completion
I

Indicate the rover is on from inside rocket
Measure distance from rocket to rover in
multiple ways (GPS?, RPM, MCU,
Tether?)
Rover shall be able to function after 30
g’s of acceleration
Rover shall Detect and avoid possible
collisions
Rover shall recharge the battery via solar
panels

D

Rover shall Be able to retract solar panels
Rover shall Measure voltage from solar
panels

D

D
A

Rover will send confirmation signal after
start signal is sent. Tested in telemetry
test.
The rover shall participate in an operations
test where it will measure distance by
acceleration and GPS
Finite element analysis will be performed
on the rover
The rover will complete an operational test

D
The rover will complete an operational test
D
The rover will complete an operational test
The rover will complete an operational test
D
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#

Statement of Requirement

D15
D16

Rover shall Be able to take temperature,
pressure measurements, as well as video
Rover shall Transmit and save data
onboard

Method of
Verification

Description of Verification
The rover will complete an operational test

D
The rover will complete a telemetry test
D

6.3

BUDGET/FUNDING
The project budget and cost are shown in Figure 56. Since the team is local to
Huntsville, AL there is no travel budget for the launch week. The ASGC will provide
part of the CRW project budget. The UAH PRC will match what is provided by the
ASGC. The total amount that is allotted for spending is $5000 due to some of the
matching being used for Dr. Lineberry’s salary and for facilities and administration.
The current total cost to field two full rockets and payloads is $5708.36. The price
reflects the cost for two full-scale launch vehicles, two rovers, and four motors.

Budget Summary
Airframe
$1763.11
Electronics
$334.89
Recovery
$899.09
Motors
$1589.96
Rover Structure
$438.97
Rover Electronics
$682.34
Total Cost
$5708.36

Figure 56: Total Full Scale Budget Summary

The on-the-pad cost of one of the rockets with a rover and one motor is $2046.34.
The overall cost mainly driven by the airframe, which is to be expected for a rocket
with a height of 103 in. and 3D printed and composite parts.
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Launch Vehicle
Airframe
$997.81
Electronics
$167.45
Recovery
$621.09
Motors
$259.99
Rover
$621.00
Total
$2046.34

Figure 57: Launch Vehicle Budget

The team will also have a few other in house costs that were not included in the
budget. These costs are various tooling that is needed to construct the launch vehicle
and payload, and advertising materials to use around the campus to promote the class
and its project.
6.4

TIMELINE
The project’s critical path timeline is outlined in Figure 58. The project lifecycle
consists of six main phases: Proposal, Preliminary Design, Critical Design,
Fabrication, Flight Testing, and Post-Launch. The PDR and CDR completion dates
are earlier than that of the competition guidelines to allow for more flight testing
before the FRR in the case of bad weather or system failures. The PDR, CDR, and
FRR documentation draft due dates are also earlier than that of the competition
guidelines to allow for adequate review of the documentation.
The Proposal was submitted on 20 September 2017 and the team received
acceptance into the competition. The Preliminary Design phase was then conducted,
resulting in the final PDR document. The PDR document and presentation was
posted to the UAH CRW website on 02 November 2017 and presented to the NASA
review panel on 15 November 2017. The procurement process for the subscale is
complete and the full-scale is in progress. During the detailed design phase, the team
constructed one subscale rocket and completed the black powder testing. The
following weekend, the team successfully launched the subscale rocket in
Childersburg, AL on the backup test flight date of 19 November 2017. The original
date was on 18 November 2017, but was scrubbed due to inclement weather. This
milestone was the first test flight of the design.
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Figure 58: Timeline

Final vehicle fabrication will begin after the CDR is posted on 12 January 2018.
First, a safety evaluation will be conducted and the team will be briefed on the safety
procedures. Next, the machined and 3D printed parts will be fabricated in-house at
the UAH machine shop. Any commercial parts will be cut and drilled to the needed
specifications. As parts are completed, the pieces will undergo structural testing.
Next, the components will be assembled to complete the vehicle, which will include
the incorporation of the payload. Finally, the recovery deployment will be completed
which will make the vehicle ready for flight.
The full-scale flight testing phase opens with the Primary Test Flight opportunity
on 17 February 2018 at the Phoenix Missile Works field near Childersburg, AL.
Before each test flight opportunity, an internal LRR will be conducted, along with a
safety evaluation and briefing. After the flight test, a debriefing will be held. The
flight testing phase will culminate in the FRR, which will demonstrate that the final
competition rocket is one hundred percent ready for competition.
Competition Week will be held from 4 through 8 April 2018. During this week,
the LRR and competition demonstration flight will be conducted. After competition,
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the PLAR will be conducted. This will complete the competition effort for this year’s
competition.
6.5

EDUCATIONAL ENGAGEMENT
As the competition progresses, CRW continues to place high value on outreach.
Through participation in university programs and local outreach opportunities, the
CRW team continues to have the opportunity to expose students from a variety of
backgrounds and ages to the basics of rocketry and the rewards of higher education.
To date, CRW has completed a total of 3 outreach events. The events were Girl’s
Science and Engineering Day, Holy Family School Engineering Education, and Boy
Scout STEM Camp. Information and photographs from these events can be found on
the CRW website. The current schedule can be seen in Table 32.
Table 32: Educational Engagement Schedule

Individuals
impacted or
expected

Event

Date

Type of
Engagement

Girl’s Science and
Engineering Day
AIAA Holy Family
School
Engineering

September 23,
2017

Direct Interaction

80

November 10,
2017

Direct Interaction

64

Cub Scout STEAM
Camp

December 20-22,
2017
December 27-29,
2017

Direct Interaction

65

FIRST Lego
League Alabama
State Competition

January 20, 2018

Direct Interaction

Science Olympiad

March 3, 2018

Direct Interaction

When members of the CRW team visited the Holy Family School in conjunction
with the UAH AIAA section, they taught the students about Mechanical, Aerospace,
Electrical, and Chemical Engineering. The Mechanical activity involved the students
building a car/vehicle and racing against each other. Then the students talked about
why the results were the way they were. The Aerospace activity had the students
build paper airplanes and test their different designs during flight. The Electrical
engineering activity had the students trace an electrical maze to talk about why the
LED lit up when the wires touched. The Chemical engineering activity had the
student observe bubbles being made with dry ice, soap, and water. The students were
not allowed to directly touch the dry ice, but they were allowed to touch the bubble
that was formed. These different engineering activities can all be related back to
rocketry because Mechanical and Aerospace discuss aerodynamics and drag on the
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student’s activities. The Electrical and Chemical discuss the important of working
electronics on a vehicle and rocket motors and black powder amounts.
A member of the CRW team helped the Cub Scouts in their hometown with their
STEAM Camp on the Space and Robotics Days. The Scouts discussed how rockets
work and the important components of rocketry. They then assembled model rockets
that were launched later that afternoon. In addition to building rockets, the Scouts
built Lego model space habitats that included the necessary components to sustain
life such as living space, rovers, waste disposal, as well as a facility to house some
human comforts. The Scouts also discussed space suits and the necessity to wear
them while outside of a ship or habitat. This was followed by the Scouts modeling
their own version of a space suit made of recyclable materials. On Robotics Day, the
Scouts programmed and experimented with various kinds of robots. Each robot had
a few specific tasks that it was able to complete. Following the experimentation, the
Scouts watched clips of robots and read articles on robots and discussed what kind of
robot they would design. The Cub Scouts then created Scribble Bots out of motors and
batteries that they were able to take home.
On 20 January 2018, the CRW team will be presenting a robotic sensor event to
the students who will competing at the FIRST Lego League for the Alabama State
Championship. The students will meet with the CRW team during 30 minute
workshops where they will be able to complete the activity with members of other
teams. During this time the students will be able to test an altimeter, accelerometer
and a temperature sensor. These sensors will be connected via Arduino and
Raspberry Pi circuit boards. The students will spend about ten minutes at each
station where they will first receive a brief introduction about the sensor. Then they
will work other students to get the sensor to work and receive data.
On 3 March 2018, CRW will be assisting with two events at the Science Olympiad
hosted by UAH. The events will consist of a Battery Buggy and Mousetrap Vehicle.
In the Battery Buggy event the student teams will construct a vehicle that uses
electrical energy as its sole means of propulsion, quickly travels a specified distance,
and stops as close as possible to the finish point. For the Mousetrap Vehicle the teams
will design, build, and test a vehicle using one or two snap mousetraps as its sole
means of propulsion that can push a plastic cup forward, reverse direction, and come
to a stop behind the start point.
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7 APPENDIX A: DRAWINGS

Figure 59: Full Rocket
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Figure 60: Motor Retention Ring

Figure 61: CO2 Housing Bracket
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Figure 62: Nose Cone Bulkhead

Figure 63: Nose Cone
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Figure 64: Fairing Assem.

Figure 65: Pison Bulkhead
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Figure 66: Rover Chassis

Figure 67: Top Electronics Tray
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Figure 68: Wheel Hinge

Figure 69: Wheel Hub
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Figure 70: Spoke

Figure 71: Bottom Electronics Tray
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Figure 72: Piston Coupler

Figure 73: Spike
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Figure 74: Transition Insert

Figure 75: Aft Transition
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Figure 76: Fin Can

Figure 77: Spoke Foot
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Figure 78: Fixed Lid Drawing

Figure 79:Aft Section
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Figure 80: Sliding Lid Drawing

Figure 81: Stabilizing Arm Drawing
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Figure 82: Fin

Figure 83: Stabilizing Arm Hinge Drawing
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Figure 84: Charge Well
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Figure 85: Coupler
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Figure 86: Coupler Bulkhead
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Figure 87: Battery Holder

Figure 88: Avionics Sled
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Figure 89: Coupler Tube

Figure 90: Thrust Plate
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Figure 91: Forward Transition
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APPENDIX B: LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPONENT DATA
SHEETS

Nose Cone
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Nose Cone
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
7.750 in. height
6.17 in. OD
5.0 in. ID
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 2.170 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Description:
Provides aerodynamic surface during flight. Shear pinned to the fairing body tube.
Attached to bulkhead at base to prevent damage during rover ejection.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$172.61
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/3
Breaks upon
rover ejection

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Observe
conditions of
ejection before
testing

Nose cone damaged;
new one needs to be
manufactured
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Nose Cone Bulkhead
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Nose Cone Bulkhead
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
6 in. OD
5 in. ID
0.35 in. height
Material:
Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.707 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
CNC
Component Description:
The nose cone bulkhead rests at the base of the nose cone. It serves as a point of
contact for the rover during ejection. This prevents damage to the nose cone and to
the rover and allows for proper deployment. It will be mounted using 4-40 bolts to
the nose cone.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$123 per 6 feet

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
N/A

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal
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Fairing
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Fairing
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
22 in. length
6.17 in. OD
6.0 in. ID
Material:
Fibergalss

Component Mass: 2.66 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Houses the rover and piston. Carries load to nose cone. Shear pinned to nose cone
and mounted to transition using 4-40 bolts.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry
Cost:
$228 per 60 in.
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/3
Fracturing

Shear at holes

E/4

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Proper care

Minimal

Purchase new body
tube
Purchase new body
tube

Proper hole
drilling and
assembly
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Forward Transition
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Transition
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
OD: 6.17 in.
ID: 4.5 in.
Height: 6 in.
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.9 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printer
Component Description:
Acts as the coupler for the 6 in. body tube and houses piston components. Will be 3D
printed with in-fill to reduce weight and uses threaded inserts to ensure bolt
connections.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$71.59
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/1
Yields under
load in flight

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Extensive
testing and
analysis

Internal
components
unaligned
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Transition Insert
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Transition
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
OD: 6.17 in.
Material:
Aluminum

Component Mass: 1.412 lb

Manufacturing Process:
CNC
Component Description:
The transition insert transfers the load between the 4 and 6 in. body tube. This
piece is bolted to the aft transition piece and forward transition piece, both of which
are 3D printed. From FEA of this piece, the factor of safety is approximately 59.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$123 per 6 ft.
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/1
Yields under
load in flight

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Extensive
testing and
analysis

Destruction of
rocket and payload
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Aft Transition
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Aft Transition
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
Top: 6.17 in.
Bottom: 4.024 in.
Height: 4.213 in.
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.4 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printer
Component Description:
Primarily aerodynamic transition between the 4 and 6 in. body tube. Also helps
transfer shear forces between the two sections.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$31.82
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/1
Yields under
load in flight

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Extensive
testing and
analysis

Upper airframe
would become
unaligned
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Forward Body Tube
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Forward Body Tube
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
23.75 in. Height
3.9 in. ID
4.024 in. OD
Material:
Fiberglass

Component Mass: 1.583 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
Band saw
Component Description:
The forward body tube serves as part of the airframe. It transfers load through it
from the switch band up to the transition aluminum insert. It is bolted to the
central coupler and shear pinned to the forward coupler. It will house the main
parachute and recovery harness.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry
Cost:
$116
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/3
Fractures
during flight

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Proper care

Purchase new body
tube
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Forward/Fairing Coupler
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Forward/Fairing Coupler
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
9 in. Height
3.899 in. OD
3.755 in. ID

Material:
Fiberglass

Component Mass: 0.6 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
Band Saw
Component Description:
The coupler holds the connection to the forward body tube through shear pins. It
has a forward bulkhead for connection the threaded rod which runs through the
transition. It will house the tracker and the electronics required to activate the hot
wire for the CO2 release mechanism.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry
Cost:
$24
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
Fracture

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Proper care.
Ensure sharp
drills to avoid
stress cracks.

Buy new coupler
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Forward Coupler Bulkhead
Sub Group:
Upper Airframe
Component:
Bulkhead
Designer:
Brian C.
Dimensions:
OD: 3.9 in.
Thickness: 0.25 in.
Material:
Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.18 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
CNC
Component Description:
This bulkhead holds the upper airframe to the lower airframe during flight,
specifically by securing the forward coupler to the upper airframe. It will be
machined
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$123 per 6 ft.
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
N/A

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation
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Piston Head Coupler
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Piston Head Coupler
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
5.998 in. OD
2.5 in. body height
Material:
Fiberglass

Component Mass: 0.846 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
Band Saw
Component Description:
The piston head coupler rests between two bulkheads that are attached using ¼-20
threaded rod and two hex nuts. The assembly is responsible for pushing against the
rover to eject it and the nose cone. Helps keep the assembly from turning during
ejection in the way a singular bulkhead would do.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry
Cost:
$60.00 per 12 in.
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
D/4
Fractures
during
ejection

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Ensure proper
fit during
assembly;
testing

Rover does not eject
from fairing
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Piston Head Bulkhead
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Piston Head Bulkhead
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
5.998 in. OD
5.775 in. ID
0.25 in. height
Material:
Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.666 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
CNC
Component Description:
Attaches to the piston head coupler piece on top and bottom to give solid surface to
push on rover during ejection. Secured using ¼-20 threaded rod and two hex nuts.
Assembly will rest on transition shoulder and beneath rover wheelbase.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$123 per 6 feet
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
Detaches
from coupler
piece

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Proper assembly
and engagement
of threads

Rover may not eject
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Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle

CO2 Housing

Component:
CO2 Housing
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
4.75 in. height
1.1 in. OD
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.076 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Description:
The housing holds the CO2 cartridge in place during flight and keeps it in position
for activation. Also houses a spring driven spike that punctures the cartridge upon
signal from the ground station. It will be bracketed inside the shoulder of the
transition piece.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$6.05
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
Fracture

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Proper
assembly and
care

Must create new
part
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Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle

CO2 Cartridge

Component:
Crossman 12g CO2 Cartridge
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
3.27 in. height
0.75 in. OD
0.375 in. ID
Material:
Steel

Component Mass: 0.094 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
The cartridge provides the pressurizing gas needed to eject the rover and nose cone.
It will rest within a 3-D printed housing that keeps it secured during flight. It will
be punctured by a small spring driven spike.
Prospective Vendor:
Amazon
Cost:
$17.74 per 25 pack
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Dud cartridge D/4

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Weigh each
cartridge to
ensure correct
gas amount

Piston does not fire
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CO2 Puncturing Mechanism

Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle

Component:
CO2 Puncturing Mechanism
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
0.475 in. OD
0.6 in. height
Material:
ABS Plastic/Metal

Component Mass: 0.006 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing/Epoxy
Component Description:
The mechanism is responsible for puncturing the CO2 cartridge to release the stored
gas. It will be attached to a spring located within the housing. It has holes to place
fishing line through to act as a pin keeping the spring loaded until being released by
a hotwire.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$0.48
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
Does not
puncture
cartridge
E/1
Fishing line
breaks
through slot

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Rover does not
deploy

Testing:
T5,T6,T7,T10

Low

Rover may deploy
unexpectedly in
flight

Proper
handling;
Testing:
T5,T6,T7,T10
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Spring
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Spring
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
0.375 in. OD.
1 in. length
Material:
Steel

Component Mass: 0.003 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
Purchased
Component Description:
Spring used to drive the spike through the CO2 cartridge tip in order to activate
piston. Will rest inside of the CO2 housing and be epoxied to the base of the housing
and to the spike.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster-Carr
Cost:
$0.87 each
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/4
Comes loose;
turns
sideways

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Proper
assembly

Piston will not fire
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Housing Cap
Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
Housing Cap
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
1.1 in. OD
1.0 in. ID
1.125 in. Height
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.009 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Description:
The housing cap attaches to the top of the CO2 housing. It helps to secure the
cartridge inside during the release of the stored gas.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$0.72
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Cap comes off E/4
housing
during flight

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Minimal

Proper
assembly

CO2 cartridge
comes out of
housing and cannot
deploy rover
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CO2 Housing Bracket

Sub Group:
Forward Launch Vehicle
Component:
CO2 Housing Bracket
Designer:
Walter P.
Dimensions:
2 in. height
2.272 in. width
1.125 in. depth
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.025 lbm.

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printing
Component Description:
The bracket keeps the CO2 housing secured in place to ensure successful operation.
It is mounted using 4-40 bolts to the inside of the transition shoulder around the
CO2 housing; one at the top and one at the bottom of the housing. Curved flanges
allow for proper connection to curve of transition.
Prospective Vendor:
UAH Machine Shop
Cost:
$1.99
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
E/1
Fractures
during flight

Fractures
upon landing

E/4

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Proper
analysis and
testing

Minimal

Activation of piston
during flight;
destruction of rover
and rocket
Activates piston
before receiving
signal

Proper
analysis and
testing
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Avionics Coupler
Sub Group:
Avionics Bay
Component:
Coupler Tube
Designer:
Davis H.
Dimensions:
Inside Diameter: 3.755”
Outside Diameter: 3.899”
Length: 12”
Material:
Carbon Fiber

Component Mass: 0.324 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
A 1” piece of the 4” diameter body tube is centered along the length and epoxied in
place. 2 holes are drilled for the RBF pins in the switch band and 8 holes will be
drilled 4” above and below the switch band for shear pins and bolts.
Component Description:
The coupler joins the forward and aft sections of the rocket and houses the avionics
for recovery deployment. It is made of carbon fiber with aluminum bulkheads to
shield the avionics from any RF interference.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry

Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Low
Rocket
buckles at the
coupler

RF
interference
fires avionics
early

Very Low

Cost: $63.00

Criticality

Potential Effects

Catastrophic Major damage to
rocket and
unsuccessful, unsafe,
or at lease inefficient
flight
Critical
Unsuccessful rocket
flight or unsafe
assembly

Mitigation
Extra long
carbon fiber to
reduce any
bending
Carbon fiber
material for
shielding
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Coupler Bulkhead
Sub Group:
Avionics Bay
Component:
Bulkhead
Designer:
Davis H.
Dimensions:
Major Diameter: 3.899”
Lip Diameter: 3.755”
Thickness: 0.25”
Material:
6061 Aluminum
Manufacturing Process:
CNC Milled
Component Description:
Mounting surface for black powder charge wells, terminal block strips, and U-bolt to
attach shock cord to coupler. The bulkhead also protects the avionics from highpressure and temperature gases as well as RF interference.
Cost:
$ 4.83
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Low
Bulkhead
cracks
allowing
gases into
coupler
Very Low
Excessive
force pulls Ubolt out of
bulkhead

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Critical

Avionics are
damaged

Bulkheads
machined
with large
factor of
safety
Bulkheads
machined
with large
factor of
safety

Catastrophic Rocket falls in
multiple pieces
fast, causing
damage to
airframe
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Black Powder Charge Well
Sub Group:
Avionics Bay
Component:
Avionics Sled
Designer:
Davis H.
Dimensions:
Height: 1.25”
Diameter: 1.27”
Material:
Aluminum and ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.15 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printed holder with epoxied aluminum insert bolted to the bulkhead.
Component Description:
The charge wells remain connected to the bulkheads and hold the black powder for
recovery ejection.
Cost:
$ 8.21
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Low
Charge well
explodes

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Marginal

Use
aluminum
inserts

Must attach new
charge wells
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Avionics Sled
Sub Group:
Avionics Bay
Component:
Avionics Sled
Designer:
Davis H.
Dimensions:
Height: 7.25”
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.25 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3-D Printed
Component Description:
The avionics sled is secured in the coupler by 2 lengths of ¼-20 all thread through
the bulkheads, compressing the composite tube surrounding the sled. The sled is
split in two parts, one holding switches and avionics, and the other holds the
batteries.
Cost:
$ 20.43
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Low
Mounted
components
detach

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

High

Additional
supports
(Velcro/pop
rivets) as
required

Loss of avionics,
parachutes don’t
deploy, unsafe
descent and
damage to vehicle
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Aft Bulkhead
Sub Group:
Launch Vehicle
Component:
Bulkhead
Designer:
Davis H.
Dimensions:
Diameter: 3.899”
Pocket Depth: 0.125”
Thickness: 0.25”
Material:
6061 Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.187 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
CNC Milled pockets, drilled holes for U-bolt, and manually milled 4-40 holes
Component Description:
The U-bolt mounted in the bulkhead attaches the aft shock cord. The bulkhead is
constrained by 4 4-40 bolts in the sides through the fiberglass airframe.
Cost:
$ 4.83
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Low
Bulkhead
breaks

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Critical

Aft rocket section
falls fast,
damaging the
rocket

Engineer the
bulkhead to
have a
healthy
safety factor
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Fin Can
Sub Group:
Launch Vehicle
Component:
Fin Can
Designer:
Eric Z.
Dimensions:
Length: 9.875 in
Inner Diameter: 2.953 in
Outer Diameter: 3.092 in

Material:
3D Printed ABS

Component Mass: 0.72 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D Printing
Component Description:
The Fin Can serves as the attachment point for the fins. Additionally, it serves at
the centering rings for the motor, holding it stable in the center of the rocket
throughout the entire flight. Finally, the Fin Can is the attachment point to for the
motor retention ring. The part is 3D printed as a single piece with a solid infill and
is completely concealed within the body tube. The only forces it receives are from
the aerodynamic loading on the fins and the force of gravity affecting the motor. It
is connected to the body tube, fins, motor retention ring, and thrust plate via steel
4-40 bolts.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A
Cost:
$ 57.15
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Motor Retention Ring
Sub Group:
Launch Vehicle
Component:
Motor Retention Ring
Designer:
Eric Z.
Dimensions:
Length: 0.850 in
Inner Diameter: 3.130 in
Outer Diameter: 4.016 in
Inner Lip Inner Diameter: 2.850 in
Inner Lip Height: 0.250 in
Hole Diameter: 0.116 in
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.17 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D Printed
Component Description:
The Motor Retention Ring is connected to the fin can via 3 steel 4-40 bolts. It
contains the motor so that it will be unable to fall out the back of the rocket after
burnout.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A
Cost:
$ 13.49
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Extremely
Failure to
Retain Motor Unlikely

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Extreme

FEA/ Testing

Motor falls out of
rocket on the
launch pad
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Thrust Plate
Sub Group:
Launch Vehicle
Component:
Thrust Plate
Designer:
Eric Z.
Dimensions:
Length: 0.250 in
Inner Diameter: 2.953 in
Outer Diameter: 4.016 in
Lip Diameter: 3.902 in
Lip Height: 0.125 in
Hole Diameter: 0.116 in
Material:
6061 Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.13 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
CNC Milled
Component Description:
The Thrust Plate is constrained by the motor and body tube, and it directly
transfers the load of the motor thrust from the motor to the body tube.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A
Cost:
$ 4.83
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Unlikely
Deforming
Unlikely
Shearing
through Fin
Can and Body
Tube

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

minimal
Extreme

FEA/ Testing
FEA/Testing

Damaging fin can
Destroys Rocket
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FEA Analysis:
As shown in the FEA graphics, the Component easily transfers the forces
from the motor to the body tube. The highest stress observed is much lower than the
yielding stress of the plate’s material.
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Aft Body Tube
Sub Group:
Launch Vehicle
Component:
Aft Airframe body tube
Designer:
Justin
Dimensions:
Length: 42”
Outer Diameter: 4.024”
Inner Diameter: 3.90”
Material:
G12 Fiberglass

Component Mass: 1.7 lbs.

Manufacturing Process:
Will be purchased, then cut in house to fit team needs.
Component Description:
Will be used to protect the fin can, motor, and recovery bulkhead during flight. It
will be the housing for these various components. Will be located at the aft of the
vehicle.
Prospective Vendor:
Madcow Rocketry
Cost: 101.50$
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Unlikely/Loss
Buckling
of lower
airframe

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Extreme

FEA yield
testing using
shear
modulus

Bulking of the aft
airframe will result
in destruction of
vehicle as well as
loss of motor
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APPENDIX C: PAYLOAD COMPONENT DATA SHEET

Rover Chassis
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Chassis
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Width: 4.0 in
Height: 3.0 in
Length: 12.0 in
Material:
6061-T6 Aluminum

Component Mass: 2 lb

Manufacturing Process:
In-house CNC Machined
Component Description:
The Chassis Shall be the main load bearing component of the Rover and the
primary mounting point for the drivetrain. The Chassis shall protect all electronics
from impact.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster Carr
Cost:
$89.38
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Fracture due 3E
to Metal
Fatigue

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Verify
Strength of
design through
analysis. Use
precision
manufacturing.

Rover Electronics
crushed, loss of
payload.
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Wheel Hub
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Wheel Hub
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Diameter: 5.6 in
Thickness: 0.25 in
Material:
6061-T6 Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.38 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
In-house CNC Machining
Component Description:
The Inner Wheel Hub of the Rover. The Wheel Shall be the first point to bear force
upon deployment.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster Carr
Cost:
$7.22
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
D3
Excessive
Bending

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Operational
testing. T6
Machines
backups.

Wheel Can be bent
due to deployment
or falling
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Wheel Hinge
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Wheel Spoke Hinge
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Width: 0.25 in
Height: 0.25 in
Length: 0.75 in
Material:
4140 Steel

Component Mass: 0.11 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
In-house CNC Machining
Component Description:
The rover once deployed will open to its full radius with the spring-loaded hinge.
The hinge will transfer the full load of the spokes to the wheel.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster Carr
Cost:
$1.26
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
D3
Breakage
from shear
loading

Spring
detachment

C3

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Rover loses leg.
Unpredictable
rolling path

Care during
assembly. Using
precision
machining to
ensure strength

Medium

Rover loses leg.
Unpredictable
rolling path

Add adhesive if
Test T5 and T9
shows
irregularities
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Steel Extension Spring
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Steel Extension Spring
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Overall Length: 1 in.
Wire Diameter: 0.031 in.
Loop diameter: 0.25 in.
Material:
Steel Music Wire

Component Mass: .003 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced, bought from McMaster-Carr
Component Description:
This spring is used to pull the spokes to expand the wheels. There will be 8 of them
on each wheel. One end will be attached to the end of the spoke while the other end
will be attached to the center of the wheel. The spring will be preloaded to maintain
a constant opening force.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster-Carr
Cost:
$7.15 per pack of 12
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence
Break under
D/2
too much load

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Keep the wheels
from expanding

Testing
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Wheel Spoke
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Wheel Spoke
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Length: 6 in
Thickness: 0.25 in
Width: 0.5 in
Material:
6061-T6 Aluminum

Component Mass: 0.07 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
In-house CNC Machining
Component Description:
The Spoke allows the rover wheel diameter to be expanded upon deployment to
obtain sufficient ground clearance to ensure rover mobility.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster Carr
Cost:
$5 for bar stock to machine all 16 legs
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Fracture and D3
breakage

Bending

D3

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Difficulty for
movement.
Immobility

Low

Difficulty for
movement.
Immobility

Operational
Test T9.
Manufacture
backups.
Operational
Test T9.
Manufacture
backups.
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Rover Stabilizing Arm Hinge
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Rover Stabilizing Arm Hinge
Designer:
William H
Dimensions:
0.3 x 0.6 X 1.0 in.
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.01 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D printed in UAH machine shop
Component Description:
The Hinge Connects the arm to the rover. It houses a torsional spring and deploys
passively when pushed out of the Rover.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A, using UAH’s resources
Cost:
$0.80
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
Fracture from D2
Fatigue

Breaking due
to over
loading

C2

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Rover cannot
stabilize.
Immobility

Medium

Rover cannot
stabilize.
Immobility

Manufacture
backup parts.
Replace upon
irregularities
from test.
Manufacture
backup parts.
Replace upon
irregularities
from test.
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Torsion Spring
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Torsion Spring
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Wire Length: 1.250 in.
Wire Diameter: 0.040 in.
OD: 0.309 in.
Max Rod OD 0.187 in.
Material:
Steel Music Wire

Component Mass: .002 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
Mass Produced, bought from McMaster-Carr
Component Description:
The torsion spring is used to extend the moment arm from the rover at the time it is
deployed from the fairing. The torsion spring is interfaced with the chassis and the
stabilizing arm.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster-Carr
Cost:
$6.89 per pack of 6
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence
Break under
E/3
too much load

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Keep the rover from
being stabilized

Operational
Testing
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Rover Stabilizing Arm
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Rover Stabilizing Arm
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Length: 11.0 in
Width: 0.25 in
Height: 0.5 in
Material:
ABS Plastic

Component Mass: 0.06 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D printed in UAH machine shop
Component Description:
Rover stabilizing arm will counter the moment from the wheel and keep the Rover
upright during movement.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A, using UAH’s resources
Cost:
$4.77
Failure Modes Analysis:
Failure Mode Likelihood /
Consequence
C2
Breakage
from
Deployment
shocks
Breakage due E2
to excessive
wheel torque

Criticality Potential Effects

Mitigation

Medium

Rover cannot
stabilize.
Immobility

Low

Rover cannot
stabilize.
Immobility

Reinforcement
if testing
shows
irregularities
Reinforcement
if testing
shows
irregularities
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Bottom Electronics Tray
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Bottom Electronics Tray
Designer:
Stephen B.
Dimensions:
Length: 11.6 in.
Width: 3.8 in.
Thickness - Inner: 0.25 in., Outer: 0.5 in.
Extrusion Height: 1.5 in.
Material:
ABS

Component Mass: 0.366 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D printed in UAH machine shop
Component Description:
This is used for mounting and wiring electronics outside of the rover. The bottom
tray will hold the pressure/altitude sensors, the Arduino Mega, the motor shield,
accelerometer, and the camera. It will be assembled to the top electronics tray, and
then both parts of the tray and the electronics will be placed inside the chassis for
the rover.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A, using UAH’s resources
Cost:
$6.50

Failure Mode
Stress from
load during
flight
Tray
movement
during flight

Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Potential Effects
Criticality
Consequence
E/3

D/3

Mitigation

Low

Damage to tray and
electronics

Protection by
chassis

Low

Damage to tray and
electronics

Proper
mounting to
chassis
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Top Electronics Tray
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Top Electronics Tray
Designer:
Stephen B.
Dimensions:
Length: 11.6 in.
Width: 3.8 in.
Thickness - Inner: 0.25 in., Outer: 0.5 in
Material:
ABS

Component Mass: 0.325 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
3D printed in UAH machine shop
Component Description:
This is used for mounting and wiring electronics outside of the rover. The top tray
will hold the 11.1 V battery, the protection circuit for the battery, the XBee GPS
Tracker, and the Xbee regulator. It will be assembled to the bottom electronics tray,
and then both parts of the tray and the electronics will be placed inside the chassis
for the rover.
Prospective Vendor:
N/A, using UAH’s resources
Cost:
$5.75

Failure Mode
Stress from
loads during
flight
Tray
movement
during flight

Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Potential Effects
Criticality
Consequence
E/3

D/3

Mitigation

Low

Damage to tray and
electronics

Protection by
chassis

Low

Damage to tray and
electronics

Proper
mounting to
chassis
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Solar Panel Lid
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Solar Panel Lid
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Length: 12 in
Width: 4 in
Height: 0.125 in
Material:
ABS plastic

Component Mass: 0.23 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
The lid will be 3D printed at UAH.
Component Description:
The lid will be used to cover the solar panels. It will open via a linear gear attached
to the lid that interfaces with a motor-powered circular gear underneath the base
lid.
Prospective Vendor:
Manufactured at UAH
Cost:
$10.00
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Could get
stuck in T-rail

E/3

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Loss of solar panel
deployment

Ensure proper
fitting with Trail
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Solar Panel with Base Lid
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Solar Panel with Base Lid
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Length: 12 in
Width: 4 in
Height: 0.375 in
Material:
Silicone/ABS plastic

Component Mass: 0.47 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
The solar panel will be purchased COTS. The base lid will be 3D printed at UAH.
Component Description:
The solar panel will be used to recharge the rover batteries. The base lid will be
slotted to allow the solar panel lid to slide open when actuated by the circular gear.
Prospective Vendor:
The panel will be purchased from GearBest, and the lid will be manufactured at
UAH.
Cost:
$34.98
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Degradation

E/4

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Fraction of solar
panel power loss

Testing
enough power
supply before
flight
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Brushed DC Micro Metal GearMotor
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Brushed DC Motor Standard
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Shaft Diameter: 0.118 in
Shaft Length: 0.354 in
Motor: 0.39 x 0.47 x 1.34 in
Material:
Metal

Component Mass: 0.022 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
This motor is used to operate the circular gear in order to open and close the lid. It
will be in the housing below the base lid.
Prospective Vendor:
RobotShop
Cost:
$9.50
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Loss of power

D/3

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Failure to reveal
solar panels

Testing
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Circular Gear
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Circular Gear
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Pressure Angle - 14 ½ degrees
Pitch Diameter - 1.25 in
OD – 1.29 in
Shaft Diameter - ¼ in
Overall Width - 0.375 in
Material:
Nylon

Component Mass: 0.013 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The gear is for opening the lid to reveal the solar panel. It will be placed below the
base lid holding the solar panel and will come in contact with the linear gear
attached to the lid.
Prospective Vendor:
McMaster-Carr.
Cost:
$10.27
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Wear

E/3

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Will not be able to
open lid to reveal
solar panels

Use only
when needed
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Rocker Switch
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Rocker Switch
Designer:
Stephen B.
Dimensions:
Length: 0.825 in
Width: 0.59 in
Height: 1.01 in
Material:
Component Mass: 0.02 lbm
Polyester, Copper alloy, music wire, and plated steel
Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The rocker switch is going to be used to turn the rover on before launch. It will be
put in the front side of the chassis for ease of access.
Prospective Vendor:
Digi-Key
Cost:
$0.65
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Power Loss

E/ 2

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Unable to turn the
rover on

Testing
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MicroSD Card Breakout Board
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
MicroSD Card Breakout Board
Designer:
Stephen B.
Dimensions:
Length: 1.25 in
Width: 1.00 in
Height: 0.15 in
Material:
SRBP

Component Mass: 0.0075 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
This board is being used to hold the SD card. The SD card will store the data that is
being gathered from the accelerometer, GPS, and altitude sensor. It will be on the
bottom electronics tray near the accelerometer.
Prospective Vendor:
Adafruit Industries
Cost:
$7.50
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Power loss

D/2

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Can’t gather data
from GPS

Testing
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Arduino Mega 2560
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Arduino Mega 2560
Designers:
Dashiell H.
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
Length: 4 in x 2.1 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.082 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
This is the microcontroller for the circuit. It provides power to the circuit, collects
data and analysis it, and gives instructions to the circuit.
Prospective Vendor:
Amazon
Cost:
$34.95
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

System failure
No atmospheric
data collected

Loss of power
from battery

D/1

High

Payload lid does not
open
Rover does not
deploy solar panel

Ensure that Li-Ion
battery does not fail
due to BMS failure,
overcharging, and
shocks
endured during the
mission
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Li-Ion 10.8V Battery
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Li-Ion 10.8V Battery
Designer:
Stephen B.
Dimensions:
Length: 2.87 in.
Width: 2.2 in.
Height: 0.8 in.
Material:
Li-Ion Polymer

Component Mass: 0.325 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The battery is being used to power the rover. It is a rechargeable battery so the
solar panels will be used to recharge the battery. It sits on the top electronics tray
in the chassis.
Prospective Vendor:
AA Portable Power Corp
Cost:
$41.85
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Excessive
vibration
during flight

D/1

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Medium

Cause the battery
to fail which would
cause the rover to
fail

Testing
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SPG30-270K DC Drive Motor
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
SPG30-270K DC Drive Motor
Designer:
William H.
Dimensions:
Length: 3.23 in.
Diameter: 1.46 in
Material:
Steel

Component Mass: 0.353 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The Drive Motor will be used to power the Rover’s motion. The Drive Motor will be
mounted directly to the sidewall of the chassis and the center of the wheels.
Prospective Vendor:
Robotshop
Cost:
$14.61
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Loss of power
from battery

D/1

Criticality

High

Potential Effects

Rover is unable to
drive or orient itself
System Failure

Mitigation
Ensure that LiIon battery
does not fail
due to BMS
failure,
overcharging,
and shocks
endured
during the
mission
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Cytron 2A motor driver shield
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Cytron 2A motor driver shield
Designer:
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
Length: 2.17 in.
Width: 2.68 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.04 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The Motor Driver Shield will be used to control the Rover’s drive wheels to proceed
forward or turn.
Prospective Vendor:
Robotshop
Cost:
$12.72
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Loss of power
from Arduino
Mega 2560

E/1

Criticality

High

Potential Effects

Rover is unable to
drive or orient itself
System Failure

Mitigation
Ensure that LiIon battery
does not fail
due to BMS
failure,
overcharging,
and shocks
endured
during the
mission
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BMP280 Pressure and Temperature Sensor
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
BMP280 Pressure and Temperature Sensor
Designer:
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
0.8 x 0.7 x 0.1 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.003 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The BMP280 will be used to obtain the pressure and temperature of the
atmosphere. This data will be used to determine the rover’s altitude.
Prospective Vendor:
Adafruit
Cost:
$9.95
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Electrostatic
Shock

D/4

Criticality

Low

Potential Effects

Mitigation

No atmospheric
data collected

Ensure that
the sensor
modules are
insulated from
electrostatic
dangers
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LSM9DSO IMU
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
LSM9DSO IMU
Designer:
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
1.30 x 0.79 x 0.08 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.003 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The IMU will be used to determine Rover orientation and map the drive path.
Prospective Vendor:
Adafruit
Cost:
$24.95
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Loss of power
from Arduino
Mega 2560

E/4

Criticality

Medium

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Rover is unable to
determine
orientation

Ensure that LiIon battery
does not fail
due to BMS
failure,
overcharging,
and shocks
endured
during the
mission
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XBee Pro 900MHz
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
XBee Pro 900MHz
Designer:
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
1.30 x 0.96 x 0.08 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.003 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The XBee radio will be used to trigger Rover deployment from the rocket as well as
transmit telemetry and GPS data.
Prospective Vendor:
Digikey
Cost:
$39
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Antenna
breaks

E/2

Criticality

High

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Rover is unable to
deploy from rocket
or transmit GPS
location

Ensure that
the wire
antenna is
properly
oriented and
shielded
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Adafruit Ultimate GPS
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
Adafruit Ultimate GPS
Designer:
Andrew W.
Dimensions:
1.30 x 0.96 x 0.08 in
Material:
Circuitry

Component Mass: 0.003 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The GPS will be used to determine the location of the Rover for path tracking and
recovery.
Prospective Vendor:
Adafruit
Cost:
$39.95
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

GPS Locking
Lost

C/2

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Medium

Rover is unable to
give GPS
coordinates

Test GPS
locking
procedures at
field
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ArduCam
Sub Group:
Payload
Component:
ArduCam
Designer:
Rebecca H.
Dimensions:
Control Board: 1.2 x 1.2 in.
Camera Length: 0.6 in.
Material:
Circuitry, Optical Lens

Component Mass: 0.033 lbm

Manufacturing Process:
COTS
Component Description:
The camera will be used to video the view that the rover sees. It is located on the
bottom electronics tray.
Prospective Vendor:
RobotShop
Cost:
$6.77
Failure Modes Analysis:
Likelihood /
Failure Mode
Consequence

Vibration

E/4

Criticality

Potential Effects

Mitigation

Low

Can’t gather data
from camera

Mount it
properly
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8 APPENDIX D: TEST PLANS
UAH Propulsion Research Center
2017-2018 Charger Rocket Works Student Launch Team

Test Plan

Outlined Below are the current tests to be conducted on the components of the SLI
hardware. The list of the tests are to be continually reviewed and revise. As the design
of the Launch Vehicle and the Payload matures, additional tests will be added to
verify the performance and reliability of the systems.
Test
Test Type
Description
Test Status
Number
T1
Subscale Ejection
o This is to experimentally Ø Test has been
Charge Test
verify the correct amount of
conducted
black powder to be used in
prior to the
the ejection of the drogue and
subscale flight
main parachutes.
on 11-19-2017
o An SOP has to be developed Ø Test
shows
for this test
that rocket has
o This test is dangerous and
to go drogueonly Red Team with the
less and use
presence of the mentor can
only one shear
conduct the test.
pin on both
main
and
drogue
for
successful
recovery.
T2

T3

Subscale Flight

o This is to experimentally test
and
assess
the
flight
performance of the geometry
of the launch vehicle.
o The test also introduce
rocketry
and
procedure
execution experience to team
members
o An SOP has been created for
this test
GPS tracker range o The GPS tracker of the launch
and
vehicle and the payload will be
capability/Telemetry tested
inside
of
their
respective
fairing/compartment. This is
to ensure that the GPS can
reliable transmit and receive
signals.

ØSuccessful
launch
and
recovery
ØVehicle did not
reach
initial
altitude
prediction

Ø Tracker
currently
Exhibit poor
performances.
Ø Team
is
currently
learning how
to
trouble
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T4

Fin Can Load Test

T5

Rover Piston
Deployment test

T6

Fairing Vibration
Test

T7

Faring Drop Test

T8

Fairing Transition
Compression test

o The full test of GPS system
shoot issues
performance and reliability
with tracker.
will be the subscale launch
Ø Telemetry
o Telemetry
test
will
be
test
is
performed once the core
planned
for
electronics of the rover is
Feb 10-11
available and assembled.
o Full Scale launch shall be the
final system verification
o Static loading test on the fins Ø Test will be
to simulate the drag force on
planned for the
the fins.
end of January
o An SOP will be created for
to the early
this test
February
before the full
scale launch.
o Experimentally verify the
functionality of the rover
deployment mechanism.
o The
test
requires
no
pyrotechnics so anyone in
CRW can conduct the test.
o An SOP will be created for
this test
o Test
is
to
introduce
vibrations into the assembled
fairing to ensure that the
CO2 piston will not trigger
during flight
o Test will utilize a Shaker
table and introduce various
vibrations
o An SOP will be created for
this test
o Test is to drop the assembled
fairing while being attached
to an anchored shock cord
o This is to verify the forces of
the recovery process do not
push the rover out while
o An SOP will be created for
this test
o Experimentally verify the
compression strength of the
fairing transition

ØTest will be
scheduled
in
February when
the piston is
manufactured.

ØTest is planned
for middle to
end
of
February once
test
articles
arrive

ØTest is planned
for middle to
end
of
February once
test
articles
arrive
Ø Test will be
conducted
once
FEA
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T9

Rover Operational
Test

T10

Full Scale Charge
Test

T11

Full Scale Flight

o Only the section in doubt
from the FEA results shall
printed for test.
o Currently planned to be a
destructive test
o An SOP will be created for
this test
o The Rover, once constructed,
shall be put through its paces
in different terrain conditions
(except water and mud).
o Test is to verify the spoke
wheel design.
o This is to experimentally
verify the correct amount of
black powder to be used in
the ejection of the drogue and
main parachutes in the full
scale rocket
o An SOP will be created for
this test, based on the
Subscale Ejection SOP.
o This test is dangerous and
only Red Team with the
presence of the mentor can
conduct the test.
o After separate systems are
tested on the ground, the full
scale flight is to verify their
functionality in flight.
o An SOP has been created and
is currently under review as
design changes.

results shows
doubts in the
structures.

ØTest will be
planned and
carried
out
when rover is
constructed.
ØTest will be
conducted
approximately
one
week
before
the
first full scale
launch date

ØFlight will be
held on Feb 17
and 18
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APPENDIX E: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
EJECTION CHARGE TESTING
TEST PROCEDURES

PRETEST LABORATORY PREPARATION
o1

Inform all guests of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.

o2

Identify nearest AED location to team and guests.

o3

Place all jewelry and electronic devices, tablets, and radios in an approved
location.

o4

Place Cell Phones in “airplane mode”

o5

Make sure all personnel are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety glasses,
goggles, or face shield, hearing protection (if needed).

o6

If testing at the JRC,

o7

o

The ‘Warning’ barricades should be set up at each corner of the test
area.

o

If testing at the JRC, warning light should be turned to YELLOW
during the set-up procedure and throughout the experiment.

If testing at a launch field

o
o8

Get Permission from RSO to test.

Setup camera to record test (optional).

IGNITION CIRCUIT SETUP (WIRED CIRCUIT)
o9

Verify Safety Monitor is in possession of arm key

o10

Ensure ignition circuit is disconnected from battery

o11

Shunt ends of Ignition Circuit Extension Cord leads at test stand.

o12
Connect Ignition Circuit Leads to Ignition Circuit Extension Cord at
control station.

See Figure 93 for Circuit Box definition.
o13
Connect Ignition Circuit Battery Leads to multi-meter to perform
continuity check on ignition circuit.

See Figure 93 for Circuit Box definition
o14
Hold control circuit arm key in ignition and press “fire” button to
perform continuity check.
o15

Remove control circuit arm key and hand to Safety Monitor

o16

Disconnect battery leads from multi-meter.
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o17

Shunt Ignition Circuit Battery leads

Ignition Circuit
Arm Key
Ignition Circuit
Battery Leads
Ignition Circuit Leads
Figure 92 Ignition Circuit Control Box

Test Area

Operator Area
Ignition Circuit
Extension Cord

Ignition
Circuit
Leads

30 Ft. Apart

Ignition
Circuit
Battery
Leads

Ignition
Circuit
Arm
Key

Ignition
Circuit
Control
Box

Ground
Station
Battery

Figure 93 Wired Firing Circuit Setup Schematic
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PREPARING THE BLACK POWDER CHARGE
TEST
1

TEST
2

TEST
3

TEST
4

TEST
5

18. Switch light to Red
19. Verify non approved personnel have
vacated the testing area.
20. Inspect E-Match for frayed wires.
21. Layout Duct Tape.
22. Secure E-Match into Tape capsule
23. Twist e-match leads together to short the
circuit.
24. Remove black powder from designated
container.
25. Measure specified amount of black
powder to be tested in a volumetric
measuring device.
26. Record the volume of the black powder
27. Insert specified amount of black powder
into Tape Capsule.
28. Seal The Tape capsule.
29. Return black powder to designated
container and move container away from
test area.
30. Ensure that test leads are through the body
tube
31. Twist test leads together
32. Attach E-match to screw terminals on
Bulkhead
33. Secure charge to bulkhead as designed
34. Assemble rocket components to be tested
for separation.
35. If necessary, insert shear pins into rocket
halves to be tested for proper shear.
36. Place rocket on designated test stand.
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TESTING PROCEDURES
TEST
1

TEST
2

TEST
3

TEST
4

TEST
5

37. Verify Safety Monitor is in possession of
firing circuit arm key.
38. Ensure ignition circuit is disconnected
from battery
39. Connect test leads to ignition circuit.
40. Remove all attending personnel at least
thirty (30) feet radius from test article.
41. Return to Operator Area.
42. Take one last observation to ensure that
no personnel are near test area.
43. Verify that the battery is disconnected
from igniter circuit.
44. Verify that the Safety Monitor has
possession of the control circuit arm key.
45. Announce “CLEAR AREA.”
46. Confirm that test fire is a “GO.”
47. Connect Battery to Ignition Circuit.
48. Insert control circuit arm key into control
box
49. Perform continuity check (by holding in
the arm key for the Wired Ignition
system)
50. Perform a countdown of 3,2,1, FIRING
CHARGE.
51. Press and hold the fire button for 5
seconds or until ignition.
52. If the charge fails to fire skip to Hang
Fire Procedure Steps (step 93).
53. Wait for charge to burn completely.
54. Disconnect Battery at ground station
55. Remove control circuit arm key and hand
to Safety Monitor.
56. Wait 60 seconds.
57. All attendees should then remain in their
safe zone until given the go ahead from
Safety Monitor.
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58. Safety Monitor should then approach the
E-Match charges and ensure that all black
powder was expelled from the E-Match
charge and burned. If Black powder is
still present in charge cap, proceed to
Hang Fire Repeated Failure (Step 106)
59. It is now safe for all attendees to return to
the test area to examine the results of the
tests.
60. Record all results. In Test Sheet
(Appendix G)
61. All components should be inspected for
damage.
62. Return to step 39 for continued Testing
(if Required)

SHUTDOWN AND PROCEDURE CLOSEOUT
o63

If testing at the JRC,

o
o

The ‘Warning’ barricades should be stored.
Warning light should be turned to Green

o64

Return Black powder to approved storage location

o65

Return Multimeter to storage location

o66

Return batteries to storage location

o67

Return ignition system to approved storage location.

ADMINISTRATIVE & DOCUMENTATION TASKS
o68
Update black powder inventory after a successful test or relocation of
propellant.
o69
Upon completion, the SOP needs to be signed by the participating Red
Team members, scanned, and emailed to the Team Safety Officer.
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HANG FIRE PROCEDURE (REPEATED ATTEMPT)
TEST
1

TEST
2

TEST
3

TEST
4

TEST
5

70. Confirm from team that repeat test will be
attempted (if not proceed to Step 106)
71. Remove key from box
72. Disconnect Ground Station battery.
73. Wait another 30 seconds
74. Verify that no personnel are near test area.
75. Announce “CLEAR AREA.”
76. Confirm that test fire is a “GO.”
77. Connect Ground Station Battery to
Ignition Circuit.
78. Insert control circuit arm key into
control box
79. Perform continuity check (by holding in
the arm key for the Wired Ignition
system)
80. Perform a countdown of 3, 2, 1,
FIRING CHARGE.
81. Press and hold the fire button for 5
seconds.
82. If the charge fails to fire skip to Hang
Fire Procedure Steps (Repeated Failure)
(Step 106).
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HANG FIRE PROCEDURE (REPEATED FAILURE)
TEST

Hang Fire Procedure (Repeated Failure) 1
83. Remove arm key from control box
84. Hand Arm Key to Safety Monitor
85. Disconnect Ground Station battery.
86. Wait 60 seconds
87. Proceed to Test Area
88.
If using Wireless Ignition circuit,
Disconnect Firing Circuit Battery in
Test area.
89.
Assess setup to determine if rocket
should be removed or if debugging the
system could resolve issue. (If issue
can be resolved, note any actions
taken. If rocket is to be removed
continue to step 113.)
90.
Disconnect Test leads from ignition
cable.
91. Twist Test leads together.
92. Remove rocket frame from test stand.
93.
Ensure proper disposal of black
powder and E-Match.

TEST
2

TEST
3

TEST
4

TEST
5
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APPENDIX F: STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE FOR
SUBSCALE LAUNCH ASSEMBLY

TEST PROCEDURES
PREPARATION OF BLACK POWDER CHARGES
o70 Inform all observers of emergency exits and other pertinent safety information.
o71 If preparing charges at the JRC, identify nearest AED location to team and
observers.
o72 Place all jewelry and electronic devices, tablets, and radios in an approved
location.
o73 Place Cell Phones in “airplane mode”
o74 Make sure all personnel are wearing the proper PPE, e.g., safety glasses,
goggles, or face shield, nitrile gloves (when handling black powder), hearing
protection (if needed).
o75 If charges are prepared at the JRC,

o

Warning light should be turned to YELLOW throughout the
procedure.

MUST WEAR NITRILE GLOVES WHILE HANDELING BLACK POWDER
o76 Remove black powder from designated container.
o77 Use the following steps to prepare the ejection charges with black powder ONE
AT A TIME.
Main
Main
Drogue Drogue
Primary Backup Primary Backup
o78 Inspect E-Match to be used for
ejection charge for frayed wires
o79 Cut E-match to size and strip ends.
o80 Short ends of e-match by twisting
leads together.
o81 Cut a finger off of a new nitrile glove
1-1.5 in
o82 Measure specified amount of black
powder to be used in a volumetric
measuring device
o83 Record the volume of the black
powder in the cells on this sheet
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o84 Insert specified amount of black
powder into glove finger.
o85 Insert the e match and twist open
end.
o86 Tape the twisted end and the rest of
the charge pack. Maintain tension and
pressure on the pack.
o87 Ensure Seal on the charge pack
o88 Label Container as either Main
Primary, Main Backup, Drogue
Primary, or Drogue Backup as
appropriate, and include the charge
size.
o89 Place Loaded Ejection charge in Day
box
o90 Repeat from Step 9 until all charges
are prepared

PREPARATION FOR TRANSPORT
o91 Verify that the following materials have been packed for transport
Nosecone

Spare 9V batteries

Forward airframe body tube

Spare CR123 Batteries

Aft Airframe body tube

Stratologger Manual

Avionics Bay/Coupler (fully
assembled)
Multi-meter for AV batteries

Shear Pins (2-56 Nylon) x8
Pop Rivets
10-24 Nuts

Fin Can with Fins
Transition
Dog barf

4-40 ¼ Bolts
4-40 ½ Bolts
4-40 ¾ Bolts

Small Flat Head Screwdriver
for Stratologgers
Phillips head for Stratologger
mounting screws
Computer with Simulation
Software
Painters Tape

5/16” wrench, drivers
Ballast
Motor Case Cleaning Supplies
Flat Head Screwdriver for
Bulkhead E-Match terminals
3/8” Wrenches
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Daybox (Type 3) containing:
Motor and Black Powder

¼” Wrenches
½” Wrenches

First Aid Kit

7/16” Wrenches

2x Laptop with X-CTU

E-Matches

2x Laptop with Stratologger
software
Main parachute Assembly
(parachute, shock cord, nomex
sheet)
Safety Glasses

Tape Measure, calipers, rulers

Main Primary Ejection Charge

Drogue Primary Ejection
Charge
Drogue Backup Ejection
Charge
Rocket Tracker Assembly

Main Backup Ejection Charge
Stratologger Download
Chip/wire
Folding Table x2
Tarp
Motor Forward Closure
(Plugged)
Motor Case Aft Closure

Drogue parachute assembly
(parachute, shock cord, nomex
sheet)
On-Field Weight Scale

Radio Transmitters (XBee)
Tracker Ground Station
Interface
Motor Case Seal Disk
Motor Case

AT FIELD
RECOVERY AVIONICS ASSEMBLY
o92 If rocket is assembled, separate AV bay from the rest of the Airframe by
removing screws.
o93 Verify that no black powder charges are attached to the terminal blocks on the
AV Bay bulkheads.
o94 Verify both Stratologgers are working by switching on the external switches
one at a time and listening for a response.

Consult Manual If operator is unfamiliar with Stratologger operations
o95 Verify that the Stratologger battery voltages are above 9.0V, indicating fully
charged batteries.

The Stratologgers indicates battery voltage through a series of beeps.
See StratologgerCF manual for details.
o96 Set both Stratologger power switches to the Off Position by inserting the pull
pin
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o97 Tape/clip RBF pin to body tube so that it cannot be inadvertently removed.
o98 Verify that both Stratologgers are silent, indicating they are powered down.
o99 Verify/Feed the long end of Drogue Recovery harness through lower airframe
o100 Verify/Attach long end of drogue recovery harness to U bolt on the motor
centering ring.
o101 Verify/Ensure the short end drogue parachute harness is attached to the Aft
bulkhead of the AV Bay.
o102 Verify/Detangle Drogue Parachute Harness
o103 Verify Drogue Parachute is attached to drogue harness
o104 Verify Nomex cloth is attached to the drogue harness between the drogue
parachute and the AV Bay.
o105 Verify that the Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness.
o106 Remove Nose cone bulkhead
o107 Attach Tracker to all-thread in Fairing
o108 Confirm Stratologgers are off
o109 Verify tracker is on
o110 Install Bulkhead in Nose Cone
o111 Attach Short end of Main Parachute Recovery Harness to Nose Cone
Bulkhead
o112 Verify/Feed the long end of Main Parachute Recovery harness through upper
airframe (towards the AV Bay)
o113 Verify/Attach long end of Main Parachute recovery harness to eyebolt on the
AV Bay Upper Bulkhead.
o114 Verify/Detangle Main Parachute Harness
o115 Verify/Attach Main Parachute is attached to Main Parachute Harness
o116 Verify Nomex cloth is attached to the Main Parachute harness between the
Main Parachute and the AV Bay.
o117 Verify that the Nomex Cloth cannot slide freely on the recovery harness.

RECOVERY CHARGE INSTALLATION
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING BLACK POWDER
CHARGES
o118 Ensure Stratologgers are off
o119 Retrieve Drogue charges from Day Box
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o120 Connect Drogue Ejection Charges (x2) e-match leads to Drogue terminals on
lower side of AV Bay (motor side). Each terminal block is for a separate charge.
o121 Give Drogue Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly
connected to the Terminal Blocks
o122 Verify that drogue parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY
HARNESS IS TAUT
o123 Z-Fold the recovery harness and secure folds with a single layer of painters
tape.
o124 Fold the drogue parachute in accordance with method used for successful Black
Powder Test.
o125 Wrap the drogue parachute in the nomex sheet attached to the recovery
harness.
o126 Insert harness into lower airframe body tube by the method used for successful
Black Powder Test.
o127 Insert Dogbarf into lower airframe body tube
o128 Insert AV Bay coupler to lower airframe body tube
o129 Install 2 (2-56 Nylon) shear pins to secure AV Bay to Aft Airframe Body tube
o130 Connect Main Ejection Charges (x2) e-match leads to Main terminals on upper
side of AV Bay (Nose Cone side). Each terminal block is for a separate charge.
o131 Give Main Ejection Charge lead wires a slight tug to ensure they are firmly
connected to the Terminal Blocks
o132 Insert AV Bay coupler to Forward airframe body tube
o133 Install two, ½” plastic Removable Rivets to secure AV Bay to Forward Airframe
Body tube
o134 Verify that Main parachute will CLEAR ROCKET WHEN RECOVERY
HARNESS IS TAUT
o135 Z-Fold the recovery Main harness and secure folds with a single layer of
painters tape.
o136 Fold the Main parachute in accordance with method used for successful Black
Powder Test.
o137 Wrap the Main parachute in the nomex sheet attached to the recovery harness.
o138 Put Dog Barf in upper airframe

Dog Barf should completely cover Ejection Charge Caps and is used to
protect shroud lines and parachute from combustion resulting from
ejection charge deployment
o139 Insert folded Main/nomex into upper airframe with nomex facing towards AV
Bay.
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o140 Insert the remainder of the Main recovery harness.
o141 Slide the Fairing Assembly into Central airframe.
o142 Install two shear pins (2-56 Nylon) in the nosecone. Verify that they hold in
place.

Shear pins prevent drag separation of Nosecone after motor burnout.
Ejection charges were sized to provide enough energy to shear the shear
pins, separate the nosecone from the rocket and deploy the drogue
parachute assembly from the rocket.

MOTOR INSTALLATION (TO BE SUPERVISED BY NAR MENTOR)
The Following Steps must be performed by the Team Mentor
SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHILE INSTALLING MOTOR
o143

Remove Built-in Ejection Charge from Motor (If Applicable).

o144

Inspect Motor O-rings for damage.

o145

Assemble motor per manufacturer instructions.

o146

Insert loaded motor into lower airframe.

o147

Secure motor with snap rings.

FINAL CHECKOUT
o148 Confirm GPS Lock and Transmission from Tracker
o149 Perform Shake Test to ensure that rocket components are secured and that the
rocket will not drag separate in flight
o150 Balance to rocket to measure the CG location
o151 Weigh Fully Assembled Rocket

Weight: ______________________
o152 Ensure that this CG location is at least 2 body diameter (6 inches) away from
the marked CP.

Distance between CG and CP:____________________in.
Static Stability Margin: ________________
o153
Verify that Thrust-to-Weight Ratio at ignition with flight motor is
GREATER THAN 5:1
o154

Fill out Flight Card.

o155

Copy flight info to log.

o

Motor:_____________________
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o
o
o
o
o156

Final Mass:__________________
Expected Max Velocity:_________________
Expected Altitude:__________________
Thrust-to-Weight:_____________________

Red Team Sign Procedure to Confirm Rocket is Ready for Flight

Red Team Signoff:

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

PAD CHECKLIST (TO BE SUPERVISED BY NAR MENTOR/FIELD RSO)
o157 Check in with RSO
o158 Verify with RSO that the Launch Control System is switched to SAFED
o159 Load the Rocket on rail
o160 Raise rail to desired launch position
o161 Record launch angle
o162 Direct all non-essential personnel away from pad
o163 Do the next three steps for each Strattologgers one at a time (do main and then
back-up)
o164 Turn on Strattologgers by twisting switch wires together
o165 Tape over the leads and to the body tube.
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o166 Verify Strattologger is on by hearing beeps
o167 Attach control lead to ignitor.
o168 Insert the ignitor into the motor and ensure that the ignitor is inserted all the
way to the end of the motor.
o169 Once inserted all the way, secure the ignitor so that it stays in place
o170 All persons return to RSO table
o171 Confirm Continuity Check on Launch Control System
o172 RSO arms Launch Control System

POST-FLIGHT CHECKLIST
o173 Take Pictures before rocket is disturbed
o174 Record Maximum altitude and speed

Maximum Altitude: __________________
Maximum Speed: ___________________
o175 Condition of Vehicle
o176 Clean airframe parts that experienced ejection charges.
o177 Clean motor tube
o178 Record comments, notes, deviations
Notes/ Deviations:
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9 APPENDIX G: LINE ITEM BUDGET

Rover Line Items
Item
Ultimate
GPS
Breakout
Micro SD
card
Li-Ion
18650

Payload Budget - For Two Rovers
Pri
Description
Vendor
ce
GPS for tracking
Micro SD card for data
logging
Li-Po battery

Wires
Battery
Protection

22 AWG, 100 ft.

Solder
6061
Aluminum

63/37 non eutectic

Overcharge protection circuit

Datalogger

6x48x0.5" for rover chassis
Used to record data to micro
SD

ABS

ABS-M30 Filament Canister
Black - Fortus 360/400mc

9-axis IMU

Accel+Gyro+Magnetometer

Lid motor
Arduino
Mega

Motor to open and close lids

DC Motor
DC Motor
Shield

Geared 12V motor for wheel

Switch

Microcontroller

Motor Shield for Arduino
Rocker switch to turn off and
on

Camera
Xbee Pro
90MHz

Fly Cam
Radio communication with
rover

Fasteners

screws, washers,etc.

$39.
95
$14.
Walmart
00
$44.
Batteryspace 35
McMaster- $10.
Carr
74
$7.5
Batteryspace
0
$8.0
Amazon
0
Online
$73.
Metals
04
$7.5
Adafruit
0
Technical
Training
$16
Aids
5.00
$24.
Adafruit
95
$3.2
Digikey
2
$34.
Amazon
95
$13.
Cytron
78
$11.
Cytron
13
$0.6
Digikey
5
Spikenzielab $39.
s
95
$37.
Digikey
95
McMaster- $45.
Carr
00

Ship
ping

Adafruit

Quantit
y
2
2
2
1
2
1

$20.
00

2
4

$5.0
0

1
2
2

$10.
00
$15.
00
$10.
00

2
4
2
2

$10.
00

2
2
1

Total
Price
$79.9
0
$28.0
0
$88.7
0
$10.7
4
$15.0
0
$8.00
$146.
08
$30.0
0
$165.
00
$49.9
0
$6.44
$69.9
0
$55.1
2
$22.2
6
$1.30
$79.9
0
$75.9
0
$45.0
0
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Item
Screw 4-40
Screw 4-40
Solar cell
Screws 2-56
Torsional
Spring
Linear
Spring
Gear
Al bar
Al hinge
piece

Payload Budget - For Two Rovers
Pri Ship
Description
Vendor
ce ping
McMaster- $8.4
4-40 screws 1/2"
Carr
7
$5
McMaster- $5.2
4-40 screws 11/2"
Carr
5
$4.0
surface mount single cell
Gearbest
7
McMaster- $6.4
2-56 screws for electronics
Carr
3
McMaster- $7.8
Spring to extend the tail
Carr
2
McMaster- $7.1
Spring to extend spokes
Carr
5
Circular gear for opening lid
McMaster- $10.
mechanism
Carr
00
McMaster- $5.2
Carr
2
McMaster- $5.7
Carr
7

Quantit
y
2
4
4
1

Total
Price
$21.9
4
$21.0
0
$16.2
8

3

$6.43
$15.6
4
$21.4
5
$20.0
0
$15.6
6

1
For Two
Rovers

$5.77
$1,12
1.31

2
3
2

Launch Vehicle Line Item:
Launch Vehicle Budget - Two Full-scales
Item
6" G12 Airframe - 60"
4" G12 Airframe - 60"
4" Carbon Fiber Coupler - 12"
6" G12 Coupler - 12"
4" G12 Coupler - 9"
Fiberglass Sheet 3/16"x24"x24"
Aerotech L1420 Reload
Aerotech L1520 Reload
96" Fruity Chute

Vendor
Madcow
Rocketry
Madcow
Rocketry
Madcow
Rocketry
Madcow
Rocketry
Madcow
Rocketry
McMaster Carr
Chris' Rocket
Supplies
Chris' Rocket
Supplies
Fruity Chutes

Price

Quantity

Total
Price

$228.00

1

$228.00

$116.00

3

$348.00

$63.00

2

$126.00

$60.00

1

$60.00

$24.00

2

$48.00

$45.82

2

$91.64

$259.99

3

$779.97

$200.00
$278.00

1
2

$200.00
$556.00
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Launch Vehicle Budget - Two Full-scales
Item
1/4"x5"x3' Aluminum 6061 Bar
Stock
1/4"x8"x2' Aluminum 6061 Bar
Stock
4-40 bolt 1/2" Pack of 100
4-40 bolt 1.5" Pack of 50
4-40 bolt 1.125" Pack of 10
1/4-20 Flat head bolt Pack of 10
1/2" Kevlar Tether - 1'
4-40 Hex nuts pack of 100
1/4-20 Weld nuts - 1/2" Pack of
5
1/4-20 hex nuts pack of 100
1/4-20 Press Fit Threaded
Inserts
4-40 Press Fit Threaded Inserts
1/4-20 Lock Nuts Pack of 25
1/4-20 3' Steel All-thread
ABS Cannister
Airfoiled 1515 Rail Buttons
1/4-20 U-Bolts 1-1/8"
5 Min. Epoxy
1/8" x 6" Pull Pin
PerfectFlite StratologgerCF
RBF Switch (SS-5GLT) - Pack
of 10
9V Batteries Pack of 8
12g CO2 carrtridges Pack of 25
Compression Spring Pack of 12
Finishing Nails Pack of 200
6061 Aluminum Round Tube
Screw Terminal Barrier Strip
Aerotech 75mm 5120 Motor
Hardware
GPS
Pull up/down Resistors
Fix LED

Vendor

Price

Quantity

Total
Price

McMaster Carr

$29.02

2

$58.04

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Chris' Rocket
Supplies
McMaster Carr

$25.03
$8.47
$11.66
$6.47
$7.78

1
1
1
2
1

$25.03
$8.47
$11.66
$12.94
$7.78

$200.00
$0.89

1
1

$200.00
$0.89

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr

$5.77
$2.77

1
1

$5.77
$2.77

McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
?????
Apogee Rockets
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
PerfectFlite
Direct
Omron
Electronics
Amazon
Amazon
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
McMaster Carr
Digikey

$12.04
$12.25
$3.09
$8.73
$175.00
$10.00
$0.80
$18.21
$3.51

2
2
2
3
3
3
10
2
4

$24.08
$24.50
$6.18
$26.19
$525.00
$30.00
$8.00
$36.42
$14.04

$49.46

2

$98.92

$9.49
$15.99
$10.51
$3.75
$9.62
$2.39

1
1
1
1
1
1
10

$20.64
$9.49
$15.99
$10.51
$3.75
$9.62
$23.87

CSRocketry
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey

$550.00
$39.95
$0.07
$0.64

1
2
10
2

$550.00
$79.90
$0.72
$1.28
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Launch Vehicle Budget - Two Full-scales
Item
123 Batteries
123 Battery Holders
22 uF Filtering cap
10 uF Filtering cap
Teensy-LC
NFET
PFET
Voltage Regulator
Xbee Pro 900 MHz
40 Gauge Nichrome Wire
Female Xbee headers
Male Headers
PCB

Vendor
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
PRC
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Jacobs Online
Digikey
Digikey
Advanced
Circuits

Price
$2.24
$3.39
$0.62
$0.76
$11.65
$0.53
$0.61
$9.75
$39.00
$5.50
$0.98
$0.51

Quantity
12
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
1
4
2

Total
Price
$26.88
$6.78
$1.24
$1.52
$23.30
$2.12
$1.22
$19.50
$78.00
$5.50
$3.92
$1.02

$33.00

2

$66.00

Two Full-scale

$4,527.06
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10 APPENDIX H: TEST RESULTS

Charger Rocket Works USLI 2018
Document Title
Subscale Charge Testing Report
Document ID:
CDR Overall Template.docx001

VRPT
Verification Report
V-ID: CRW-RP-001

Authors
Long Nathanial

Role
Project Manager

Version
Issue Date
1.0
January 9, 2018
Document Information
10.1
Version

E-Mail
nal0007@uah.edu

Document Type
Report

Valid from
November 19, 2017

CHANGE RECORD
Date

Changed Reqs/Specs

Remarks
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1.0

01/09/2018

10.2

First Issue

First issue

ABBREVIATIONS

V-ID Verification Identifier
VRPT Verification Report
PRC Propulsion Research Center
Test Description and Approval
Method of
□ Analysis □ Inspection
Verification

Title

□ Review of Design

Test Site / Facility
Propulsion Research
Center

Subscale Ejection Testing
Requirement-ID
R-004
S-002

Verification-ID
RP-001
RP-001

Test-ID
TEST-01
TEST-01

S-010
G-002

RP-001
RP-001

TEST-01
TEST-01

Level

□ System

□ Subsystem

□ Component

□ Test

Test Date
11/19/2017

□ Element

10.3
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this test is twofold. The first goal is to determine the amount of
black powder necessary to successfully eject the main chute and separate the aft
section of the rocket. The second purpose is to demonstrate successful separation
and deployment.
10.4
•
•
•

TEST EQUIPMENT
E-match ignition system
Black powder
PPE (safety glasses, ear plugs)

10.5
•
•

FLIGHT HARDWARE
Subscale upper section
Subscale avionics bay
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•

Subscale aft section

10.6
PERSONNEL
Give a list of personnel involved in the test. Use the following abbreviations:
H= head of campaign (responsible for the test itself)
A=test authority (employee of PRC)
P=test planning
E=test execution
V=evaluation
• Bao H. -H, P
• Chloe M.-P,E
• Stephen B. - E
• Ray S. -E
• Dr. David L. - A
10.7
SCHEDULE
The test is scheduled to take place the evening of November 18th.
10.8
PROCEDURE
The procedure can be found in Ejection Test SOPs. In general, these SOPs contain
information related to securing the test environment, setting up the ignition circuit,
preparing the black powder charges, conducting the test, and cleaning the test area
after a test. Throughout the process, important safety precautions are highlighted.
10.9
REMARKS
Only red team members are allowed to perform test operations. Only the team
mentor (Dr. David L for this test) is allowed to handle the blackpowder.
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11

TEST RESULTS

Test
Igniter Battery
Conditions Voltage ok at start of
test

Test Success

11.1

□ YES

Cold, calm weather

□ PARTLY

□ NO

Deviations

After several unsuccessful drogue deployments, the simulation was rerun. It was
found that removing the drogue parachute would still allow for a safe main
deployment. When the drogue was removed, the aft section was able to reliably
separate.
11.2
RESULTS
It was found that, once the drogue chute was removed, 1 gram of black powder was
needed to separate the aft section (repeated twice). 1.75 grams of black powder
reliably (two successful tests) deployed the main chute. These values were used for
the subscale flights.
11.3
LESSONS LEARNED
The primary lesson learned was to review the amount of space allotted for the
parachute and shock cord in the body tube. Additionally, a margin needed to be
added to the packing volume provided by the manufacturer. This development led to
a change in the body tube lengths for the full scale rocket.

Charger Rocket Works USLI 2018
Document Title
Sub-scale Test Flights Report
Document ID:
CDR Overall Template.docx002
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VRPT
Verification Report
V-ID: CRW-RP-002

Authors
Long Nathanial
McFadden Chloe

Role
Project Manager
Central
Subsystem Lead

Version
Issue Date
1.0
1/12/2018
Document Information
11.4
Version
1.0

11.5

E-Mail
nal0007@uah.edu
clm0056@uah.edu

Document Type
Report

Valid from
11/19/2017

CHANGE RECORD
Date
1/12/2018

Changed Reqs/Specs

Remarks
First issue

ABBREVIATIONS

V-ID Verification Identifier
VRPT Verification Report
PRC Propulsion Research Center
Test Description and Approval
Method of
□ Analysis □ Inspection
Verification

□ Demonstration

□ Test
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Title

Test Site / Facility

Test Date

Subscale Flight
Subscale Flight(s)

Childersburg, AL
Childersburg, AL

11/19/17
12/16/17

Requirement-ID
V-023
V-024

Verification-ID
RP-002
RP-002

Test-ID
TEST-02
TEST-02

V-025
G-028
G-029

RP-002
RP-002
RP-002

TEST-02
TEST-02
TEST-02

Level

□ System

□ Subsystem

□ Component

□ Element

11.6
PURPOSE AND SCOPE
There are several purposes for the subscale test of the vehicle system including
experience building and flying a high-powered rocket, successful recovery and
tracking of the vehicle, and analysis of the vehicle after flight primarily to find the
coefficient of drag of the vehicle.
11.7
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TEST EQUIPMENT
PPE (safety glasses, ear plugs, gloves)
Tools and Mounting Hardware (fasteners, shear pins, screwdrivers, etc)
Calipers
On-Field Weight Scale
Motor Case Cleaning Supplies
First Aid Kit
Laptop with supporting software
Tracker Ground Station

11.8
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FLIGHT HARDWARE
Subscale upper section
Subscale avionics bay
Subscale aft section
Ejection Charges
E-Matches
Ballast
Avionics (altimeters and batteries)
Drogue Parachute
Main Parachute
Tracker
COTS Motor
Motor Case
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11.9
PERSONNEL
Give a list of personnel involved in the test. Use the following abbreviations:
H= head of campaign (responsible for the test itself)
A=test authority (employee of PRC)
P=test planning
E=test execution
V=evaluation
• Bao H. -H, P
• Chloe M. -P, E
• Ray S. -E
• Stephen B. -E
• Dr. David L. -A
• Brian C – E
•

11.10 SCHEDULE
The test is scheduled to take place the day of November 19th. Another two tests are
scheduled to take place the day of December 16th.
11.11 PROCEDURE
The procedure can be found in Subscale Rocket Assembly and Launch Prep SOPs.
In general, these SOPs contain information related to setting up at the launch area,
preparing the vehicle and black chargers, and recovering the rocket.
11.12 REMARKS
Only red team members are allowed to perform test operations, or non-red team
members may perform the test operations under the supervision of a red team
member. Only the team mentor (Dr. David L. for this test) is allowed to handle the
black powder.
Test Results
Test
Conditions
Test 1

Battery voltage ok
before flight.
Electronics powered
on successfully
Rocket fit on the rail
well, though the
varying sections of
the rocket caused a
slight tilt

Cold, very windy
weather
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Test
Conditions
Test 2

Battery voltage ok
before flight.
Electronics powered
on successfully

Test Success

11.13

□ YES

Cold, mild winds

□ PARTLY

□ NO

Deviations

During the first flight test, the rocket did not reach its predicted altitude but
this is due in part to the high winds experienced during the flight. This particular
flight only reached about 2,884 ft. which was about 930 ft. below the simulated
altitude. It was also determined that the tracker did not send coordinates to the
ground station after the initial packet on the launch rail.
For the second test, the rocket experienced large oscillations directly after it
left the rail. It is unclear whether this is due to a tilt of the rocket on the rail or due
to a slanted nozzle on the COTS motor. The motor nozzle was not inspected before
installation but was noticed to be displaced after the rocket was recovered post test.
This instability also caused the rocket to reach a lower altitude of about 2,323 ft.
which is approximately 1,489 ft. below the simulated altitude
The third test did not experience the same problems as the second test and
reached a much higher altitude of 3,165 ft. which is about 647 ft. below the
simulated altitude.
11.14

RESULTS
As discussed above, the first flight reached an altitude of 2,884 ft., the second
flight reached an altitude of 2,323 ft., and the third flight reached an altitude of
3,165 ft. Figure 1 below shows all three flights with flight 3 being the most accurate
flight for calculated the coefficient of drag because this flight did not experience the
high winds of the first flight and did not appear to have a problem with the COTs
motor. The tracker did not operate fully for all flights and will therefore need to be
improved for the full scale testing but the recovery system successfully worked for
all three flights. All rockets were recovered within range and were fit to re-fly.
Using the data from the third flight, the coefficient of drag of the vehicle was found
to be about 0.56 which is typical for a rocket of this size. The rocket remained stable
during flights 1 and 3 which validated the stability margins found in the
simulation.
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Figure 94: Subscale Altimeter Data

All three flights had a successful recovery which featured the ignition of black
powder charges through the use of the onboard altimeters to separate the rocket
sections and deploy the main parachute.
11.15

LESSONS LEARNED
One important lesson learned from the testing was how to efficiently follow
the Standard Operating Procedures to allow for three different safe and effective
tests, two of which were performed in the same day and had a fairly quick
turnaround.
Another lesson learned which impacted the full system design was the
forward motor retention which was used for all three subscale flights. It was
discovered soon after the first flight that while the forward retention method did
hold the motor into place during the flight, it was difficult to remove because it did
not simply unscrew, but instead sections of the rocket had to be disassembled in
order to remove the motor and clean the case between flights.
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